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PREFACE 
Fruit growing is both an art and an industry. It is based on a 
body of abiding scientific facts and principies; some of these 
must remain basic so long as there is any fruit growing, and 
some are applicable only as economic conditions determine. 
The accelerating trend of the industry from farm-orchard 
production to highly specialized enterprises makes all the more 
imperative keen discrimination between what is good acience 
and what is good business, between what is fundamentally far-
sighted policy and what is temporarily expedient, and the 
relative rapidity of economic changes necessitates frequent 
reappraisal of various standard practices. 
Future success and leadership in the industry will increasingly 
require more than a knowledge, however thorough, of the 
accepted current orchard practices. New discoveries must be 
weighed carefully; a change in o ne practice may enhance or 
diminish the importance of some other. Fluctuation in prices 
or in wages may render a good practice or good plant material 
unprofitable, or it may revive the applicability of an obsolete 
practice or the usefulness of discarded plant material. The 
enduring nature of an orchard investment places special impot-
tance on foresight and renders mistakes particularly unfortunatc. 
The leader, be he producer, teacher, or investigator, must be 
sensitive to changing conditions in many fields and must under-
stand their ultimate effects on fruit growing; he must appreciate 
the difference between the unchanging and the transitory truths; 
he must assimilate the experience of the past; in short, he must 
know far more than is required in the daily routine of the orchard. 
The work now offered is intended for beginners in the study of 
fruit growing. It was written in the belief that a rather com-
prehensive view of the whole field facilitates further acquirement 
for those who later consider the subjectin detail and at the same 
time provides the most useful treatment of the subject for those 
whose chief interest will lie in other fields . In accordance with 
this view, effort has been made to present a sketch of the func-
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tioning of fruit trees and an outline of the methods and problems 
of the fruit industry. 
No empirical work, however authoritative, can fit perfectly 
more than a small portion of the United States, and for single 
states rather bulky volumes would sometimes be necessary. 
Details of regional requirements, applications, and practices 
must always be settled in the light of local experience. In 
the classroom, proper presentation of foundation principies has 
left scant time for local adaptation, other than by assigned 
reading, always inconvenient and frcquently iU fitting. Thc 
present work is intended to supply material of wide applica-
bility in convenient form, permitting a reversal of the usual 
procedure and placing on the student the chief responsibility 
for the fundamentals and on the instructor that for local prac-
tices. This, of course, virtually necessitates recourse to the 
professional school method of making reading assignments 
precede classroom treatment of most subjects. 
Adherence to the order of presentation laid clown is not 
essential. Duplications and repetitions bave been made freely, 
partly to facilitate changes in presentation and to avoid cross-
reference, always odious to the beginner. 
The authors wish to acknowledge the assistance received from 
many sources in the preparation of this work. In particular 
are they indebted to Mr. W. C. Dutton and Dr. J. W. Crist, 
of the Michigan Agricultura! Experiment Station, for their 
criticisms on portions of the manuscript and to Mr. B. G. Sitton, 
of the same station, for microscope preparations from which 
Figures 4, 7, 10, and 12 were made. Thanks are due to Dr. 
J. K. Shaw, of the Massachusetts Agricultura! College, for 
Figure 55; to Prof. C. E. Schuster, of the Oregon Agricultura! 
College, for Figures 132 and 133; to Prof. H. P. Barss, of the 
same institution, for Figures 98 and 102; to Mr. G. L. Philp, 
of the California Experiment Station, for Figure 19; to Mr. 
H. A. Cardinell, of the Michigan State College, for Figures 
51 and 96; and to the Department of Horticulture of the Uni-
versity of Missouri for Figures 97 and 99. Figure 1 is reprinted 
from the Smith-Overton Textbook of General Botany with the 
permission of the publishers, the Macmillan Company. Figure 
3 is reprinted by permission from "Textbook of General Botany" 
by R. M. Holman and W. W. Robbins, published by John 
Wiley & Sons, Inc. Figure 13 is from Sinnott's "Botany, 
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Principies and Problems," and Figures 2, 11, and 14 from Eames 
and MacDaniels' "Introduction to Plant Anatomy," both pub-
lished by the McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc. Figures 94, 
95, 100, 101, 103, 104, 111, 112, 113, 114, 116, 126, and 128 are 
from the files of the Botanical Department, and Figures 92 
93, 105, 106, 107, 108, 115, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123, and 
124 are from the files of the Entomological Department, of the 
Michigan Agricultura! Experiment Station. Most of the othcr 
figures are from the f.les of the Horticultura! Departmcnt of 
the same station¡ some of them were made by Messrs. W. C. 
Dutton, H. P. Gaston, and R. E. Marshall¡ the rest by the 
authors. To Director R. S. Shaw of the Michigan Station, 
thanks are due for permission to use these illustrations. 
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CHAPTER I 
TREE STRUCTURE 
Though many orchardists succeed at fruit growing despite an 
alrnost complete ignorance of the ways in which fruit trees func-
tion, occasions arise when some knowledge of the anatomy and 
physiology of the trees would enable them to be still more success-
ful. The fruit grower must, from time to timc, himself be 
physician for his trocs, with this difference from the medica! 
practitioner: he must hunt out the sick, he must do all the 
symptom finding, he must pay the bills for the treatments he 
prescribes and he must take the responsibility of deciding 
whether the patient is worth saving. He may, in addition, func-
tion as surgeon for his trees. Like the physician, he will under-
stand his patient better, in sickness as in health, if he knows its 
anatomy and physiology. 
The orchardist can plant a tree in a favorable location, protect 
it from many insects and fungi, and keep its environment gener-
ally favorable; he can even feed it, but withal the trec must do 
much for itself. It must absorb moisture and nutrients through 
its roots, conduct them to the lea ves and distribute the elaborated 
food from the leaves; it must grow, it must protect the various 
conducting and growth zones from desiccation and decay, it 
must store foods over winter for growth renewal in the spring, 
it must support its framework against wind and it must repair 
mJunes. These various requirements are fulfi lled by various 
more or less specializcd tissues; to some ends numerous tissues 
contribute and some tissues perform more than one duty. 
THE CELL IS THE STRUCTURAL UNIT 
Since the way in which the tree functions depends on its 
structure, anatomy and function may be considercd jointly, as 
each thTows light on the other. Though the plant's larger 
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structural units are its various organs-the leaves, roots, stems, 
and flowers-close examination shows that each of these organs 
is composed of a number of clifferent tissues. Examination with 
a microscope shows that all plant tissues are in turn made up of 
cells, which may be regarded as the structural units of the plant. 
These, though thcy are all small, vary greatly in size and shape 
Fro. 1.-A single cell, showing characteristic structure. (Aftcr Smith and 
Overton.) 
and in the way in which they are combined. In some tissues 
they are arranged loosely, with air spaces between them, like 
rocks in a stone fence; in others they are compressed, so that 
they fit exactly without intervening spaces, like bricks in a wall. 
All plant cells have certain characteristics in common. On 
the outside is a hollow shell or wall that 
F I G. 2.-Bordered 
pits in wood cells o f 
apple. (After Eames 
and MacDaniels.) 
serves as a protective casing for the sub-
stances and structures within (Fig. 1). 
Young, newly formed cells have thin, pliable 
walls through which water and materials in 
solution pass readily. As they grow older, 
the wall is, in many cases, thickened and 
strengthened, a process that becomes evident 
in the gradually increasing "woocliness" of 
many mature tissues. This thickening 
usually interferes with the passage of solu-
tions, but in many kinds of cells the walls 
remain thin at various points, forming so-called pits through 
which solutions pass readily from one cell to another (Fig. 2). 
Enclosed by the cell wall is the living semi-líquid substance 
called protoplasm which fills young cells almost completely. 
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TREE STRUCTURE 3 
This living protoplasm is composed of scvcral parts-a nucleus, 
a number of plastids, and the cytoplasm. The nucleus is a 
particularly dense portion of the protoplasm, usually more or less 
globular in shape, which takes an important part in the growth 
processes of the cell. The plastids are small bodies of various 
shapes and sizes. Some are packed with starch; in this case 
they are known as starch grains. Many are saturated with 
chlorophyll, the green coloring matter of plants. In still other 
cases they may be yellow, rcd, or orange, giving rise to some of 
the bright colors of flowers, leaves, and fruits. The rest of the 
protoplasm in which the nucleus and plastids float is the cyto-
plasm, a fluid substance in constant movement, streaming back 
and forth within the cell walls. In every cell as it grows older 
and larger, one or more "bubbles," known as vacuoles, appear 
in the cytoplasm; these are filled with cell sap. In due coursc 
t hey grow larger, unite, and eventually form a large central 
vacuole that occupies most of the cell, forcing the cytoplasm with 
the imbedded nucleus and plastids against the cell wall where it 
forms a thin lining, separating wall from vacuole (Fig. 1). 
Cells bave peculiarities which, in many cases, pm·mit their 
identification by species and by function. Unusually thick walls 
and small cell cavity generally characterize the cell whose chief 
function is mechanical support. Cells which serve for conduct-
ing fluids, on tbc other hand, bave large central cavities and 
numerous openings. 
THE MAIN PLANT STRUCTURES 
The main vegetativc structures found in practically all higher 
plants are roots, stems, and leaves. Tbc relative prominence of 
these parts varies with the species; in the strawberry, the stem 
constitutes such a relatively small part of the plant that it is occa-
sionally referred to as stemless, while in asparagus, the leaves 
are reduced to mere bracts hardly recognizable as leaves. AU 
fruit plants posscss these three main parts, however, each with 
its characteristic function. 
THE ROOT 
The root is primarily an organ for the absorption of water and 
nutrients and secondarily an anchor that holds the plant in place. 
It also serves to some extent as a storage organ for surplus food 
materials, a function highly developed in plants with fleshy roots. 
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Many kinds of trees sometirncs dcvelop long fi brous streamer-like 
roots in tile drains; these are almost exclusively absorbing organs. 
Most roots, however, serve both purposes at the same time. 
Which function is performed better dcpcnds on conditions. In 
a rich soil with a high water table, the root system may suffice to 
keep the trce growing vigorously without protecting it against 
uprooting in high wind; in sandy soils the tree's anchorage may bc 
proof against any storm, but the growth may be slow. 
Practically all absorption takcs place through the outermost 
or epidermal layer of cells near the ends of the new feeding 
rootlets and root fibers and through hair-lilce outgrowths from 
them, the so-called root hairs. These root hairs penetrate 
between the partides of soil and fasten themselves to the particles, 
greatly increasing the volume of soil with which an intirnate 
contact is established (Fig. 3) . As the tip of the rootlet grows 
ahead, the older root hairs gradually dic and usually the whole 
epidermis also, leaving a corky, impervious layer of cells in con-
tact with the soil. The older roots serve only as anchors and 
as channels for conducting water and nutrient materials to the 
above-ground parts of the tree and also for the transport of foods 
from the top of the tree to its root tips. The loss of young roots 
that accompanies even the most careful work may prove fatal to 
a tree transplanted while in leaf, though it is set into saturated 
soil, since the larger roots have lost most of their absorbing powcr. 
Likewise, deep cultivation, destroying a large part of the feeding 
rootlets that lie close to the surface of the soil, is frequently very 
injurious, especially at critica! p01·iods such as the time of fruit 
sett.ing, though equally deep plowing or disking a few weeks 
earlier, when absorption and trallSpiration are less active, does 
no appreciable harm. 
The water and nutrients absorbed by the rootlets and root 
hairs are carried up to the rest of the plant through elongated 
thick-walled cells arranged in strands called vascular bundles. 
These bundles not only serve as a system of pipes for the trans-
port of water and nutrients, but they also give the root strength 
for anchorage and their arrangement in the interior of the root 
serves best to withstand the pull on the anchor (Fig. 4) . 
Roots increase in length and penetrate the soil by the enlarge-
ment and division of the cells at the tip, which is covered by a 
characteristic cap-like structure known as the root cap. Tlús 
cap is pushed into the soil by the growth talcing place just 
TREE STRUCTURE 5 
Fro. 3 -Tho ond of a rapidly growing root. (A fter Iiolman and Robbin11.) 
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behind it, thus serving as a buffer for t he tender tissues of the 
growing point that it protects. Unlike sterns, roots of most 
plants bave no definite system of branching, though in some 
species the branches often originate in rows running lengthwise 
of the roots. Sicle roots arise from an inner layer, and they must 
break their way through the outer tissues to reach the soil. 
Roots diffcr further from stems in that they do not bave definíte 
nodes or joints and they never give rise directly to leaves, flowers, 
or fruits. "Adventitious" buds sometimes forro on roots, how-
cver, and these may grow out into shoots that in t4rn may flow<' r 
and producc fru it. 
Fra. 4.-Cross-section of apple root, 2 ycars oid. As compared with t.wig 
growth, simpler structure. Pith small, no distinction bctween priroary and 
sccondary wood. Eroergence of branch root shown at B. 
THE STEM 
The primary function of the stems of fruit plants is to support 
the leaves, fl.owers, and fruit. It might almost be saíd that the 
stem, with its branches, is primarily a framework for holding thc 
leaves up to the light. The second function is to act as con-
necting link between roots and leavcs. In this capacity it serves 
not only to carry to the leaves materials absorbed by the roots, 
but also to transport elaborated food materials manufactured in 
the leaves down to the roots. Stems also afford considerable 
space for the temporary storage of food materials until they are 
required elsewhere in the plant for new growth or for flower or 
fruit formation. 
TREE STRUCTURE 7 
Its Anatomy.-The trunk of a maturc fruit. tree is composeu 
of a central mass of dead and physiologically inert tissues, sur-
rounded by a relatively narrow zonc of living and functioning 
tissues, wbich in turn is surroundcd by an inert protective 
layer. The zone of functioning tissue includes the outer portion 
of thc wood roughly equivalent to the "sap wood" of general 
Fxa. 5.-Cross-section of main scaffold limb. Heartwood H; sapwood S; 
annu al rings A; cortex C; pruning wounds at P and P'; P' has completely hcaled 
over, while at P the process is not complete and rot has set in. 
phraseology and the inner portion of what is commonly called the 
"bark" and between these a very thin layer called the "cam-
bium," which provides for growth in circumference (Fig. 5). 
The cambium is a tissue with which the orchardist has many 
points of practica! contact. Its tbickness is measurable only 
with the microscope and in viewing a cross-section the unaided 
eye sees its location rather than the t issue itself. During por-
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tions of the year, the bark may be separated easily f rom the wood; 
whcn this is done the cambium layer apparcntly splits, part adher-
ing to the bark and part to the wood. The jelly-like material 
which can be scraped from the exposed sur·faces is composed, in 
part, of this tissue. 
As seen through the microscope, cambium is a band of a few 
cells' thickness-in the apple six to eight. Some investigators 
hold that the true cambium is only one cell wide; in any case it is 
exceedingly narrow. The cells are fiattencd tangentially (at 
right angles to a radius from the center of the trunk); they are 
rich in protoplasm and have thin non-woody walls. Except for 
the fl.attcned condition and regular 
arrangement, their appearance sug-
gests that of the tissue of the growing 
point at the tip of root or stem. In 
fact, it is essentially the same tissue 
modifi~d in form and arrangement by 
the pressur·e which it exerts against 
the solid wood on the inside and the 
relatively inelastic bark on the outside. 
The woody portion of the tree, above 
and below ground, is wholly sur-
rounded by this tissue, continuous 
from the tip of the branch to the tip 
of the root. 
Actual growth proceeds in this way: 
FIG. 6.-Cross-section of 3-
year-old apple spur. Structure 
less simple thnn root. Pith 
H; primary wood F; W, sec-
ondary wood; C, cambium;L, 
phloem; X, cortex; K, cork. the cambium cells are constantly 
dividing, splitting off new cells toward the inside and toward 
the outside of the stem. Those originating on the inside 
become transformed to conductive vessels or woody- supporting 
fibers or wood parenchyma cells, as the case may be; those given 
off to the outside constitute the phloem. These cells become 
modified in various ways, but they do not divide again; with 
relatively unimportant exceptions, new cells are formed only by 
the cambium. The cells composing the cambium layer become 
active in early spring; in the pear they have already formed new 
wood when the blossoms open. They apparently remain active, 
potentially at least, unti! the end of summer or into the autumn 
since "second growth" may begin certainly as la te as August, 
and calius formation, a product of cambial activity, has been 
observed in apple trees wounded in mid-October. 
TREE STRUCTURE 9 
Wood formed in the spring contains a number of large vessels; 
that formed later in the season is more dense. This alternation of 
p01·ous and dense layers gives the wood, as scen in cross-section, 
the appearance of being composed of concentric rings. This is 
indeed the case. Ordinarily each ring in a. cross-section marks a 
year's growth and the age of a trunk or branch at the paint where 
a cut is made may be determined by counting the number of 
FIG. 7.-Longitudinal section of apple twig, showing calius forma.tion below 
ground. Growth chiefly from cambial region; no typical cork cells a.s yet 
formed. I n calius at lower right ca.mbium forma.tion incompleta, very few 
chara.cteristie wood cells have appeared; a.t upper left, moro advaneed sta.ge, 
with cambium layer e bctter developed and wood cells w ra.ther numerous 
these annual rings. The t runk ·is composed of a series of elon-
gated canes, a new cone being superimposed each year on that 
formed in the previous year. 
Repair (Regenerative Processes).-The cambium, in addit ion 
to providing normal growth, is concerned with repair of injured 
tissues. In severa! ways this is important to the fruit grower. 
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When the compression exerted by the bark on the cambium is 
removed, as when the bark is cut, the cambial tissue and its 
derivatives expand into the freed area; they lose much oí the 
orderly arrangement that characterizes their development undcr 
pressw·e, and forma soft, irregular tissue known as calius (Fig. 7). 
This is familiar to fruit growers as the tissue which develops on 
the edges of a wound on a trec trunk or branch, the calius edges 
F10. 8.- Ciosing in a wound by calius formation has been hasteued in this 
case by slitting the calius. 
advancing from the various sides until they meet, unite, a.nd seal 
the wound. Above ground, calius rapidly forms bark which 
restores compression and the formation of the various t issues 
resumes its normal course (Fig. 7). Development of calius, and 
consequently the healing of wounds, proceeds more rapidly in 
vigorously growing trees; on large wounds it may be stimulated 
by cutting the edge of t he call us, relieving the bark pressure again 
(Fig. 8). Though moist atmosphere favors calius formation, 
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other considerations make undesirable the bandaging of wounds 
as sometimes practiced; better resulta are secured by removing 
all dead bark, covering the exposed wood with a protective coat-
ing, and allowing the calius to develop as it will. 
Pruning wounds or dead areas due to winter injury, fire, or 
sunscald can be covcred with live tissue only through callus for-
FIG. 9.-Left: tbe "walling over" of a wound by call us fonnation at the 
edges; at the right, healing of a similar wound by cork regeneration from thc 
exposed cambium and wood surface has taken place. 
mation from the edges of the wound. In some wounds, however, 
live, rather than dead, tissue is exposed; these cases occur when 
the bark is torn loose by cultivator or by whiffietree or by sheep. 
W ounds of this kind are likely to heal by regeneration directly 
on the exposed wood (Fig. 9); this apparently comes from cam-
bium formed from the very young wood cells or possibly from the 
cambium remaining when the bark was torn loose. Attempts 
to protect this area from drying out are likely to lead to destruc-
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tion of the exposed tissues by mold; protective coatings are 
equally or more likely to destroy this tissue. The best treatment 
for wounds of tlús sort is to let them entirely alone, at least until 
it is certain that they are not going to regenerate new bark. 
In hardwood cuttings, such as those by which new plants of 
grapes and currants are produccd, callus seals the cut ends and 
prcsumably prevents invasion by dcstructive organisms. This 
calius is formed in a close, moist atmosphcre and in appearance 
and in actual nature it differs from calius formcd above ground, 
particularly in the absence of barlc. In some plants the pith and 
Fta. 10.-Lcft. Photoroicrograph of scction froro tho poar shown at right. 
On tho right, rogonoration tissue; on tho Ioft, walling over. Regenoration tissuo 
is fastonod rigidly to tho oldor wood, whilo walling-ovor tissue docs not unite 
with it. 
Ri{Jht. Cross-soction of poar trunk girdlod in roidsummor, all tho bark boing 
romovod. Rogonoration followod on ono side, forming now wood. This in 
turn sent out growths on tho sides, beginning the walling over of the remainder 
of the trunk. More than half the trunk is dead and water apparently travols 
only in tho portion noar the regenerated wood. 
the wood cells adjacent to the cut surface appear to forro some 
calius, but the greater portion comes from the cambium. 
Budding and grafting depend on cambial activity. If a burl 
with a piece of the bark surrounding it is cut properly from a 
twig and inserted properly under the bark of another tree of the 
same species, growth from the cambium and parenchymatous 
cells on the inside of the bark surrounding the bud unite with 
similar tissues from the surface of the wood of the stock; the bud 
remains alive and will grow in its new position. Success in graft-
ing depends primarily on inserting the cion into the stock in 
such a manner that the cambial layers are approximately in 
contact ¡ if this is done the call us growing f rom the one meets the 
I 
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calius produced by the other and their interlocking accomplishes 
the union. 
Structure of the Wood.-The woody cylinder of the trunk is 
composed of cells of severa! types. Running radially, i.e., toward 
the circumference, are medullary rays containing box-like, non-
fibrous (parenchymatous) cells (Fig. 6). These rays are pro-
longed beyond the cambium; they furnish channels for the 
movement of sugars and other foods to and from the interior 
and serve as a storage tissue for these materials and outside the 
cambium they store nitrogenous materials. They have, how-
ever, little direct connection functionally with the longitudinal 
tissues of the woody cylinder, in the midst of which they are 
located. 
The wood fibers, which serve for mechanical support, are 
long, narrow cells, tapering at the ends, generally lignified and 
comparatively thick walled (Fig. 11); in the apple and other 
heavy-wooded plants they are very abundant. Their tapering 
ends permit overlapping, adding materially to the tensile strength 
of the tissue; this effect is enhanccd by the irregular spacing of 
the fibers, making all points of uniform strength. When a 
branch bends, tensile strength becomes important in the tissues 
on the convex side of the arc. The mechanically weak point in 
trces is the lack of tieing together laterally of the fibers. This is 
illustrated occasionally by the tearing of a branch loaded with 
fruit on one side only, but more often by the splitting of narrow-
angled crotches where the continued laying clown of new wood 
on the inner angle acts as a wedge. At thcse points the fibers on 
the inner angle do not bend around the turn, but the fibers from 
the trunk and those from the upper edge of the branch run in a 
generally parallel course. They cross to some extent, thus in a 
measure providing some anchorage, but the main strength of the 
crotch lies in the fibcrs on the outer (or under) side of the branch. 
The vessels, which constitute the main conductive tissue, have 
relatively thin walls and large cavities; their diameter is much 
greater than that of the other cells (Fig. 11). Large terminal 
pelforations permit free movement of sap in its upward course, 
since these cells are an-anged end to end in a continuous line, likc 
tile in a drain. 
The fourth major tissue of the wood is composcd of wood 
parenchyma cells (Fig. 11); these are scattered about among tho 
other cells and thcy store elaborated foods. 
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FIG. 11.-Typical cells of wood and phloem in apple, A, wood fiber; B, vessel; 
C, wood parenchyma; D, sieve tube. (All !rom Eames and MacDaniels.) 
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In addition to the openings at the ends of the vessels, all the 
cells in the wood have openings, called pits, along the sides 
(Figs. 2 and 11). These pits permit the passage of water from 
the upper end of one cell to the lower end of another that overlaps 
it; through these the water ascends and passes out at the upper 
end into the lower end of another cell. The pits permit lateral 
movement of water, either into the medullary rays and thence 
out to the phloem, or around the stem to the sicle which is most 
cxposed to water loss or around a dcep wound. Ordinarily 
conduction is most active through the wood most recently formed, 
i.e., the outer layers, but if these are cut the water moves inward 
through the pits to older wood; through this it rises above the 
cut and then by the pits proceeds outward again toward the 
newer wood. The whole water-conducting system is charac-
terized by a high degree of facility of adjustment, so that water 
can be, as it were, diverted readily to meet the needs of the 
moment. 
As cells become older their conductive activity diminishes, 
accumulations of inorganic and organic materials begin, and the 
color darkens. The sapwood is becoming heartwood. There is 
no definite age at which this change begins- indeed it may com-
mence at one sicle of an annual ring while the other is still func-
tioning, and the sapwood remains alive longer in vigorous than 
in weak trees. Heartwood is inert physiologically-generally 
it is dead-but of great value as a support. This is shown by the 
vigorous growth in hollow-hearted trees in which the heartwood 
has decayed, though they are likely to break in a high wind. 
The Bark.-The region outside of the ca·mbium is loosely 
called bark. Next the cambium is the phloem; this contains, 
along with fibres and parenchyma cells, the sieve tubes through 
which elaborated foods descend. These receive their name 
from the numerous perforations in the ends of the cells; through 
these the food materials pass to the abutting cells. In the apple 
the ends are oblique, thus increasing the surface through which 
the materials may pass (Fig. 11). Some of the carbohydrate is 
diverted to the medullary rays, through which it travels into the 
woody cylinder for storage in the parenchyma or in the rays them-
sclves, but much of it travels clown in the phloem to the roots. 
Outsicle the phloem region is the cortex, composed of cells approx-
imatcly spherical in shape and without lignified walls (Fig. 6): 
their chief function is the storage of food. This tissue, however, 
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is more pronounced in young twigs; in mature trm1ks of many 
species it is cut off, along with the outer portion of the phloem, 
by the successive formation oí laycrs of cells of cambial nature 
called the "cork cambium." In thc apple and pear this lat ter 
tissue arises near the surface and leads to the first scaling off of 
the outer layers of cork; as the smooth bark changes to rough, 
a1·eas affected this way are sometimes erroneously considered 
diseased. This layer, in oid stems, is considerably closer to the 
wood than it is to the surface of the bark. Sometimes a cleavage 
occurs along a cork cambium layer and in bridge and approach 
grafting the unwary operator may be deceived into thinking thc 
true cambium is exposed and set the grafts accordingly. These 
grafts do not succeed. Cork cambium may be distinguished with 
the unaided eye from the true cambium by its lack of the glis-
tening surface the latter presents and by the softness of the 
underlying tissue. The formation of the cork cambium excludes 
the outlyjng tissues from food and moisture supply; they then 
becomc corky and function chiefl.y as protcction against water 
loss and to some extent against mechanical injury and tempera-
ture changes. When the bark reaches the stage where the cork 
layers peel off-the "rough bark" stage-sunscald is far less 
likely to occur. Cork cambium may bc formed by the paren-
chymatous tissues near a wound; this forros cork and in this way 
seals the wound. 
The practice, rather common among farmers, when they wish 
to kill trees and prevent sprouting from the roots, of girdJing 
them (removing a ring of bark around the trunk) in midsummer 
to "prevent the sap frum going down to the roots," though based 
on a conception not precisely in accord with scientific definition, 
is fundamentally correct. In general, though not with entire 
correctness, it may be said that sap ascends and only elaborated 
foods descend. The ascending watery sap carries nutrient salts 
in solution; in the leaves the water is transpired to the air and 
some is consumed otherwise and the descending movement is of 
material which hardly fits the ordinary conception of sap. The 
upward movement is chiefl.y in the sapwood; the returo, or down-
ward, movement is in the phloem, a region popularly known as 
the "inner bark." 
Length Growth.-As long as a tree livcs, it grows in length as 
well as in circumference. Length growth is made only at the 
t ips of the shoots, though of com·se the term includes the growth 
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of side branches. Here each shoot has, enclosed in a bud during 
the winter and in a rosette of very young lea ves during the period 
of actual growth, a small mass of specializcd tissue called tbc 
growing point. This is the true t ip of the branch. Tbe cells 
composing this tissue are very densely crowded; tbey are full of 
protoplasm and bave very thin walls. A few of these cells 
divide very rapidly, giving rise to new cells, which forma dome 
whose apex is the growing point. Pressure from within expands 
this dome outward, so that tbe newly formed cells quickly corne 
to a position parallel to the axis of the shoot while tbe growing 
point is simultaneously raised. Tbese processes are continuous 
during periods of growtb. For a time after tbey bave corne into 
position tbe newly formed cells co11tinue to enlarge and in this 
way produce lengtb increase in the region just below tbe growing 
point. This growth may be inferred from observation of the 
shortness of tbe distance between tbe points of attacbment of the 
young lea ves on tbe shoot as compared with the distance between 
the attachments of the fully formed leaves. Away from tbe 
tip, bowever, length growth does not occm; if eacb of two buds, 
6 incbes apart, sends out a brancb and the branches sW'Vive, their 
centers will be 6 inches apart 50 years or two centuries afterward. 
In some species and varieties tbe strongest, most vigorous 
sboots are produccd from terminal and subterminal buds. Tbe 
result is a more or less upright, tree-like type of growtb. In 
other species and varicties tbe strongest shoots are produced from 
the more basal buds. This resultd in a bushy or shrubby type of 
growtb. 
Buds.-Fundamentally, a bud is a growing point, of undiffer-
cntiated tissue, smrounded by embryonic leaves or blossoms; 
tbesc in turn are protccted against desiccation and mechanical 
injury by an envelopc composed of numerous scales (Fig. 12). 
Buds are variously classified, according to the pmpose in view 
when tbe classification is made. Fruit growers often speak of 
"fruit buds" (containing blossom buds) and "leaf buds" (not 
containing blossoms). In discussing pruning they may refer also 
to terminal buds and lateral buds, separating them according to 
position and a bud may be described by two standards at once, 
e.g., "lateral fruit bud." Other classifications are used as occa-
sion arises. 
When growth begins the bud ceases to ex'Ïst as such; 
growtb stops for tbc winter a new bud generally forms. 
when 
Pro-
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longation of growth late into the autumn may prevcnt thc forma-
tion of terminal buds; this somctimes happens in apples where thc 
growing tips are in an "arrested" condition. A bud which does 
not open in the spring, but remains alive and possesses the poten-
tiality of subsequent development, is called a "latent" bud, in 
contrast to dormant buds, which are merely awaiting proper 
seasonal conditions for development. Terminal buds are clor-
mant during the winter, but only in rare cases are they latent. 
In most species only a single bud develops in the axil of each 
leaf, but in certain others, e.g., the walnut and pecan, two, tlu·ce 
or even four, may develop. In some variotics of J apanese plum 
as many as a dozen may develop at a single node. Occasionally 
FIG. 12.-In center, terminal (leaf) bud of sour cherry. At sides, lateral blossom 
("fruit") buda. 
buds appen.r at other points, bcing neither terminal on stems nor 
lateral in the axils of leaves. These buds are called adventive or 
adventitious. In some instances, as already mentioned, they 
may appear on the roots; more often they develop on the stem or 
on its branches and occasionally they may develop on leaves. 
Buds formed in the regular way may remain latent for a 
number of years; they may even become buried under a con-
siderable layer of bark and finally push out into growth, generally 
as "water s prou ts." Careful examination o f the branch at the 
point of origin of these buds demonstrates the uninterrupted con-
nection between the pith of the original branch and the pith of 
the latent bud, maintained perhaps across ton or fifteen annual 
rings. In this respect they differ from the adventitious buds, 
which arise irregularly in the bark and have not even the slight 
connection with the interior of the stem that is maintained by thc 
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latent buds. The formation of the latent buds occurs when the 
shoot is young; adventitious buds are formed later. Shoots 
arising from either latent or adventitious buds are for a time but 
feebly attached to the parent branch and they are torn out easily 
at any time until their bases have become anchored in the stem 
by the deposition of severa! successive annual rings of wood. 
Sprouts arising from roots originate wholly as adventitious buds. 
These form more freely in some species than in others; in some 
cases (blackberries and some plums) they are used in multiplying 
plants, while in others (Morello cherry) they become nuisances 
in the orchard. 
THE LEAF 
The leaf is the food-producing organ, the real workshop of the 
plant. For its manufacturing processes it requires, in addition 
Fio. 13.-A small fragment of a lea! blade, seen in three planes and high)y 
magnified. A, upper epidermis, covered by cuticle (in black); B, palisade 
layers; C, spongy layer; D, lower epidermis, covered by cuticle; E, stoma (in 
one case seen in section); F, air space; G, vein, cut lengthwise. (After SinnoU.) 
to water and mineral nutrients obtained through the roots, con-
siderable sunlight and carbon díoxide which it obtains from the 
air. Since the acquísition and utilization of both of these are 
essentially sUiface phenomena, leaves must expose as large an 
area as possible to light and air, and most lea ves are composed of 
fiat blades held out to the light by a stalk or petiole. N ear the 
base oí each petiole is a pair of small structures, the stipules; 
these vary in prominence and degrees of persistence. The veins 
oí the leaf mark the location of the vascular bundles or strands 
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which branch off from the bundles in the stem and run out 
through the petiole and midrib, there to branch and subdivide 
again so that every part of the leaf may be supplied with water 
and nutrients from the soil and so that manufactUl'ed food prod-
ucts may be carried back to stem, fruit, and roots for storagc or 
utilization, as the case may be. 
On t he top and bottom of a cross-section, as viewed under the 
microscope, are single layers of colorless epidermal cells (Fig. 
13). Here and there these layers arc punctured by minute open-
ings called stomata. In the leaves of many species, as the apple, 
stomata are found only on t he lower surface. Closer examina-
Fzo. 14.-Stoma. of 
apple leaf. (Aft~ Eames 
and MacDaniels.) 
t ion shows that each stoma is an opening 
between two specialized cells called guard 
cells, which can alter their shape under the 
influence of light in such a way as to enlarge 
the opening between them or close it com-
pletely (Fig. 14) . Thcse stomata,regulated 
by their guard cells, are gates t hrough 
which the plant receives some of t he raw 
materials required in its workshop and 
t hrough which it discharges water vapor 
and t he major portion of the other by-prod-
ucts of its manufacturing activities. 
Between t he upper and lower epidcrmal layers, the leaf is 
filled with green cells. Those of the upper half are elongated 
and arranged in neat rows close together, a characteristic giving 
rise to the name "pali sade cells." These cells are packed with 
chloroplasts, the plastids containing t he grcen coloring matter, 
and they do the work of food manufacture. The lower halí of 
the leaf is filled with irregular, pale green cells loosely arranged in 
a spongy mass with large air spaces between them. The air 
spaces are connected through t he stomata with the outside air. 
THE PLANT AS A WHOLE 
Structurally the fruit plant may be regarded as consisting of 
two comparatively simple groups of thin-walled actively working 
cells: below ground the root t ips and root hau·s, whose function it 
is to obtain t hc water and nut rient supply, and abovc ground t he 
palisade and other mesophyll cells of the leaf whose chief function 
it is to ut ilize these materials, along with carbon dioxide, in the 
manufacture of more or less complex organic food materials. 
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Connccting thcse two active, vital portions of the plant is the 
stem and its branches with their more complicated structures 
and also the conducting portion of the roots below and of the 
leaves above ground. These intermediate structures serve also 
as storage organs, as anchors for the plant as a whole, as a frame-
work for the attachment of absorbing roots and manufacturing 
leaves, and in still other capacities; but their main function is 
that of a trunk and branch-line transport system between the two 
principal working units in soil and ail:. To man, fruit production 
is of primary importance; to the tree it is only one of sever al 
functions; man's endeavor to secure and maintain fruitfulness in 
trees must be foundcd on the well-being of the trce itself. 
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CHAPTERII 
TREE GROWTH 
Plant growth is one of the most familiar of all phenomena. 
The common saying, "Tall oaks from little acorns grow," 
appeared fust in a schoolboy theme. Trees grow taller and 
spread further year by year; half-grown fruit increases in size 
and changes in color as the season ad van ces, the shoot of vine or 
bush lengthens almost overnight. The period when these things 
are going on is known as the growing season and a shorter period 
in the spring and early summer is recognized as a time when 
growth is especially rapid. This period of rapid growth is fol-
lowed by a period of decreasing growth, a progressive slowing 
down of activi ties until finally a stage is reached when apparently 
growth stops. This seemingly quiescent state may be reached 
only on the advent of cold weather or of drouth, or it may corne on 
apparently independent of outer changes. In any case succes-
sive periods of growth and quiescence alternate with each other; 
tbat is, with most fruit plants growth is periodic rather than 
continuous. 
THE RESTING PERIOD 
There are periods when some kinds of fruit trees not only fail 
to grow, but actually cannot grow, even though environmental 
conditions are favorable. Most deciduous fruits cnt~r this period 
in late summer or early fall and corne out of it gradually during 
winter or early spring. The resting period thus corresponds in 
part to the dormant period enforced by low temperature in cold 
sections and by drouth in some arid regions. Usually it begins 
some time before the advent of the dormant season and it ends 
some time before the returo of growing conditions in the spring. 
Trees do not necessarily keep on growing throughout the growing 
season and they do not necessarily start to grow with the fust 
warm days of spring. In both cases the response is to interna! 
conditions rather than to externa! circumstances. In the most 
southerly states apple and peach trees remain dormant during 
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wintcr months which are as warm or warmer than the spring 
weather in which their buds open in the northern states. In thc 
south the resting stage outla.sts the dormant season, in the north, 
cold weather is prolonged beyond the end of the rest period. 
FIG. 15.-A blueberry plant; in the branch at the right the rest period was 
broken by exposure to cold; that at the left is still in its resting period. For 
severa! weeks preceding the taking of the picture the entire plant had been 
exposed to growing season temperatures. (Alter Cotrille.) 
IMPERCEPTIBLE GROWTH PROCESSES 
What has been said does not signify that all growth is visible. 
At the beginning of the growing season and again toward its 
close, growth is slow, sometimes almost imperceptible. Further-
more, during at least a part of the time when the plant is appar-
ently quiescent, important growth processes may be in progress. 
In reality growth begins with the differentiation or laying down 
inside the seed or bud of many of the parts found in trees or vines 
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Fra. 16.-Successive stages in the developmont of an apple fruit bud: (a) 
June 24, no differentiation of fiower clustor parts evident; (b) July 21, the cle-
vatcd crown or growing point indicates fiower bud differontiation; (e) Aug. 5, 
three embryonic fiowers clearly visible in longitudinal section; (d) nnd (e) more 
advanced stages, Sept. 10 and Feb. 14. 
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that are in full fl.ower and leaf. Exarnination with a hand Iens 
or with a rnicroscope reveals their presence in rniniature. For 
example, in many species the formation of the blossoms that 
open in spring begins early the preceding summer and their 
development proceeds throughout summer and fall (Fig. 16). 
These are as truly growth processes as the elongation of shoots 
in summer, though they are not conspicuous. The only visible 
indication may be a slight swelling of the bud. These growth 
processes are fully as important to the fruit grower and to the 
life and perpetuation of the plant itself as those that are more 
readily discernible. 
Changes of a different nature go on after increase in size and 
new tissue formation have practically ceased, and this too is 
growth, at least in the broader sense of the term. An apple 
or strawberry or grape grows larger and larger until it attains 
full size, but it is still green and hard, unfit for eating. In 
another week or month it is soft, red, and palatablc. Interna! 
changes bave occurred, perhaps largely of a chernical nature, 
unaccompanied perhaps by change in size or shape. The fruit 
has ripened. In a comparable way a twig or shoot may show no 
increase in length or diameter during the last few wecks before 
frost but it may be undergoing internal changes that prepare it 
for thc cold of winter. It is acquiring maturity. Growth in the 
sense of new tissue formation has not taken place, but there has 
been rapid development in hardening or lignification within the 
tissues alroady formed. To hasten or retard thcsc interna! 
growth processes is as much and as frequcntly the object of 
cultural practices, as to promote that type of growth that may be 
measured in inches. 
NEW TISSUE F ORMATION 
Increasc in thc size of the plant or of its individual parts, such 
as leaf or fruit, is thc rcsult of ncw tissue formation. This is a 
proccss of making more material like that of thc plant that is 
growing- morc fruit or root or bark. In a sense thc making of 
plant tissue is much the same as the manufacturing of any other 
product, as, for example, the making of waffics. These can be 
made from tbc following ingredients: 1% cups of flour, 3 tea-
spoons of baking powder, Yz teaspoon salt, 1 cup of milk, 2 eggs, 
1 tablespoon melted butter. This recipe will make about four 
cups of batter. If we decide to have waffies for breakfast, we 
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proceed to collect all the necessary ingredients. We may find 
plenty of flour, baking powder, salt, eggs, and butter, but only 
72 cup of milk. The only solution is to halve the recipe, make 
two cups of batter, and tighten our belts. We may have 5 
pounds of salt, but that does not help the situation. Some morn-
ing we find that the supply of baking powder is exhausted. Wc 
need only 3 teaspoonsful. We might try to omit the baking 
powder, but then we should not have waffies. One teaspoonful 
would give us l H cups of batter, but lacking that we must bc 
discontented with something else, until we can get more baking 
powder. When the supply of any one of these ingredients gets 
low it must be replenished or thcre will be no waflies. 
Fruit trees and the products they bear are made in the 
same general way from a number of ingredients. Some 
idea of just what these plant ingredients are may be obtained 
by sending a small tree or vine or their fruits to an ana-
lytical chemist and securing a statement of the kinds and 
amounts of different elements and compounds that he finds. 
The report of such an analysis would probably bear a close resem-
blance to a catalogue of the chemical elements, as almost every 
known element has been found in one plant or another. It 
would hardly seem probable that all of these elements are neces-
sary. As a matter of fact, they are not. Some are to be regarded 
rather as impurities, comparable to a bit of sand or grit that might 
occasionally find its way into a waflie. Thcir presence is more or 
less accidental and in no way essential to growth. The only 
way to find out definitely whether a particular element is essen-
tial, is to try to grow the plant without i t. If the plant grows in a 
perfectly healthy manner, the element in question is obviously 
not necessary for plant growth. To carry out an experiment of 
this sort, the plant must be grown in a medium of known com-
position. Many plants have becn grown in water to which 
pure salts have been added in various combinations, and exten-
sive experiments with water cultures of this sort have shown 
exactly which mineral salts are essential for growth and which of 
them can be omitted. 
Experiments of this sort with a wide variety of plants have 
shown that all grecn plants require the same mineral elements. 
It is interesting that all the elements cssential for plants are like-
wise essential in the human diet, though man requires a few 
elements that apparently are unnecessary for plant growth. 
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In addition to the water and salts that plants take in through 
their roots, carbon dioxide is essential for the growth of green 
plants. This is absorbed from the air through the surfaces of 
their leaves and is used to combine with water to form carbo-
hydrates, such as sugar and starch. In due turn a certain 
percentage of the carbohydrates is used either alone or in com-
bination with mineral elements for transformation into other 
groups of compounds such as oils, acids, and proteins. Finally 
compounds of these various groups, together with water and salts, 
are used in the making of new tissue, i .e , in growth. 
The following recipe gives very roughly the constituents that 
an apple tree uses for increasing its weight by about 300 pounds: 
25 gallons water 95 pounds carbohydrate 
1 pound lime 
1 pound potash 
5 pounds nítric acid 
4.)1 ounces phosphorus 
2 ounces sulphur 5 ounces magnesia 
50 grains iron 
The grower cannot produce an apple tree, however, by mixing 
together the ingredients given in this recipe, for the tree is its 
own cook and no strangers are allowed in the kitchen. Only an 
apple tree or an apple seed can make new apple tissues. All the 
grower can do is to assume the role of a considerate grocer and 
see that the tree is always adequately supplied with the necessary 
ingredients. An apple tree cannot use a surplus of phosphoric 
acid to make up a defieiency of sulphurie acid any more than the 
cook can substitute salt for baking powder in making waffies. If 
some apple trees have only 1 pound of nítric acid at their dis-
posa! they can make only 60 pounds of new tissue, instead of the 
300 pounds they might make if 5 pounds were available. This 
means that the new growth of shoots, roots, and wood, of leaves 
and fruit would be only one-fifth of what could otherwise be 
mn.de. In brief, the amount of growth is limited by the deficient 
ingredient regardless of whether this substance is required in 
large or in small amounts. No more growth can be made with 
25 grains of iron than with 2~ pounds of nítric acid. 
COMMON DEFICIENCIES 
The apple tree in the average soil is like the family Iiving in the 
country. Most of its nutrient and food constituents are always 
·¡ 
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at its disposa!, though certain of them are every now and then 
running out. Only two or three constituents need cause tbc 
grower any particular concern, as these alone are the substances 
he may be called upon to supply. Except in raro instances, the 
fruit tree can obtain plenty of lime, potash, magnesia, i.ron, phos-
phoric and sulphuúc acicl. There are few orchard soils that do 
not contain plenty of these compounds where fruit plants can 
get them. Scarcity of the tlu·ee other constituents-water, 
nítric acid, and carbohydrate-causes trouble with greater or 
less frequency, and the orchardist should know how to recog-
nize tho first symptoms of their deficiency and when and how best 
to replenish t he supply. 
The water actually required for growth is much greater than 
that indicated in the recipe. Thc amount shown there is only 
what might be recovered from 300 pounds of new tissue. An 
amount many times lat·ger is requi.red to compensate for enor-
mous !osses in the form of water vapor from thc leaves and 
becausc of thcse !osses water is tbc important factor it is in the 
growing of plants. Whether or not much effort must be 
expended to ensure adequate provision for water depends on the 
size and kind of plant grown, on the soil and on the amount and 
seasonal distribution of the rainfall. In commercial fruit pro-
duction, moisture supply in one way or another, directly or 
indirectly, límits growth, longevity, yields, quality, and grade of 
product and affects profits as frcquently as any other environ-
mental factor. At least a third of what is called cultural prac-
tice is for the pm·pose of controlling or modifying this growth 
factor or of adjusting the plant to it. 
The nitrates are not the only compounds of nitrogen that can 
be used for plant growth. Ammonia or nitrous acid may be sub-
stituted in part or in full for it. The important point is that t he 
plant obtains a certain amount of nitrogen in onc of these forms. 
Under ordinary orchard conditions, when the supply of water is 
adequate, the plant is more dircctly and immediatcly responsiva 
to nitrogen than to any other nutrient element. This applies 
particularly to top growth, the lengthening of shoots, and the 
increase in size of all parts of the plant above ground. The entire 
supply of nitrogen for top growth must pass t hrough the 
roots and the shoots presumably receive only the difference 
between what the roots absorb and what they use for their 
own growth. 
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This situation is almost exactly reversed for carbohydrate. 
Since it is manufactured in the lcaves, the adjacent shoots are 
well supplied and their growth is seldom hampered by a lack of 
it. The rest of the plant likewise depends entirely on the leaves 
for its supply. This dependence is greatcst in the roots, which 
appcar to reccive only what is left over from top growth and, in 
consequence, carbohydrate supply is often an important limiting 
factor in root development. Root starvation bccause of a limited 
carbohydrate supply is most likely 
to become acute and to result in 
the death of the roots after gir-
dling or partia! girdling of trunk or 
crown from wintcr killing or insect, 
disease, or rodent attack. This 
cffect follows because the car-
bohydratcs pass from top to roots 
through thc inner layer of the 
bark and not through the wood. 
Injury to roots from lack of car-
bohydrates will, in turn, lead to 
injury to a part or the whole of 
the top from a deficiency in 
nitrates or in water. 
There is no practicable direct 
way of supplying trees or any of 
their parts with carbohydrates, as 
there is in the case of nitrates and 
water. However, much can often 
be done to improve the conditions 
favorable for carbohydrate manu-
facture or to prevent a wasteful 
consumption of carbohydrate 
material that the plant ordinarily 
Fm. 17.-Young and oid bridge 
grafts spanrúng a girdled area on 
the trunk of an apple tree. 
makes. Protecting the foliage from attacks by injurious insects 
and fungi or from spray burn is perhaps the most important 
means of modifying carbohydrate manufacture; the best mcans 
of regulating carbohydrate utilization and storagc is by con-
trolling the available nitrogen supply; bridge grafting (Fig. 17) 
is the principal means of mending a break in the system which 
conducts carbohydrates from top to root. 
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CONTROLLING GROWTH THROUGH BALANCING NUTRIENT 
SUPPLY 
To determine in exactly what proportion the various nutrient 
and food materials are used, or in exactly. what combination they 
must be present for shoot or root growth, for fruit development, 
or for fruit-bud formation is still a problem. There is good rea-
son to believe, however, that when certain ingredients are present 
or available in certain proportions or concentrations, growth is 
promoted; if other proportions or concentrations exist, growth is 
checked; furthermore, if growth is promoted it takes certain 
fairly defi.nite directions determined by the kinds and propor-
tions of food and nutrient materials present. For example, a 
relatively high proportion of nitrogen to carbohydrates tends to 
promote vegetative growth; the inverse proportion appears to 
promote storage of organic food substa.nces and, in the case of 
ripening fruits or foliage of certain kinds, it leads to the forma-
tion of the pigments which produce the various colors. Much 
recep.t effort of investigators has been expended to determine 
more or less exactly the interna! nutritive conditions associated 
with the vari ous ·ways in which the tree grows. Study of the way 
in which various pruning, cultural, and fertilizer treatments 
influence growth will show how to recognize the nutritive condi-
tion the tree is in and will suggest treatments it should receive. 
TEMPERATURE IS A LIMITING FACTOR FOR ALL GROWTH 
PROCESSES 
Temperature has been mentioned as a factor associated with 
periodicity of growth. This, however, is one of the least impor-
tant of its influences. No feature of environment more pro-
foundly influences growth processes or so completely and 
absolutely determines what the plant does, how it does it, and 
even where it can or cannot grow. Atall times and in all places 
the plant is subject to the influence of temperature. If the 
temperature is low, growth is retarded; if it is stilllower, growth 
may be suspended; in extreme cases the plant is killed. Up to a 
certain point, as temperature rises, growth processes are accel-
erated; when it goes still higher they are again retarded and very 
high temperatures kill the plant. Certain plants do best only 
within rather narrow temperature ranges and individual growth 
processes may likewise proceed best only within a definite tem-
perature range, some being carried on best in one range and 
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others at a somewhat different range. Thus for the development 
of high quality in European grapes relatively high temperatures 
must prevail during the ripening season and the opposite is the 
case for the development of high quality in many apple varieties. 
Little can be done to change temperatures or the temperature 
requircments of plants or to change their response to different 
temperatures. Climate must be accepted about as it prevailsand 
similarly the plant must be accepted with the characteristics it 
has inhcrited from its ancestors. There is a wide range and 
variety of plants, however, from which to choose. Fruit 
growing can be and has been adjusted to tempcrature-and 
likewise to some extent to soil and to natural moisture supply-
by attempting to grow only those types, varieties, and strains 
that are found to do reasonably well under prevailing conditions. 
CHAPTER III 
THE TREE'S WATER REQUIREMENTS 
Tbc arca comprising the United States contains types of 
natural vegetation varying from the deciduous forests of the 
eastern states to the deserts of Arizona and California, from the 
subtropical forests of Florida to the lake marshes of northern 
glaciated regions and the sparse grasslands of western Nebraska. 
Though tbese plant groupings are tbe product of severa! com-
ponents of environment and tbougb tbe distribution of any single 
species may be deterrnined principally by temperaturc or by soil 
conditions or by historical circumstances, tbe general grouping 
into grassland or forest and the like corresponds more closely, 
perbaps, to rainfall distribution tban to any other single factor. 
Acting with rainfall distribution is tbe evaporating power of tbe 
air, whicb varies tremendously in intensity bctween different 
sections. The rainfall measures tbe supply and tbe evaporation 
indicates sometbing of tbc demand; tbe ratio betwcen tbem may 
fluctuatc cven more strikingly than t he rainfall. Evaporation 
determines wby wbeat farming prcvails at one point while grazing 
on rathcr sparse grassland is tbe only agriculture feasible at 
another point witb tbe same rainfall. 
Tbe supply of water often affects the soils tbcmselves. In arid 
regions soluble salts accumulate in soils from lack of water to 
leacb tbem o ut; tbese soils are likely to be fertile, tbough the 
accumulations may take the form of "alkali" and be dctrimental. 
Soils in humid regions arc leached by rainfall and t he supply of 
soluble salts at any time is comparatively limitcd; on the otber 
band, the supply of humus, about which many important proc-
esses revolvc, is likely to be greater and more lasting, and alkali 
is virtually unknown. Hardpan is, in part, a product of climatc. 
Atmospheric moisture, likewise, bas its effect on plant lifc. 
Besides rcgulating, more or less, the evaporating power of tbc 
air, it affccts its permeability to light waves. Tbc air of arid 
regions generally is low in water vapor, and atmospberic radia-
tion is, therefore, less impeded than in bumid regions and tem-
32 
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perature fluctuations between night and day are likely to be 
greater; night temperatures tend to be abnormally low in arid 
regions. Since water vapor absorbs certain of the light rays, 
sunlight is less intense in humid regions. This has, at times, a 
measurable effect on plants. Perhaps it is on account of these 
two factors that apples and pears from the arid regions generally 
bave a finer finish and are more pleasing to the eye than those 
from humid regions. 
Plants which are native to arid regions usually bave special 
adj ustments, structural or chemical, by which the loss of water is 
retarded and the small supply available is made to suffice. Most 
of the plants cultivated for fruit, however, were brought to 
America after a long sojourn in regions where lack of moisture is 
not often a critica} matter-many of them, indeed, originated in 
these regions-and they do not possess special adaptability for 
conserving moisture. Their cultivation has spread into arid 
regions only because man's engineering skill has enabled him to 
supply water to certain areas in these regions. Man has not 
been able to extend the area of fruit culture by modifying tem-
peratures but he has extended the area very materially by irri-
gation enterprises. Difficulties bave been encountered here and 
therc; alkali troubles, seepage, leachy soils, unsuitable temperar 
tures, acreage in excess of the water supply-these and other diffi-
culties-have eliminated some projects or some farros from the 
fruit-producing areas. Nevertheless, 45 per cent of the com-
mercial apple crop of the Unitcd States, 35 per cent of the 
cherries, 40 per cent of the peaches, 65 per cent of the pears, 
70 per cent of the plums and prunes, and 65 per cent of the 
oranges-60 per cent of the entire commercial fruit crop- is 
now produced on land that a generation or two ago was sup-
porting a scant growth of sage brush, chapparal, and bunch 
grass. The industry that has developed in these areas that 
formerly wcre "waste places" has been made possible by water. 
Indeed the first commercial fruit growing of which there is 
re.cord began with the aid of u-rigation and when the u-rigation 
systems were no longer maintained fruit growing disappeared 
from those areas (Fig. 18). 
For many fruit growers the winter snowfall in the mountains, 
which governs the amount of water available for ÍlTÍgation the 
next summer, is a matter of extreme únportance and a rather 
large porportion of American fruit growers spend many summer 
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days cliverting water from one flume or fwTow to another to 
secure its proper clistribution throughout the orchard. This 
task offers opportunity for some real nicety of judgment. 
In humid regions, fruit growing is not without its moisture 
problems. Though the average rainfall may be ample, it is only 
an average composed of fluctuations above and below. Now 
and then a prolonged succession of months of scanty rainfall 
occasions serious damage to orchard crops and produces marked 
effects on young trees. The margin between scarcity and plenty 
is sometimes so slight that a day's rain at a critica! time may 
FIG. 18.-Irrigation in ancient Assyria, as depioted in the palace at Koyunjik. 
An aqueduct is shown at the right and la tornis in the foreground. (After Rawlin-
son, 1870.) 
ensure proper size in fruit; two or three weeks of drouth may 
so increase the percentage of undersized fruit as to reduce 
profits very materially. Furthermore, some fruit soils are so 
chronically dry, by reason of very high porosity, that only in 
unusually wet seasons are they naturally supplicd with 
adequate moisture. 
THE TREE'S WATER REQUIREMENTS 
An ordina1-y fruit tree, such as the apple, consumes about 
500 pounds of water for every 3 pounds of new dry matter pro-
duced, though this 3 pounds of new growth contains on the 
avcrage only about 2 pounds of water. The major constituent 
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of the single pound of dry matter rcmaining is carbohydrate for 
the production of which about 6 ounces of water is required. 
It follows then that the apple tree retains about 2 pounds and 
6 ounces out of every 500 pounds of water used-less than one-
half of 1 per cent. 
A more vívid conception of the significance of a water require-
ment of 500 pounds for every pound of dry mat ter that is produced 
is conveyed by a statemcnt of the amount of water that would 
be used by a tree. An apple tree 30 years oid may be assumed 
to produce at least 100 pounds of new wood, roots and leaves in 
the course of a year; this would be an increase of a bo ut 33 pounds 
in actual dry weight. A crop of 5 bushels would in vol ve the 
production of another 36 pounds of dry matter. A tree produc-
ing about 70 pounds of dry matter in a season would require, 
at the rate of 500 pounds of water for each pound of dry matter, 
35,000 pounds or 17H tons of water a year. It would be evapo-
rating water into the air at the rate of nearly H barrel a day as 
long as it was in leaf. Doubtless at times during the height of 
the growing season, transpiration losses per tree will exceed 1 
barrel per day. 
An acre of well-spaced apple trees, of this description, would 
take up 700 tons, or 175,000 gallons, of water in the course of a 
year. In other words, the equivalent of 7 inches of rainfall is 
actually absorbed and disposed of by the trees. This is on the 
assumption of a yield of 200 bushels to the acre. Every increase 
of 50 bushels per acre would increase the required rainfall 1 inch, 
so that at least 11 inches of rainfall would be required for the 
production of a 400-bushel crop, a 10-bushel per tree yield. 
This yield, incidentally, is well below the average for some of the 
best maintained orchards. The same idea can be worked back-
ward. Every decrease of 1 inch in the rainfall would, theoreti-
cally at least, cut 50 bushels off the yield per acre or 60 pounds 
of apples from each tree. 
When surface run-off, seepage, and evaporation are considered, 
30 inches of rainfall seem barely enough for successful apple 
growing, though it is true that apple trees grow with less. When 
the natural supply consistently falls much short of this amount 
irrigation usually becomes necessary. Under average conditions 
at least two-thirds of the water that falls as rain escapes before the 
roots can absorb it and if the soil has low water-absorbing or 
water-retaining capacity, or if poor methods of orchard manage-
¡ 
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ment are used, the proportion of water that is lost to the tree 
may be much greater. 
The figures that have been given are of coUI·se only approxi-
mate. There are many factors that together might increase or 
decrease the estimate by as much as 10 inches of rainfall. Each 
kind of plant has its own water requirement, some much lower 
than that given for apple trecs and some considerably higher. 
Furthermore, the water requirement of a single kind of plant is 
by no means constant undcr all conditions, for plants havc a 
rather remarkable power of adapting themselvcs to thcir environ-
ment. Atmospheric conditions such as wind and hurnidity, the 
texture and composition of the soil, the topography of the land, 
and many other circumstances would have to be taken into 
consideration before an accuratc estimate could be madc for any 
specific orchard. However, the figures that bave bcen givcn 
strike a fair average and give some conception of the relatively 
great quantities of water requircd in fruit growing. 
The apparently prodiga! way in which plants use or waste 
water is not readily understood without realization that this loss 
or waste is incident, if not entirely prerequisite, to the acquisition 
of something else of equal or greater value. Carbohydrates are 
required for growth and are used extensively for the building of 
new tissue. They are made from water and carbon dioxide 
with the aid of light. For this process of manufacture, carbon 
dioxide is required in large quantities. Its mere presence in 
the air surrounding the lcaf is not enough; it must actually 
enter the leaf and become dissolved in the cell sap bcfore the 
green coloring matter of the cells can act on it chernically. Thc 
plant must expose a large surface to the air, and this surface must 
be of such a character that the carbon dioxide can permeate it 
readily. To provide such a sUiface is one of the functions of thc 
leaves. The pores, or stomata, which admit carbon dioxide, 
permit water vapor to escape as readily as carbon dioxide enters. 
The plant virtually exchanges what its roots usually can get from 
the soil for what it must bave from the air. 
The orchard should be supplied not merely with enough water 
for vegetative growth and moderate crop production, but with 
enough to meet the maximum requirements of a hcavy crop, for 
if a tree has a supply insufficient for both growth and ripcning of 
a full crop, the available supply is gcnerally uscd for vegetativc 
growth fust. Leaves actually take the water away from the 
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fruit in case of extreme drought; the fruit withers, the withered 
fruit drops, and the crop is reduced accordingly. Water which 
reaches the fruit is the surplus remaining after the requirements 
of vegetative growth are satisfied. 
Of importance equal to the fact that trees require relatively 
Iarge amounts of water is a consideration of the fact that the 
demand varies greatly from time to time and that the supply in 
the soil should always be ample to t.ake care of the "peak load." 
At night trces transpire very little water possibly partly because 
FIG. 19.-Furrow irrigation in a sweet cherry orchard in California. 
their stomata are closed, certainly partly because atmospheric 
conditions arc less conducive. During the day they are open 
and, in bright sunlight, low atmospheric humidity, high tem-
perature, and high wind velocity, the transpiration rate becomes 
very great. If the soil is not abundantly supplied with water, 
intake is temporarily unable to keep pace with outgo and a so-
called 11 deficit" arises in the tree itself, when vario us tissues 
actually shrink and lose in weight, only to be made up a little 
later when atmospheric conditions are not so extreme. Though 
these water deficits are of short duration, they occasionally lead 
to serious consequences (e.g., cork and drouth spot in apples). 
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Tillage practices that injure or disturb the root system accen-
tuate these troubles. They can be largely avoided by the 
employment of such cultural practices as tend to provide and 
conserve the moisture supply and keep it well above the wilting 
point. 
SOlL MANAGEMENT METHODS AND THE MOISTURE SUPPLY 
Even where the averagc rainfall is adequate for the existence 
of the trees and for the production of crops of home-orchard 
standard, commercial orchards in many soils require special soil 
treatments to hold them up to the high crop production required 
for financial stability. This treatment often takes the form of 
eliminating all competition from other plants-weeds and grasses 
-which would naturally grow in the orchard and levy toll upon 
the moisture and nutrients. There is nothing novel in this 
system; it has been followed from time immemorial in the culture 
o f "hoed" crops. For orchard work new to ols ha ve been devised 
or old tools adapted; otherwise the apple trees might be cabbages 
so far as the underlying principies are concerned. This "clean 
cultivation," in its essentials, is undoubtedly the prevalent sys-
tem of orchard management; with som e fruits it is practically 
universal. That the system does result in real conservation of 
moisture has been shown by quantitative measurements in 
experimental orchards; in some cases the soil moisture content 
has been from 40 to 70 per cent greater in cultivated soil than in 
sod, the subsoil containing from 50 to 90 per cent more. This 
has not been uniformly true, however; in an experiment in New 
Hampshire the moisture in the cultivated portion was no greater 
than that in sod and the improved condition of the trees was 
doubtless due to other factors, such as increased nitrification, 
which is discussed in another chapter. 
Some orchards are located on ground so sloping that the danger 
o f erosion precl u des clean cul ti vation (Fig. 20). Others are located 
on soil particularly retentive of moisture or in spots where they 
receive seepage from higher ground; in these, clean cultivation 
may be unnecessary, for some fruits. Even under these cir-
cumstances, full competition from sodis generally detrimental to 
tree growth, but a partia! elimination of sod plants by covering 
them with mulching material is wholly feasible. Straw may bc 
distributed among the trees; sometimes, indeed, with abundant 
moisture and high fertilization, frequent cutting of the grass in 
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the orchard gradually builds up a mulch which at lcngth checks 
the growth of the grass. In addition, the mulch itself aids in the 
conservation of moisture by checking run-off and evaporation. 
The sod-mulch conserves moisture more effectively in late 
summer and fall than it does early in the season, when the grass 
is making some growth. However, through the rest of the 
season it seems to accumulate a reserve for this period of stress. 
In any case, it is ccrtain that some of the .most successful apple 
orchards in' the country are managed under this system. The 
FIO. 20.-A hillside sod orchard, near the Missouri Rivcr. Clean cuJtivation 
in this orchard would lcad to soil erosion and would be very difficuJt. The 
grcat dcpth of tbc loess soil diminishes, for oid trees, thc iojurious effects of 
sod. 
highcr color of apples grown in sod makes the system partic-
ularly desirable, provided growth can be maintained in the 
trees and size maintained in the fruit. This is being done in 
many orchards, particularly where nitrogen-carrying fertilizers 
are used. The system is not, however, enduringly successful 
in soils which tend to be chronically dry. 
WATER SUPPLY AND PLANTING DISTANCE 
Occasionally fruit can be grown in very arid regions by reduc-
ing competition among the trces themselves. This has bcen 
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done in some of the olive orchards of northern Africa. In irri-
gated scctions or where rainfall is ample, olive trces are planted 
18 to 20 feet apart. Near Sfax, in Tunis, though the rainfall 
averages about 9 inches and has been as low as 6 inches for 
several successive years, a profitablc olive industry has been 
built up without irrigation by growing the trecs 60 to 80 feet 
apart, or only 7 or 8 to the acre. The water requirement per 
acre has becn reduced, though thc water requircment per tree or 
per unit of dry weight has remained the same or 'conccivably 
has been increased. 
A trip to Tunis is not necessary to provide an illustration of 
the desirability or necessity of letting the water supply be a guide 
to planting distance. Examples may be found in every fruit-
growing scction. Indeed, instanccs o f orchards that ha ve attained 
middle age with trees in the centcr as large, thrifty, and produc-
tive as tbose in the outside rows are thc exception rather than the 
rule. Without doubt, an inadcquate nutrient supply is partly 
responsible for this condition but in the great majority of cases 
lack of water at critica,! periods during the growing scason is the 
dominant factor. That few growers recognize the condition 
just described as a symptom of repeatcdly recurring drought is 
probably due to the fact that it is more often a delaycd, residual, 
gradually developing effect than an immcdiate response to a 
single dry period, for it is as obvious in the midst of a period of 
unprecedented rainfall as at any othcr time. 
THE DANGER FROM "WET FEET" 
When water is supplied directly through irrigation, too much 
may be added; excess may be just as disastrous as deficiency. 
Though plants require water in large quantities for growth, the 
roots that absorb the water are composed of living cells that 
must respire. If the supply of oxygen is cut off for any consider-
able period by a rise in the water table, the submerged roots 
die. It often happens that trees receiving the heavicst irrigations 
or those growing on the lowest and pcrhaps most fm·tile lands 
suffer most from lack of water because their living roots are 
confined by a high water table to a vcry shallow laycr of soil. 
In running water that is well aeratcd, roots can livc bocause t hey 
can extract the oxygen that is dissolved in thc water. Ground 
water, however, contains very little oxygen in solution and roots 
will not penetrate a water-logged stratum of subsoil (Fig. 21); 
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moreovcr, submerged roots soon die of oxygen starvation. Ordi-
nary fruit plants cannot grow in a soil that is nearly satmated 
with water. A soil that is half saturated with water is in thc 
best condition for ordinary plant growth. It holds enough 
water and at the same time enough air. 
Much perfcctly good agricultura! land is poor for fruit trees 
merely because the water table is high for a part of the year. 
During the growing season it may be dcep enough for plants in 
general, including tJ·ecs, and crops planted in the spring and 
harvcstcd in t bc fall may ncver suffcr f rom cxccss moisture; 
FIO. 21.- Eighty-ycar-old trces in the back¡nound. In t.hc forcground a few 
feet difTcrcnce in clcvation with au accompanying h.igh water ta ble, hns produced 
a "dcud spot." 
ti·ccs, howcvcr, may suffer in thc same soil because the water 
tablc riscs to a high level in late fall or early spring. In many of 
thc dccp, "fat" prairie soils, fruit trees are very shallow rooted. 
Failurc of surfacc topography to confm·m to that of the sub-
soil may raisc somc difficulties in orchard lands. The surface 
may slopc uniformly, while the subsoil is full of bills and dales. 
This causes thc formation of areas of poor drainage, even on 
slopes whcrc t hc sm·face drainage appears perfect. These "dead 
spots" aro somotimos replanted to trocs many t imes over, when a 
fcw fcct of tilc drain would makc onc planting suffice. This is 
well brough t out in Fig. 21. 
[1 
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In humid or in arid regions, the best insurance against moisture 
troubles is the selection of land affording the proper soil condí-
tions. Initial capital outlay for t his purpose is cheap in com-
parison with constant effort at remedy. Good orchard land 
should be deep, with excellent drainage and a permanently low 
water table. In a soil of this kind, trees can develop a deep and 
adequate root system-a root system that makes the tree inde-
pendent of weekly, seasonal, or even yearly fiuctuations in rain-
fall, fortified against occasional or periodic drought, resistant 
to winter cold and perhaps less likely to be in constant need of 
fertilizer applications. 
Withal, the stuclious fruit grower should orient conditions 
in bis own locality with reference to those elsewhere. Of two 
solls with identical water content, one may liberate more mois-
turc to plant roots t han the other; t he percentage of availability 
is likely to be greater in sandy soils than in those containing large 
amounts of clay. Furthermore, a soil considered fairly moist in 
one locality might be considered rather dry in another. The 
scriptural ideal of prosperity, "like a trce planted by t he rivers 
of water," is an excellent simile for the Holy Land, but English 
and French pomological literature gives no litt le attention to 
drainage of orchards. Fruit is grown in the United States under 
conditions as unlike as those of Palestine and northern France. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE INTAKE OF WATER AND NUTRIENTS 
Many grape vincs growing on the marly soils of France and 
Germany have suffered from a peculiar disorder marked by the 
loss of green color from the foliage. In England pears, peaches, 
plums, nectarines, apricots, and cherries standing in soils over-
lying chalk deposits have sometimes become similarly affected. 
Citrus trees growing over a marly subsoil sometimes develop 
the disease, and orange trees in Florida have become affected 
following the application of large quantities of limestone to 
thc soil. 
Various ingenious and successful treatments of this malady 
bave been devised. In Europe, affected grape vines have been 
cured by painting the cut ends of'the canes with a strong solution 
of iron sulphate after the winter pruning. Satisfactory results 
bave been obtained also by boríng holes in diseased trees and 
filling these with some soluble iron salt. The success of these 
treatments shows beyond a doubt that a lack of iron is respon-
siblc for the disorder in all these cases. 
Ecbocs and fragmentary accounts of tbese ratber strikíng 
treatments have sometimes gone the rounds of the agricultura! 
press and readers in northern states whose trees have really been 
suffering from quite different disorders, have been tempted to 
try tbese remedies. Strictly parallel sítuations in the deciduous 
fruit plantations of America are comparatively rare. The dis-
ease, howcvcr, has caused considerable trouble in pear orcbards 
of the northern part of the Santa Clara Valley in California, 
wbere the trees affected are on black adobe soil with an under-
lying subsoli tbat is highly calcareous. The condition has been 
alleviated by iron sulphate, applied to the soil or injected into 
the tree. In a few weeks the leaves regain their grcen color and, 
generally thc second ycar after the treatment, fruit buds are 
formed. Trccs thus treated usually revert to the diseased con-
dition in about two years and must receive another treatment. 
Among subtropical fruits, the disease is more commou. 
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DETERMINING THE CAUSE OF A NUTRITIONAL DISORDER 
During the early development of commercial pineapple cul-
ture in Porto Rico, many loose, well-drained soils apparently 
ideal for pineapple, proved to be wholly unsuitable. Although 
the plants grew to normal size in these soils, the leaves eventually 
lost their green color, t urned pale rod or waxy white, and later 
developed brown spots or red stroaks with small patches of green 
(Fig. 22). They grew slowly, yielded unsatisfactorily, and died 
prematurely. At first, avoidance of soils where the pineapple 
became diseased was simple. but as the industry grew, use of 
Fxo. 22.-The pineapple plant at the left is sufforing from ohlorosis induccd 
by iron deficiency. The two normal plant.s to the right have had their iron 
dcficiency relieved by an application of iron sulfate. (After Gile.) 
t hese well-located and well-drained soíls became more and more 
desirable. 
Salt spray from the sea was considered to cause t he disorder , 
untíl plants grown well inland were found to be equally affected. 
The spotted appearance of the leaves suggested a bacterial dis-
ease, but affected plants transplantcd to good pineapple soil 
regained their green color in a month or two and remained 
healthy. Soíl analysis revealed little cxcept the presence of 
rather large amounts of lime. Carbonate of lime added in largo 
amounts to soils in which healt hy pincapples were growing 
produced the disease. 
When further study disclosed the fact that t he diseased plants 
contained noticeably less iron than hoalthy plants, solutions of 
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iron salts were applied t o the soil but they were without effect on 
the plants. I ndced, no evidence had bcen found that t bc soils 
lacked iron, and somc of the best pineapple soils in Florida were 
known to contain only one-fifth to one-quarter of 1 per cent-
less than one-tenth of the amount present in some of the cal-
careous soils of Porto Rico. Finally the disease was overcome by 
spraying tbc leaves with a weak solution of iron sulphate, the 
same material which proved entircly ineffective when applied to 
thc soil. Thc discasc was thus shown to be a case of iron starva-
tion in the presence of relatively enormous quantities of that 
element. Though very small quant it ies are ever required for 
growth, these very small quantitics are absolutely essential, 
and the pineapplc plants seemed unable to obtain these minimal 
amounts. While many other kinds of plants were unaffected, 
pineapples wcre unable to obtain from these calcareous soils 
cnough iron to kcep t hem healthy, though t he small amount 
absorbcd by tbc leavcs from the solution spraycd on them was 
sufficient. 
This situation, though it is rather e>.:treme and though it passes 
ordinary cxperience with deciduous fruits, is not without some 
applicability to them. With any nutrient clement the difference 
betwccn tbc "amount present 11 in the soil and t he "amo unt 
available 11 to t he plant is in many cases large and the distinction 
betwecn them should be kept clear. Much of the amount present 
may be in an insoluble form and some of that in solution may be 
unavailable. Chcmical analysis of the soil is at present powerless 
to measurc t hcse distinctions and is ordinarily an unsafc guide to 
soil treatments. 
Howcvcr wcll t his investigation accounted for the inability of 
the pincapple to grow without t he iron sulphate spray, it did not 
in itself explain thcir inability to absorb iron from calcareous 
soils. The absorption from the soil of water and all t he mineral 
salts that plants obtain depends primarily on certain properties 
of dissolvcd materials. Wh~n salt or sugar is placed in water it 
goes into solution ; if the water is stirred, the dissolving proceeds 
more rapidly. Without movement of t he water, however, the 
process goes on slowly. The dissolved particlcs move away from 
a region wherc thoy are numerous toward regions where they are 
few and in 'time a dissolved substance becomes evenly distributed. 
Whcn t he particles of a dissolved material are more crowded 
outside of a plant than they are inside, they enter t he plant if 
li 
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there is a connection betwecn thc soil solution and the plant sap. 
Absorption continues, thcreforc, as long as any material is 
present in the soil solution and as long as the concentration of this 
substance is lower inside the plant than in thc soil. This prin-
cipie applies not merely to the mineral constituents of the soil 
but likewise to the water in which they are dissolved. If there is 
more water in a given volume outside the plant than there is 
within (in other words, if the soil solution is more dilute than the 
plant sap) water will flow into the plant. A strong salt solution 
contains more salt than a weaker solution, but at the same time 
the weaker contains more water than the stronger. Plant sap is 
normally a stronger solution than the water in the soil, because it 
contains, dissolved in it, substances such as sugar and acids 
and other compounds that the plant has manufactured. Plant 
sap, therefore, contains relatively less water than the soil solu-
tion, in consequence of which water flows readily from the soil 
into the roots. 
If this principie worked universally without impediment the 
organic substances that maintain the high concentration of plant 
sap would flow out into the soil by the channel through which 
water enters, because they are more concentrated within the 
plant than in the soil solution. Actually, however, the absorb-
ing cells of the root-the root hairs-are so constructed that these 
organic materials cannot escape, except perhaps with extreme 
slowness. 
It was once thought that the mineral salts of the soil were 
swept into the plant along with the water and that the plant's 
part in their intake was entirely passive. In reality, the absorp-
tion of a mineral element is to a considerable extent independent 
of water absorption and is determined by its solubility in the 
soil solution and the difference in its concentration inside and 
outside the plant. Indeed, it is possible for the roots of plants to 
absorb small quantities of nutrient materials without at the same 
time absorbing any water. 
SOlL REACTION AND SOLUBILITY 
Can the inability of pineapples to absorb iron from a calcareous 
soil be accounted for on this basis? Has lime any property that 
would make iron insoluble? Lime is often added to so ur soils 
to neutralize their acidity and if enough is added the soil can be 
made alkaline. Limestone soil, however, is not necessarily alka-
. 
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line; it may be distinctly acid under certain conditions in spite 
of a high lime content, but in practically all the cases where plants 
g¡:owing on a calcareous soil show signs of iron starvation, the 
soil has been found to be distinctly alkaline. When gypsum, 
which is sulphate of lime, is added to a soil the availability of 
iron is not affected, but when carbonate of lime is added, iron 
absorption is impeded. Gypsum has no effect on soil reaction; 
carbonate of lime reduces soil acidity. The basic reaction of the 
soil, rather than its lime content, renders the iron unavailable 
to the plant. In fact, the soil need not be actually alkaline for 
even in a neutral or· very weakly acid solution the solubility of 
iron is greatly decreased and some plants may be unable to absorb 
enough for healthy growth. Iron is not alone in this respect. 
The solubility of other basic substances is similarly affected by a 
decrease in acidity, though seldom to an extent that interferes 
seriously with plant growth. 
REACTION AND ABSORPTION 
The ingredients that the plant takes up from the soi1 are of 
two kinds or classes; some are acids, such as sulphuric acid and 
phosphoric acid; so me are bases, such as iron, magnesia, lime, 
and potash. 
In a strongly acid soil acids are absorbed much more readily 
than bases. In a weakly acid or basic solution the basic elements 
are absorbed in greater quantities. No soil is absolutely homo-
geneous throughout. When the root reaches the more acid 
spots the acids are extracted and from less acid areas bases are 
absorbed. The result is that the plant obtains all the elements 
essential for growth. 
One essential element, and only one, can be obtained both as 
an acid and as a base. This is nitrogen, which may be absorbed 
either as ammonia or as nitrate. It so happens that of the two 
chief nitrogen-containing fertilizers, one carries acid nitrogen as 
nitrate of soda and the other carries basic nitrogen as sulphate of 
ammonia. Plants growing on a very sour soil absorb nitrates 
more readily than ammonia while plants growing in a weakly 
acid or in a basic soil should absorb amm o nia more quickly. 
Plants on a calcareous soil may respond better to an application 
of ammonium sulphate than to an equal amount of nitrogen in 
the forro of nitrate of soda . 
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The effect of continued fertilization with nitrate of soda for, 
say 20 years, offers an interesting problem. The trees absorb thc 
nitrate in the relatively large quantitics essential for growth. 
The soda, however, is not essential and though some of it may bc 
absorbed most of it is left in the soil. Ordinarily, much of it 
lcaches out of the soil because it is very soluble, but in an arid 
region it may accumulate, making the soil solution alkaline and 
FIO. 23.-Two blueberry plants grown in peat soil. That at the left was limed 
to give it a neutral or basic reaction. (Alter Cooülc.) 
eventually the same condition that has bccn observed on some 
limestone soils is likely to develop. The u·on may become 
insoluble and the plants diseased. This is exactly what has 
happened in some of the orange groves of California where nitrate 
of soda has been used continuously for many years. 
The continuous use of sulphate of ammonia has just the 
opposite tendency. The soil eventually becomes acid. Appli-
cations of nitrate of soda would be more effective on an acid soil 
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and would counteract an exccssive soil acidity, though marked 
cffccts would be obtained only after a long series of years. 
Similarly, sulphate of ammonia would be absorbed better from 
an alkaline soil and would gradually correct this basicity. The 
harmful effects of a continuous use of either of these fertilizers 
may be counteracted by the use of the other. 
Soil acidity occasions the general farmer much concern. Many 
crops do not grow well in sour soils and lime must be added to 
correct their acidity, but most fruit plants are distinctly acid 
tolerant. Strawberries, blueberries (Fig. 23), and the brambles 
do best when the soil is rather acid; even oranges grow well under 
these conditions. It is fortunate and perhaps not without reason 
that the best orchard cover crops are also acid tolerant. Cow-
peas, soybeans, hairy vetch, crimson clover, rye, oats, millet, 
and buckwhcat grow well in orchard soils that are somewhat 
sour. As a rultl it is not necessary to correct soil acidity in an 
orchard, as far as the fruit trees are concerned, though there arc 
exceptions. The cherry seems sometimes to respond favorably 
to lime applications. Moreover, liming occasionally has a place 
in orchard management because it often promotes thc growth of 
intercrops or of the plants forming the mulch in a sod-mulch 
orchard. If these are turned under and used as green manure or 
if they are mowed and allowed gradually to decay, the trees 
benefit ultimately. 
STARVATION RATIONS 
One more condition must be fulfilled before a substance soluble 
in the soil solution may be absorbed by the roots. Its concen-
tration within the plant's sap must be less than its concentration 
in the soil solution, or, statcd the other way, its concentration in 
the soil solution must be greater than that in the plant cell. A 
soil may be so "poor," a soil solution may be so dilute, that the 
plant cannot secure some required nutrient from it. Wheat has 
been grown, however, in water from the Potomac River, an 
extremely dilute salt solution. This water contains only 2 
parts of phosphoric acid per million of solution. Few plants 
could be found that do not contain at least 50 parts of phosphoric 
11 acid per million of their fresh weight. How, then, can phosphoric 
acid be absorbed? If all the phosphoric acid in the plant were 
dissolved in the cell sap, no more could be taken in, but the essen-
tial mineral salts absorbed from the soil are used for growth. 
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They combine with the organic mattcr produced in the leaves to 
forro the plant substance. As a result they are removed f rom the 
cell sap, its concentration is lowered, and room is made for more 
inorganic salts to fl.ow into the plant from the soil. In this way 
the utilization of soil constituents for growth makes possible their 
continued absorption and the "poorness" of many soils is due to 
factors other than the low concentration of nutrient materials. 
Many elements in the soil solution that are not essential for 
growth enter the plant. There is no reason why they should not 
be absorbed until their concentration inside the plant becomes as 
great as in the soil solution. If they should combine with any of 
the organic constituents of the plant to forro insoluble compounds, 
the fl.ow of these elements into the plant would continue so that 
they might accumulate in considerable quantities, as often 
happens. The continued absorption of any element depends on 
its ability to combine with the organic material of the plant or 
to be altered in some other way that removes it from solution. 
It is through utilization or non-utilization of the materials 
absorbed by the roots tbat the plant effects what is known as 
"selective absorption," the absorption of substances in pro-
partions entirely different from those existing in the soil solution. 
Useless, little-used or even harmful materials may be absorbed 
in small quantities by the root hairs, but, not being utilized, 
they may be held there "in quarantine," an effective barrier 
against the entrance of more of their kind. On the other hand, 
certain harmful substances, such as some of the soluble salts of 
copper and arsenic are taken in freely. Some materials, however, 
when present in the soil solution in high concentration, are able to 
penetrate into the plant in large enough quantities to produce 
injury or even death. The sulphate, carbonate, and chloride of 
sodium, present in so-called alkali soils, sometimes do this. 
Overdoses of some fertilizers, such as acid phosphate and sul-
phate of ammonia, affect plants in a similar way. Injuries to 
fruit trees from excessive concentrations of these salts occur 
chiefl.y in arid or semi-arid sections where orchards are irrigated 
with saline waters or where rainfall is insufficient to leach out 
accumulations of salt residues, but are not unknown in humid 
regions, particularly in dry summers. Heavy applications of 
chemical fertilizers are most likely to occasion injuries of this 
type in shallow-rooted plants such as the strawberry. Areas that 
ha ve become barren because of a gradual accumulation of soluble 
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salts are reclaimed most readily by hcavy and rcpeatcd irrigation 
with non-saline water which dissolves and carries away a portion 
of these injurious substances. 
Salts of the heavy metals usually produce effects that are out 
of all proportion to the amounts actually absorbed by the plant. 
Exceedingly minute quantities may be poisonous and may induce 
disturbances that lead to death. The free use in spray materials 
of compounds of copper, lead and arsenic has occasioned much 
uneasiness among growers who ha ve feared that their fruit plants 
might be endangered by accumulations of these materials in the 
soil. There is, to be sure, a considerable accumulation in the 
suríace soil of spray materials, such as arsenate of lead, which are 
used year after year, but indications oí injury that can be traced 
definitely to this factor are very rare and in most sections entirely 
lacking. Experiments designed to test the actual danger 
involved indicate that it is generally insignificant. 
Tbe heavy metals are not always poisonous. They are some-
times powedul stimulants. This seems to be the case when the 
amounts absorbcd by the plant are less than tbose producing 
tox'Ïc effects. Apple trees and grape vines sprayed with Bor-
deaux sometimes show a luxuriance of growtb tbat can be attrib-
uted only to the absorption of minute traces of copper through 
tbe surface of the leaves. Similar effects bave been produced in 
grapes by tbe injection of copper salts into the trunks, a delicate 
experiment, as a slight overdose is likely to prove fatal. In this 
respect there is a great difference between kinds of fruit plants 
and also between varieties. York and Ducbess, for example, are 
relatively resistant to copper poisoning and migbt be stimulated 
by amounts that would produce toxic effects on more susceptible 
varieties of apples such as Jonathan. 
Some evidcncc has been found to show tbat manganese, zinc, 
and boron applied to annual crops in small amounts sometimes 
bave a stimulating action analagous to that of copper just 
described. Similar results with fruit plants bave not been 
reported. 
CONTROLLING ABSORPTION 
Absorption, obviously, is a plant function over which man has 
no dir·ect control. He should, howcvcr, remember that roots 
cannot absorb from thc soil what is not there in an available 
form, and they are not able to excl~de all substances that are 
1~1 
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harmful or pnisonous. Nutrient materials can be absorbed 
rapidly and in large quantities only when they are present in 
relative abundance. To see that throughout the growing season 
the soil contains sufficient quantities of nutrient materials in 
an available form means in practice attention to the nitrate 
supply, for seldom is there a deficiency of other nutrient materials. 
Determination of the quantities present in the soil by chemical 
methods is, of course, out of the question. Fortunately this is 
unnecessary because the appearance of the plants themselves 
is a fairly good index of the way in which they are being supplied. 
In general, increasing the supply of nitrates or of other nutri-
ents is a relatively simple matter. Tillage, the growing of 
leguminous intercrops, cover crops, or mulching crops, and the 
use of fertilizers are methods that are at once suggested. Reduc-
ing the supply of soluble salts is often a more difficult matter. 
Care in irrigation and in disposing of wastes from spraying and 
moderation in the use of fertilizers often aid materially in pre-
venting surpluses accumulating to the danger point. 
CHAPTER V 
THE NITROGEN SUPPLY 
During the first decade of this century, throughout south-
eastern Ohio, as well as in many other states, hundreds of orchards 
stood neglccted. Had it been spring, tbe traveler seeing the 
white and pink of the blossoms set off by the fresb green of tbe 
unfolding leaves migbt bave wondered at this neglect, but this 
beavy bloom, for all its beauty and fragrance, was an empty 
promise. Tbese plantations in the pioneer orcbard area of Ohio 
did not yield enough apples even to supply tbe scattered popula-
tion tbat struggled to wring a bare subsistence by grazing sbeep 
among tbe trees. A trained eye migbt bave noted signs of pre-
vious attempts to crop tbe soil, but tbe denuded hill slopes were 
tben covered witb a sparse growtb of poverty grass and made but 
poor browsing for a few sbeep. Tbe owners had long since corne 
to disregard the feeble trees tbat each year made but a puny 
growth, covered with yellowish-green leaves, except as objects 
to furnish shade for their stock. 
NITROGEN EFFECTS A TRANSFORMATION 
A few years later, in tbe fall, long lines of wagons heavily 
laden with apples made their way from these hills to the shipping 
stations. Freshly painted barns and here and tbere a new house 
bore witness to a revived prosperity. It would ha ve been diflicult 
to believe that tbe vigorous trees covered witb dark green foliage 
were tbe same sickly plants that had stood there a few years 
before, barely able to exist. It would have bcen still more 
diflicult to believe that this remarkable transformation in so 
brief a period had becn brought about by the yearly application 
to eacb tree of a few handfuls of fertilizer containing nitrogen. 
So striking was the change in the trees, and in tbe communities 
as well, and so simple, inexpensive, and apparently insignificant 
was its cause that the whole situation resembled tbe fabulous 
exploit of some magician rather tban a prosaic demonstration 
in orchard soil management. Tbe remedy appeared to act more 
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as a powerful stimulant than as a mere nutrient.' To be sure, 
this transformation was not accomplished without the aid of 
FIO. 24.-Above. Crop from an average 45-ycar-old unfertilized apple tree 
growing in sod. Below. The crop from an average tree of the same age and 
varicty but fertilized with 5 pounds of nitrate of soda. The stacks of crates, 
reading from left to right, are of 2%, 2~, 2,X and less than 2,X inch sizes, 
respectively. Note that fertilization has had ncarly as great an influence on 
average size as on total yield. 
thorough spraying, but spraying alone had previously produced 
little positive improvement. The remarkable change must be 
attributed primarily to the use of nitrogen-containing fertilizers 
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on tbe plow-worn, rain-wasbed soil, impoverisbed by tbougbtless 
cropping. 
Experience has sbown tbat more orchards respond to applica-
tions of nitrogen in some form tban to any otber element. In 
fact, from Maine to Oregon, wherever fertilizer applications bave 
materially increased fruit yields, almost witbout exception nitro-
gen alone bas been of value. For all practica! pm·poses the fer-
tilizer problem in fruit growing is a nitrogen problem. This 
seems somewbat surprising wben it is recalled that tbe air is 
nearly four-fifths nitrogen gas and tbat this immense reservoir 
of nitrogen literally bathes the very plants tbat suffer from an 
insufficiency of it. It is all the more remarkable in view of tbe 
fact tbat the nitrogen of tbe atmosphere is the ultimate source 
from whicb all tbe nitrogen found in soils and in tbe tissues of 
plants and animals bas been derived. It was in 1838 that the 
celebrated French agronomist, Boussingault, sbowed for the fust 
time tbat tbe higher plants obtain tbeir nitrogen supply from tbe 
soil and not from tbe air and it was not until about 1910 tbat 
ser·ious tbougb~ was given to possible nitrogen deficiencies in 
orcbard soils. 
NATURAL AND ARTIFICIAL SOURCES OF NITROGEN 
Althougb fruit trees are unable to utilize directly the gaseous 
nitrogen of the air, tbere are organisms that bave this power. 
Certain soil bacteria and a few fungi convert nitrogen gas to 
nitrates, a form of nitrogen tbat can be absorbed and used by 
tbe higher plants. Nitrates are produced also in some way as 
a result of natural electrical discbarges in tbc atmosphere, a 
process of some interest because a similar procedure is now used 
in certain manufacturing establisbments to convert atmospberic 
nitrogen to commercial fertilizer. Tbe amounts of nitrate that 
are made naturally by this process in the air and brought clown 
to the eartb in rain are relatively small, tbe maximum per year 
under the most favorable circumstances being about 5 pounds 
to the acre. This would barely meet tbe requirements of one 
apple tree of medium size. Bacteria must be relied upon for 
tbe fixation of atmospberic nitrogen in significant quantities. 
Of the several kinds of bacteria and fungi tbat fix tbe elusive 
nitrogen of tbe aü~and more and more are being found to bave 
tbis property-only one group is of great practica! importance. 
Tbese are tbe bacteria tbat live on the roots of clover and otber 
··----------------------------~ 
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legumes, such as peas, vetche.;, and alfalfa, in the nodules peculiar 
to this family of plants. The nitrates that these bacteria make 
are utilized by the leguminous plant in the manufacture of pro-
teins and other organic compounds containing nitrogen. Herein 
lies the principal value of clover and other legumes both as forage 
and soil-improving crops. Possibly it is this property that makes 
trees grow better in a clover or alfalfa sod than in a bluegrass or 
timothy sod. 
Domesticated plants and animals are familiar elements of 
our civilization; domesticated bacteria are rathm· an innovation 
in our experience. Successful agricultura} practice, however, is 
so intimately connected with various types of bacterial activity, 
that the desirability of domesticating them is apparent. Of 
late years, this has been done and nitrogen-fixing bacteria are 
now used to inoculate soils. 
How does the tree obtain the nitrogen contained in the nodules, 
roots or tops of the legume which composes the sod surrounding 
it? The nitrogen-containing protein and the other organic 
substances into which the legume has converted the nitrogen 
supplied it by the bacteria living on its roots, are of little more 
direct value to the tree than the gaseous nitrogen that comprises 
78 per cent of the atmosphere. At this point, however, another 
group of bacteria that live in the soil corne to the rescue. These 
are the organisms largely responsible for the decomposition and 
putrefaction of dead plant tissues and, though their activity 
frequently results in the liberation of manyill-smelling substances, 
it also leads to changes in the condition of organic nitrogen 'that 
are of great agricultura! import. The clover proteins are broken 
clown and the nitrogen is split off as ammonia. A little of this 
ammonia is absorbed by the roots of the trees; some escapes to 
the air and is lost to them except for small amounts which may 
be washed clown again by rain; still more remains in the soil and 
is acted on by another kind of bacteria. 
CONDITIONS FAVORABLE FOR NITRATE FORMATION 
Bacteria of the third class convert ammonia first to nitrites 
and then to nitrates and so bring nitrogen to a forro that can be 
used freely by apple trees and other fruit plants. Though nitro-
gen in the forro of ammonia can be absorbcd directly and fruit 
plants obtain some of their nitrogen supply in this way, nitrates 
seem to be a more important som·ce of nitrogen and representa 
I~ 
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large part of the supply that most plants obtain. The nitrifying 
bacteria, as these nitrate-producing organisms are called, have 
been considered so important that a great amount of time has 
been devoted to learn the conditions under which they work best. 
It has been found that they require moisture, moderate tempera-
tures, and plenty of fresh au:. Under ordinary conditions they 
are present in larger numbers and are most active during late 
spring and early fall when the soil is neither extremely hot nor 
very dry. During the winter and the driest and hottest part 
of the summer they are inoperative or less active. 
Fro. 25.-Two rows of 7-year-old Montmorency cherry trees, one has been 
under a clean culture--cover-crop system of soil rnanagement while the other 
has been in alfalfa sod. Nitrogen-containing fert.ilizers have been applied 
annually to the sod-grown trees but not to those under cultivation. The 
difference in size of these trocs indicates that the cherry docs not thrive with sod 
culture (compare with Fig. 26). 
Nitrifying bactcria are also more active and their numbers 
increase when the soil is well aerated; hence tillage improves the 
conditions under which they thrive and lcads to a greater nitratc 
supply in the soil. Increased nitrification and moisture conserva-
tion are the main reasons for cultivating the orchard and in some 
cases, as shown by experiments in New Hampshire, increased 
nitrification is the more important of the two. Orchards that 
are so maintained under a sod system oí management that the 
moisture supply is adequate require more frequent and heavier 
applications oí nitrogen-carrying íertilizcrs than those that are 
cultivated. In many soils all that is nceded to furnish orchards 
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an adequate supply of nitrates is cultivation. Inot hers, however, 
either the supply of organic nitrogen is so limited or other factors 
infl.uencing nitrate formation are so unfavorable that cultivation 
alone docs not make available an amount adequate for the 
tree's requirements. 
Though the general effect of cultivation is to make the soil 
more fertilc, through promoting nitrate formation, in t he end it 
may lead to its impoverishment. This has bcen a common 
experience in arid sections where orchardists, recognizing the 
value of tillage, practiced it for a considerable period of years 
and then found their trees gradually becoming starved. Inves-
tigation has shown the trees were suffering from an insufficiency 
of nitrogen, the very element that cultivation serves to makc 
availablc to the plant; the soil was "burnecl out" and had to be 
placed under a different system of management. Cult ivation 
does not ordinarily incrcase the total nitrogen content of t he 
soil ; it merely aids processes that convert whatever organic 
nitrogen may be there to a more available forro. Since both 
ammonia and nitrates are very soluble and when once formed are 
leached out of the soil unlcss absorbecl, cultivation rcally de pletes 
the nitrogen supply of the soil. 
COVER CROPS AND THE NITRATE SUPPLY 
In the main, excessive !osses through leaching can be avoided 
by growing crops which take up the surplus nitrogen and return it 
to the soil in organic forro when they are plowed under. A crop 
grown for this purpose is called a cover crop; it is sown in the 
summer, covers the ground during the winter and is turned under 
in the spring. As it grows in late summer and fall it takes up 
nutrients and moisture which are unnecessary and perhaps even 
detrimental to the tree, thus conservíng the nitrogen supply and 
checking tree growth in preparation for the winter. The same 
crop sown in the spring would have a similar effect but, exerted 
at the wrong time, the effect would be injurious to the trees. A 
leguminous cover crop, other things equal, may be somewhat 
more desirable than one of some other crop plant, inasmuch as 
when turned under it actually increases the total nitrogen con-
tent of the soil, having drawn to some extent for its growth on the 
ultimate source, atmospheric nitrogen. If seasonal or soil con-
ditions are such that the legume does not make a rank vigorous 
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growth before cold weather sets in, however, a non-legurninous 
plant that will make considerable growth better answers the 
specifications of a good cover crop. The relative cheapness of 
nitrogen-carrying fertilizers has diminished the importance of 
nitrogen-fixing properties in cover crops, though it has not 
affected the general usefulness of these crops in the orchard. 
FIO. 26.-Two rows of 7-year-old apple trees; one has been under a clean 
culture-cover-crop system of soil management, whilc the other hns been in 
alfalfa sod. Nitrogen-containing fertilizers have been applied annually to the 
sod-grown trees but not to those under cultivation. There is little difference 
in size between the two groups of trees. Obviously the apple trec takes kindly 
to sod culturo (comparo with Fig. 25). 
COMMERCIAL NITROGEN -CONTAINING FERTll..IZERS 
Though the productivity of many orchards can be maintained 
by cultivation, by growing clover, alfalfa or vetch for green 
manuring, or by a combination cultivation-cover crop method of 
orchard management, in many cases vigorous growth and large 
yields demand additional soil treatments in the forro of direct 
fertilizer applications. For untold centuries animal refuse was 
practically the only known fertilizer. Even now well-rotted 
stable manure is one of the best fertilizers for fruit plants, since 
animal excretions contain nitrogen in organic forro that becomes 
available after decomposition. At present, however, manure is 
relatively expensive and its use in commercial orchards is often 
out of the queation. Fortunate indeed are those growers so 
located that stockyard refuse may be had at low cost. One of 
the most important substitutes for barnyard manures for orchard 
uso is Chile saltpeter, commonly known as nitrate of soda. The 
I 
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large deEosits in northern Chilc, representing accumulations 
left by the activity of countless nitrifying bacteria through long 
geologic eras, are the only natural supply. Nitrate of soda, 
however, now has to compete with a number of other compounds 
of nitrogen. The most important of these is ammonium sul-
phate, a by-product in the manufacture of coke and gas. 
These compounds are alike in that they are both quickly 
availablc. They vary in the amount of nitrogen that they 
contain and hence in the quantitics in which they should be used. 
Nitratc of soda contains 15 to 16 per cent of nitrogen, depending 
on the amount oí moisture it has absorbed; sulphate of ammonia 
contains 20 to 21 per cent. Sincc thcir value as fertilizer is 
approximately equivalent to the amount of nitrogen contained, 
5 pounds of sodium nitrate producc about the same results as 
3% pounds of ammonium sulphate. Thcsc are the amounts that 
would ordinarily be used on a fair-sized apple tree showing dis-
tinct signs of nitrogen deficiency. Various standards are in use 
to estimate the approximate amounts required. One rule is to 
use.% pound of nitra te of soda for each inch of the tree's diameter; 
another is to use ;li pound for each year of the tree's age. The 
amount that should be used depends principally on the condi-
tion of the soil and the size and vigor of the plant; 3 pounds of 
nitrate of soda or 2,% pounds of sulphate of ammonia suffice for 
an ordinary largo peach tree that shows distinct signs of nitrogen 
deficiency. 
NITRATES ARE IMPORTANT IN THE FRUIT-SETTING PROCESS 
The original intention in using commercial fertilizers contain-
ing nitrogen was merely to supply nitrogen in an available form 
where it might be required. To all intents and purposes the 
fertilizers were nothing but substitutes for well-rotted stable 
manure and actual field practice has shown that in most respects 
thcy serve this function in an admirable manner. On account of 
the rapidity with which their nitrogen becomcs available they 
can also be made to do things for which the slowly available 
manure is entirely unsuited. The use of one of these special 
commercial fertilizers was discovered in a rather curious way. 
An imaginative investigator once conceived the idea of dis-
solving nitrate of soda in water and spraying it on apple trees 
early in the season. In the com·se of the experiment it was 
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noticed that a much larger percentage of the blossoms set and 
developed into apples on the sprayed trees than on those left 
unsprayed. Later, similar results were secured when the same 
material was sprayed on the ground. This has since bcen found 
to be a characteristic response of fruit trees of several kinds to 
quickly available nitrogen fertilizers applied to the soil 10 days 
or 2 weeks before the first blossoms are expected to open and 
this effect is so important that fertilizing of apples, pears, pcaches, 
and most other fruits is generally done early in the season, that 
the advantage of an increased set may be obtained. Practically 
'the whole increase in yield obtained the first year after a nitrogen 
application is due to this increased set. With certain kinds of 
fruit trees, such as peaches, which ordinarily set a larger crop 
than they can develop properly, and therefore must be thinned, 
a nitrogen application before blossoming may increase the work of 
thinning the crop later in the season. When the object of fer-
tilization is to further fruit development, rather than increase the 
set, fertilization may be delayed until blossoming is over. This 
practice has particular advantages where Iate spring frosts make 
crop survival a speculative matter. 
In many cases a single nitrogen application does not exercise 
its full effect in the first season. In peaches, besides affecting 
set and size of fruit, it is Iikely to increase growth and at the same 
time to increase the number of fruit buds formed for the follow-
ing year's crop. In the apple the increased g~owth immediately 
following the application leads to the Iaying clown. of more lateral 
buds, with a resultant increase the following year in the number of 
spurs, which is likely to lead the third year to an increased num-
ber of blossoms and of fruits. In this case the increase in number 
of spurs is in effect a permanent gain in fruitfulness. 
DAMAGE FROM OVER-FERTILIZATION 
In the right place and at the right time, nitrogen fertilizers are 
of inestimable value to the fruit grower and their use is, by and 
large, a phase of orchard management second in importance only 
to spraying. Nevertheless they may produce results that arc 
not at all desirable. An injudicious use of nitrate or of ammo-
nium sulphate, aside from inducing direct injury, particularly in 
dry seasons, may lead to excessive production and may accen-
tuate irregular bcaring in some fruits such as apples. Exccssive 
li 
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appJjcations rnight evcn th1·ow a trec out of bearing cntirely, by 
producing in the trec nutritive conditions closely comparable 
to those found in immaturc trees not yet of bearing age. Pro-
longation of growth late in thc season may cause the trees to 
enter tbc winter particularly susceptible to severe cold. In the 
rejuvenation of old orchards, rather severe pruning is often 
desirable; this treatment in itself induces thc devclopmcnt of 
vigorous new shoots. When trees already stimulated by severe 
pruning reccive an additional ímpetus to growth from nitrogen 
fertilizers, wintcr injury may almost be expected. 
Another danger accompanying excessive applications of 
nitrogen-carrying fertilizers arises from their in1luence on fruit 
coloration. Though moderate applications do not greatly stimu-
late growth and may induce the development of brighter colors, 
heavy applications that notably incrcase size and number of 
leaves and consequcntly increase the density of their shadc, havc 
the oppositc effcct. This is especially true in apples, pears, and 
peaches whose fruits require exposure to direct sunlight to color 
properly. For this reason heavily fertilized trees require more 
careful pruning than those growing less vigorously. The color 
of plums, grapes, and some other fruits is not affected by the use 
of fcrtilizers. . 
Still another important in1luence of nitrogen-caiTying ferti-
lizers is that on the season of maturity of the fruit. Nitrogen-
treated trees usually mature their crops a week, 10 days or 2 
wceks la ter than those not fertilized. This may or may not be an 
advantage, depending on the kind of fruit and on market condí-
tions. Exccssive crops, however, which are slow in ripening, may 
be advanced in maturity by this same treatment. With some 
fruits, as sour cherries, heavy nitrogen applications generally 
lead to an uneven ripening and caution should be exercised with 
these fruits, since this may occasion considerable expense in 
making two or three pickings. 
The orchardist naturally avoids any practice that injures his 
trees or decreases their yields, but more than that he should make 
sure that the money spent on fertilizcr brings a profit. To apply 
fertilizer where or when it is not needed is a loss to the grower 
just as surely as is the destruction of a tree. At one time so-called 
"complete" fertilizers, containing potash and phosphorus, as well 
as nitrogen, were advocated and rather commonly used. There 
was a tradition which still persists in some quarters, that potash 
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improves the color of the fruit and that phosphorus increases 
yields. Many years of careful experimental work were necessary 
to correct these false notions. At present nitrogen is recognized 
as practically the only element in a complete fertilizer that has 
any direct value for fruit trees, though mixed fertilizers are some-
times beneficial on peach trees grown in practically pure sand. 
Applications of phosphate may increase the growth of cover 
crops which are then turned under in the spring to serve as green 
manures. In this way' the fruit trees receive an indirect benefit 
from phosphoric fertilizers, particularly where a legume is used 
as the cover crop. Even liming might prove profitable under 
some circumstances, for the same general reason. 
Though the difference in the fertilizer requirements of 
orchard trees as compared with those of annual crop plants is due 
principally to the fact that they are woody perennials and con-
sequently present differences in physiology and seasonal life 
history, doubtless one factor of some importance is the difference 
in their root distribution and consequent feeding habits, together 
with differences in the distribution of nitrogen and the other 
mineral elements in the soil. The roots of most crop and garden 
plants are limited largely to the surface layers of soil; those of 
orchard trees range much deeper. Phosphorus, potassium, and 
the other minerals o cc ur in the subsoil as well as near the surf ace; 
nitrogen, on the other hand, is found principally in the organic 
matter which is a surface soil ingredient. In consequence trees 
exhaust their available nitrogen supply long before they do their 
supply of the other mineral elements; with crop plants the other 
elements within range of their roots and in available forro are 
exhausted as soon as the nitrogen. 
It is just as important to know when nitrogen should not be 
applied as to know when it is requu·ed. Used at the wrong time 
or in the wrong place it will yield no greater returns than potash 
or phosphorus. In the fruit regions of western New York 
beneficial effects from nitrogen applications in the orchards are 
not commonly realized. Nitrogen applications must be used 
sparingly if at all in apple and pear orchards that are badly 
infected with fire blight, since vigorous-growing trees are most 
susceptible to this discase. This susceptibility does not hold 
with most other diseases. Increasing the vigor of growth is an 
effective aid in fighting blister canker and black rot canker in 
apples, and bacterial shot-hole in peaches. 
l. 
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SYMPTOMS OF NITROGEN STARVATION 
Y ellowish-green color in foliage ac com panied by f ee ble growth 
is often an indication of nitrogen starvation. Premature loss of 
lcaves in the fall or failure of blossoms to set fruit are other 
symptoms. These conditions may arisc, however, from other 
causes. Pale green leaves that drop prcmaturely and weak 
growth may result from an insufficicncy of water, from t he attack 
of bore1·s, and from other causes, and conditions must be ideal for 
proper self- or cross-pollination beforc a failure of the young fruit 
to set can with certainty be attributed to a lack of nitrogen. 
The necessity for fertilizer treatment is determined sometimes by 
a process of elimination whereby more obvious troubles are first 
set aside. On the other hand, the absence of any pronounced 
symptom is no proof that the trees will not respond favor~bly to 
nitrogen treatment. 
Perhaps the surest way to tell whether an orchard will respond 
to fertilizer applications is to experiment with a few trees before 
trying it on the whole orchard. Even though a deficiency of 
nitrogen has been clearly shown, the use of fertilizers may not be 
the best way to meet it. Sometimes cultivation is all that is 
required. If circumstances demand that the orchard be kept in 
a grass sod, it is a safe assumption that nitrogen-carrying ferti-
lizers can be used advantageously, though sod orchards on fertile, 
well-watered bottom land may do as well without t hem. 
No other nutrient element, indced no other single factor of 
their environment, so profoundly influences fruit trees as nitrogen. 
It is, in more respects than one, the key to their composit ion, their 
growth, and their production. Fortunately it is a key always in 
the grower's possession, for nitrates and ammonium sulphate 
can always be procured and are always relatively inexpensive. 
John Evelyn, who " first taught gardening to speak proper 
English," wrote in 167 5: " I firmly bclieve that were salt peter to 
be obtained in plenty, we should nced but fcw other composts to 
meliorate our ground," a conviction that has received rather 
startling justification as far as fruit culture is concerned, though 
it was to be a century and a half before a saltpeter was obtained 
in plenty from Chile and nearly another century before non-
nitrogenous fertilizers were recognized as unnecessary in the 
orchards. 
CHAPTER VT 
GROWING AND FRUITING HABITS 
For many ycars French horticulturists have classified twigs of 
fruit trees in to various types, each with a name and definite expec-
tation of fruitfulness or of barrenness, as the case may be. In 
1701, Liger, one of the earlier writers on the subject, recognized 
fo ur kinds: the fruitful, the hopeful, the barren, and the water-
sprout; la ter classifications are more elabora te. A fundamen-
tally different set of economic and natural conditions has kept 
American fruit growers from attempting the minutely detailed 
pruning that focuses attention on these peculiarities of type and 
has led them to overlook some benefit they might have secured 
from a more careful scrutiny of individual trees. Though it is 
quite true that American fruit growers cannot afford to employ 
the niceties of highly intensive fruit culture as they relate to 
pruning, it is equally true that some of them ex-pend consider-
able labor in removing the very twigs which are the most pro-
ductive. A three-dollars-a-day man with a set of pruning tools 
can easily cost his employer twenty-five times his wage, or even 
more if he is sufficiently industrious. Though he does not know 
the difference between a dard and a brindille, any apple grower 
should know enough of the fruiting habits of his trees to keep 
him from wholesale raking of fruit spurs from the branches to 
make them tt look neat and shipshape ;" actually there are many 
whose orchards are, by this standard, neater than they are 
f1•uitful. 
Beyond its applicability to pruning, knowledge of fruiting 
habits may be even more useful in providing a standard to which 
individual trees may be compared, by which any deficiencies may 
be measured, and through which remedial treatments may be 
suggested. When the grower can go from tree to tree and read 
on the twigs the records of growth made and fruit borne for 
severa! years back, he has better material to inform him about 
the cultural needs oí his own orchard than he could secure from 
thc most elaborate chemical analyses, and as he grows in skill 
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he will learn to associate growth conditions with tendcncies and 
thus he will be able to anticipate requirements. 
The Tree Record.-When growth stops for the season, all 
the commou deciduous fruit trees ordinarily form, at the end of 
each twig, a bud, which, because of its position, is known as the 
terminal bud. This bud contains the growing point and some 
rudimentary leaves; its exterior is composed of scales (Fig. 12) . 
When growth is resumed in the spring the bud opens, the leaves 
it contained enlarge and unfold, the young shoot emerges, and the 
scales drop off. Scars mark the places where the scales were 
attached; ordinarily these scars, each rather long and narrow and 
extending at right angles to the axis of the stem, are grouped in a 
rather clearly defined zone which extends around the twig. 
Since this zone marks the end of one season's growth and the 
beginning of another, it is known as the annual ring, though 
perhaps some other name, such as "externa! annual ring," 
would be less confusing. Occasionally twigs make a "second 
growth," i.e., have two distinct growth periods in one season, 
but the rings formed in these cases are incomplete and readily 
distinguished from those that mark the termination of the growth 
for winter. Ordinarily these rings remain rather well defined 
for several years, except on extremely vigorous shoots, and render 
possible the measurement of the growth made each season for 
some years previous. 
HOW THE APPLE BRANCH COMES INTO BEARING 
In the apple the leaves on moderately vigorous shoots of the 
current season's growth occur singly. In the angle between each 
leaf stalk and the shoot to which it is attached is a bud, sometimes 
called an axillary bud, though this term loses its significance when 
the lea ves fall, and the term "lateral" is always applicable. 
There is some difference in the development of these buds; those 
near the base of the year's growth are generally rather small, 
while those at the tip are prominent in a well-ripened shoot, but 
poorly developed on immature wood. Once these buds are 
formed there is little external evidence of any change in them 
during the same season; at the approach of winter the leaves fall 
and the buds are ready for winter. 
A forecast of the future of these buds can be derived from 
inspection of the previous year's shoot growth. Rere it is appar-
ent that those which a year ago were simple lateral buds, more or 
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FIG. 27.-Three yoars' growth in a shoot on a vigorous apple tree: <n Iatest 
growth; (II) •· 1-ycar-old" wood; (III), (IV) "2-year-old" wood; L, lateral 
bt1ds; T, latent buda; Y, young spurs; S, spurs which have fruited; U, spurs 
which bave not fruitod; R, annual rings. Nine spurs have blossomed. 
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lcss alike, have behaved in somewhat different ways. Some 
(Fig. 27) have stood still or "latent;" these probably never will 
develop, unless some accident, such as the breaking or cutting of 
the shoot just above them, forces them into growth. They are, 
in a sense, reserve buds. From other buds ha ve grown out short 
lateral twigs called spurs. 
Examination of the shoot between the second and third exter-
na! annual rings shows these spurs when they are a year older. 
Each has an annual ring, signifying two seasons' growth. Some 
of them further differ from the younger spurs in possessing club-
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Fra. 28.-Diagrammatic representation of ideal fruiting habit in apple. Six 
years' growth of one branch are shown. Solid lines represent growth of odd 
(or even) and unshaded the growth of evcn (or odd) ycars. Circles represent 
fruiting; shading, or lack of it, corresponds with wood growth. Firat year, 
shoot growth (cf. Fig. 27); second year, spur formation and shoot growth; third 
year: fruiting, formation of new spurs, and shoot growth; fourth year: spurs 
resting, spurs fruiting, new spur formation, and shoot growth. 
shaped swellings ( called "pm·scs" or "cluster bases"), each with 
a bud on the side and near the end, while the summit of each has a 
group of more or less circular scars; these scars vary in size, 
the smaller indicating the point of abscission of a blossom or a 
very sm all fruit, and the larger indicating that the fruit approached 
or reached mature size. 
Here, then, spurs in their second year, on shoots in their third 
year, have borne fruit. The successive stages have been: first 
season, lateral bud; second season, young spur; third season, 
fruiting spur (Fig. 28). 
The presence of a bud on the spur promises continuation of 
growth in years subsequent to fruiting. This is actually the 
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condition that exists. An apple spur may grow relatively little, 
but bear for many years (Fig. 29). In most varieties, however, 
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Fra. 29.-Seventeen-year-old spur from apple trec. Each season's growth 
indicated. F, denotes blossoming and possible fruiting. Seven blossom buds 
in 17 years. 
fruiting of the same spur in consecutive years is uncommon; 
the normal condition is a.lternation, i.e., fruit one year and purely 
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vegetative growth the next. In other words, lateral buds on a 
shoot growth of an even year form spurs which bear in the next 
even year and in succeeding even years (Fig. 28). Similarly 
the shoot growth of the odd years forms spurs which bear in the 
odd years, in the ideal tree. 
H OW THE APPLE TREE COMES TO BEAR BIENNIALLY 
The ideal apple tree, then, should bear a crop every year and 
at the same time make sufficient growth to provide for future 
crops. Actually this condition is not fully realized, even in trees 
which are bearing annually; the departure is du e chiefly to the 
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FIG. 30.-" Purses" (" cluster bases") from apple spurs. These club-shaped 
swellings mark blossoming (cf. Fig. 29). The more or less circular scars mark 
the spots whero blossoms or fruits dropped off; their size gives some indication 
of the stage of development of the fruit when it was separated f rom the purse. 
An apple matured on (I), leaving the large scar; on (IV), fruit development 
stopped at the blossom stage. From the buda further growth proceeds (cf. 
Fig. 29) . 
fact that some of the young spurs do not bear in their second year, 
but corne into production a year later, in unison with spurs with 
which they should alternate. A killing spring frost may destroy 
the blossoms; the spurs which should bave borne this year are 
likely, under these conditions, to blossom again the next year in 
unison with the spurs which would normally bloom that year. 
The heavy crop thus induced is likely to result in absence of 
fruit-bud formation in any spurs for the next year, and the habit 
of alternate bearing is established unless it is broken up again by 
the spurs from new shoots. In some varieties alternate bearing 
I 
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comes about in othcr ways, but it is nearly always the result of 
declining vigor. 
Vigorous growth is rather closely connected with fruitfulness 
in the apple. Long shoot growth one year ensures a large number 
of lateral buds, making possible t he formation of a large number 
of sp urs in the next year; this in turn permits bearing o f a large 
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FIG. 31.-Diagrammatic ropresentation of growth and fruitfulness in an apple 
tree in which growth is declining and a decline in fruitfulness is imminent. 
This might be concoivod to be a continuation of the shoot shown in Fig. 28. 
Between (IV) and (V) three full seasons are supposed to bave elapsed. Char-
acters correspond with those used in Fig. 28. Note the transition to biennial 
bearing. Seo text for discussion. 
number of apples in t he following and in alternate succeeding 
years. Increased growth in any given year is not fully effective 
in increased production until the second year, but as long as the 
spurs formed on this increased growth continue to function the 
gain is maintained. Conversely, the older spurs may continue 
to function normally on a tree that is decreasing in vigor, but the 
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new spurs are less numerous and are likely to be slower in coming 
in to bearing. A Iarge apple tree may, then, "stand still" and 
yet be productive for a number of years, merely because of the 
great number of oid spurs, even though no new spurs are formed. 
Sooner or later, however, the oid fruiting wood becomes reduced 
from breakage and shading and ultimately it declines in pro-
ductivity. Without new spurs to replace these !osses, yield 
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FIG. 32.-Five years' growth in a shoot on a non-vigorous apple tree. Con-
trast with Fig. 27. No blossoming in the 5 years. Arrows mark beginning of 
each season's growth. 
declines (Fig. 32). Consequently the absence of moderately 
vigorous growth is a cautionary signa!, even though the tree may 
be heavily loaded with apples. 
Growth may be too vigorous for fruitfulness, in that lateral 
buds, which should produce spurs, actually produce shoots with 
lateral buds that produce more shoots, and so on. This is the 
condition in vigorous young trees, but excessive vigor is rarely a 
cause of unfruitfulness in mature trecs. 
I ~ 
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The pear has a fruiting habit practically identical with that 
of the apple. 
THE GROWING AND FRUITING HABIT OF THE PEACH 
In the peach, the relation between growth and fruitfulness is 
even closer than it is in the apple, for the shoot growth of one 
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FIG. 33.-Shoots and spurs of one year's growth in a moderately vigorous 
pcach trce. P, single fruit bud; PP, collatera! buds, two fruit and one "leaf;" 
L, " leaf" buds. Collat~ral buds a re much moro com mon on rather vigorous 
shoot.s (cf. Fig. 35). 
ycar contains the frui t buds for the next year. Examination in 
winter of a shoot about 1 or 1~ feet in length generally 
shows three types of buds (Fig. 33). In the upper end, single 
buds (one at a node, as in the apple) predominate; these are of 
two kinds, one small and pointed, t he other somewhat larger, 
rather inclined to rotundity, and more pubescent (hairy). In 
~·-----------------------------
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the lower two-thirds of the shoot many of the nodes ha ve, instead 
of a single bud, three buds, arranged side by side. The two ou ter 
are larger, rounder, and generally more conspicuous; the central 
bud of the three is frequently very inconspicuous, small, and 
pointed. The larger, rounder buds, single or in pairs, are "fruit 
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Fra. 34.-The character of a season's growth may affect its fruitfulness for 
severa! years. A, a represent "buttons" left when fruit was picked f rom single 
nodes; there is no provision for further fruitfulness at these nodes. At B was a 
collatera! bud, as shown by the button and the spur gr'lwiog beside it. The 
sp ur is bea ring blossom buds. C shows a sp ur growing f rom a "lea f" bud. The 
twig at the right bears only on the new shoot growth. 
buds;" the pointed smaller buds are leaf buds, containing a 
vegetative growing point. 
The peach, then, differs from t he apple, in forming fruit buds, 
so to speak, 1 or even 2 years earlicr (Fig. 34). Many of the 
lateral buds which in the apple are dcstincd to give rise to spurs, 
are in the peach destined to produce fruit. Consequently the 
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potential size of one year's peach crop is regulated by the growth 
the trees made in the previous year. The peach, therefore, 
responds more quickly to favorable or unfavorable growing condí-
tions than the apple; on the other hand, it does not sustain its 
yield under cultural neglect as the apple does for some ti.rne. 
The peach blossom-bud itself differs in character from the fruit 
bud of the apple. In the peach this bud contains ordinarily but 
one blossom and invariably no vegetative growing point, while in 
the apple one bud contains several embryonic flowers and at 
least one vegetative growing point. When a single peach 
A A
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Fia. 35.-Diagram of fruiti.ng habit of moderately vigorous peach tree. 
Three years' growth and performance of one shoot are represented. Nodes 
A and A' ha ve collatera! buds (cf. Fig. 34); B and B' represcnt single blossom 
buds; C, C' represent single leaf buds, and D the terminal. In the second year 
the blossom buds are bearing fruit, while the leaf buds have sent out lateral 
spurs, and from the terminal bud the shoot continues growth, forming fruit 
buds for the third year. This wood is still fruitful in the third year, though 
less so than in the second yoar. The spurs from nodes A, A', C. e· may remain 
fruitful over a longer period than is here indioat.ed. 
bud opens its blossom a fruit may or may not develop at that 
point; in either case there is no pro visi on for foliage or for con-
tinued growth at that node, unless there is also a separate and 
distinct leaf bud at that point, (Fig. 35), while in the apple the 
vegetative growing point provides for further growth and renewed 
fruiting on the same spur. 
Because of this characteristic of the peach bud the nature of 
the growth made in any one year not only affects the next year's 
crop, but in some measure influences later productivity. Short 
growths, such as those made by a weak tree, are characterized by 
predominance of single fruit buds. When thesc have opened 
and perhaps borne, the portion of the stcm which bore them is 
no longer capable of fruit production, except for a few short 
spurs growing out from leaf buds (Fig. 36). The bulk of the 
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crop, however, is borne near the tips of thc branches, and yield 
cannot fail to be small; furthermore the fruiting area is contin-
ually moving outward, making the various cultural operations 
more difficult, while the easily accessible lower partions of the 
tree are unfruitful. Heavy heading in of these limbs by pruning, 
to bring them "within bounds," rcmoves practically all the fruit 
buds. 
On moderately vig01·ous shoots, the proportion of paired fruit 
buds is high. Though these individually do not differ from the 
single buds, the presence of a leaf bud at each node provides for 
B B' C D 
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FIG. 36.-Diagram of fruiting habit of peach tree making acant growth. 
Shoot growth is shorter than that indicated in Fig. 35. Collatera! buda are 
few or absent, consequently each year's growth is less fruitful in its initial 
productivity and diminishes in fruitfulness more rapidly in succeeding years. 
the development of a short lateral growth which may form single 
buds for the succeeding year. The paired fruit buds, therefore, 
double the opportunity for fruit production at any given node 
and the leaf bud between them provides for subsequent fruitful-
ness on a short spur or shoot originating from that node (Fig. 35). 
Consistent, moderately vigorous growth, as compared with weak 
growth, provides more nodes, more fruit buds per node, and a 
longer period of fruitfulness for each node; there is, in short, a 
threefold increase in potential fruitfulness. Though the greater 
terminal growth extends the branches outward more rapidly, 
this tendency is partly offset by the wider distribution and 
greater number of fruit buds which permit rather heavy 
shortening-in without removal of the whole crop. 
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Extremely vigorous growth, however, reduces fruitfulness. A 
node which in the moderately vigorous shoot would form paired 
fruit buds with a leaf bud between them, sends forth, under very 
vigorous growth conditions, a sid e shoot. called a "secondary" 
p' 
s 
p 
FIG. 37.-0ne year's growth in an excessively vigorous peach tree. Both the 
primary (PP') and tbc secondary (S S', etc.) shoots grew in the same season ; 
primary ahoot 46 inches long. Practically all thc buda arc leaf buda. This 
type of growth is perhapa lesa frui tful in the North than corresponding growths 
in thc South. 
(Fig. 37), because it develops in t he same year as thc main shoot. 
This supplants the leaf bud of the moderately vigorous type 
while thc two outside buds fail to form blossoms and develop 
as leaf buds. On the secondary shoots a few scattering fruit 
buds may develop, but t hese are much lcss numerous than they 
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are in primary growths of equallength (Fig. 38) and the total of 
fruit buds on all the secondarics of a large shoot is frequently 
~ smaller than it is in a primary shoot equal in 
' length to one of the secondaries. This type of 
growth is desirable in a very young tree where 
fruitfulness is not sought, because it results in 
early formation of a large framework on which 
somewhat less vigorous shoots can develop fruit, 
but in a tree of bearing age it is inimical to 
fruitfulness. Very heavy pruning leads to this 
type of growth and this type of growth frequen-
tly leads to further heavy pruning, establishing a 
cycle of unfruitfulness. 
FIG. 38.-A, 
one or the second-
ary shoots from 
the exce s si vel y 
vigorous shoot 
shown in Fig. 37; 
B, a primary shoot 
o f almost identical 
length f rom a tree 
making moder-
ately vigo rou s 
growth. At least 
thirteen distin et 
fruit buda on B 
and on!y one 
doubtful fruit bud 
on A. 
The fruiting habits of the apple and peach are 
not duplicated in the orchard in the rather sim-
plified form presented here. Differences due to 
varietal peculiarities, and cultural and climatic 
variations may tend to make them seem super-
ficially complicated. Basically, however, they 
are comparatively simple. 
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 
The two fruits that bave been selected to 
illustrate bearing habits are simply types. Other 
fruit plants possess different characteristics. For 
example, the loquat, like the peach, bears fruit 
buds that contain flower parts only, but, unlike 
the peach, it bears these buds terminally. The 
grape, like the apple, bears mixed flower buds, 
but they are lateral instead of terminal and they 
give rise to long instead of short leafy growths. 
A number of other combinations or habits occur. 
In one sense these bearing habits are fixed 
characteristics of the variety or species and as 
such they are beyond the influence of any prun-
ing or cultural practices. No treatment will 
make a cherry tree bear mixed flower buds or 
terminal flower buds. If it bears at all, its 
flowers will be lateral and the individual flower 
buds will give rise to inflorescences only, not to any vegetative 
growth. On the other hand, bearing habit, in the sense of refer-
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ring to amount and type of vegetative growth, relative abundance 
of flowers, regularity of their production, and the setting and 
maturing of fruit, is materially influenced by pruning and cul-
tural treatments. Through a careful study and comparison of 
the bearing habits of his trees, the orchardist can learn to read 
the record of their performance, to diagnose their condition, to 
forecast their functioning, and to deduce their requirements. 
1,. 
CHAPTER VII 
THE TREE'S CARBOHYDRATE SUPPLY 
Fruit production is primarily carbohydrate production. If the 
fruit plant cannot manufacture carbohydrate in adequatc 
amounts, its fruit cannot ripen and its wood cannot mature 
properly. Except for this, peaches could probably be grown 
in Iceland, where the winters are not as cold as in the peach-
growing areas of New York and Connecticut but where the 
summers are too cool and the growing season too short for the 
production of the carbohydrate rcquired to ripen the fruit and 
to mature the wood. The extraordinary growth sometimes 
made by young trees whose tops are "inarched" (grafted) 
into older trees-a growth sometimes larger than any secured in 
free-growing trees by fertilization with nitrogen-indicates that 
small trees can utilize more carbohydrate than they can manu-
facture and that carbohydrate supply may límit growth to an 
extent rarely suspected. In many countries the northern límit 
of grape growing is fixed by the amount of carbohydrate the 
plant is able to make during a season. This is true especially 
for the culture of the European grape, which is grown chiefly 
for wine making. When the summers are not warm or the 
autumns mild the grapes do not become thoroughly ripe and 
their sugar content is too low for good wine. Weather conditions 
that favor carbohydrate manufacture affect the quality of prized 
vintages, particularly in the more northerly grape-growing regions, 
so that wines of one year may command higher prices than those 
of another year, though produced in the same vineyard. 
In addition to being essential for the development and ripening 
of a crop of fruit, carbohydrate is one of its main constituents. 
In a bushel of apples weighing 50 pounds, water averages over 
42 pounds, carbohydrate 7 pounds, and all other constituents 
less than 1 pound. Nine-tenths of the residue left after the 
removal of all the moisture from common fruits is oarbohydrate; 
so also is 70 to 85 per cent of the dry weight of the wood in the 
tree from which the fruit is harvested. The growing of the fruit 
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tree is ncarly as much a matter of carbohydrate production as 
is the bearing of a fruit crop. 
Carbohydrate production is the prime function of every green 
leaf and perhaps the most important of all plant functions. 
Though many kinds of carbohydrate are found in plants, they 
are all derived directly or indirectly f rom one. This is a sugar; 
it is not the kind generally called to mind when the word is 
mentioned, namely, cane sugar, which is obtained from the 
sugar cane and the sugar beet, but one fust found in grapes and 
therefore called grape sugar. Plants contain severa! kinds of 
sugars and mixtures of these are found in every portion of the 
plant, but nowhere in greater abundance than in the juices of 
some fruits. 
How Carbohydrates Are Made.-Though it is one of the 
simplest of all carbohydrates, grape sugar is itself a complex 
chemical compound. Plants make it, however, from very simple 
and common substances, namely water and carbon dioxide. 
The latter is a gas absorbed by the leaves from the air, in which 
it is always present in small but remarkably constant amounts; 
it is the substance that givcs the pleasant tingle to carbonated 
drinks and forms the active principie of nearly all chemical 
fire extinguishers. 
Water and carbon dioxide, then, are the ingredients from which 
sugar is made. The process of manufacture takes place, how-
ever, only in the presence of light, for the energy necessary for 
sugar synthesis comes from sunlight. Carbohydrates, like other 
foods, contain energy; they may in fact be regarded as a kind 
of fuel which can rclease its stored energy, sometimes in a very 
spectacular manner. In a sense, the energy of light may be 
considered one of the ingredients that unites with carbon dioxide 
and water to form sugar, and carbohydrate may be considered 
a sort of storage battery for the energy of sunlight. 
The manufacture of sugar, like many other processes of manu-
facture, requires certain machinery. One essential part of the 
machinery used by the plant in making sugar is its green coloring 
matter, which is concerned in some way with the transformation 
of the radiant energy of sunlight into the chemical energy of 
carbohydrates. The direct products of sugar manufacture in 
plants are grape sugar and oxygen. The lattcr is given off from 
thc plant as a gas and passes out into t he surrounding air through 
thc stomata as carbon dioxide passes in. 
'I 
lr 
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The manufacture of sugar from ca1·bon dioxidc and water takes 
place almost exclusively in the leaves. Thcse organs are particu-
larly suited for this work becausc of the large sm-face they expose 
to the sun and air and their equipment of green pigments. The 
leaves, then, are the source of supply for the whole plant, since 
other parts of the plant, such as the roots, are unable to makc 
sugar. In fact, the entire organic world depends on the leaves 
of plants for carbohydrate, since animals must either li ve directly 
on plant products or on other animals that in their t urn subsist 
on them. 
Most of the grape sugar made in the leaves during the day 
passes out at night into the twigs and is carried to all parts of tbe 
plant, through the inner layers of the bark. There it is used in 
many different ways. It may be transformed into some other 
kind of sugar, such as fruit sugar or cane sugar. It may condense 
to form more complicated types of carbohydrate. Wherever 
sugar accumulates, it tends to change into starch, the form in 
which carbohydrate is stored in nearly all plants. Starch is 
readily converted to grape sugar and grape sugar is changed 
just as easily to starch. During the daytime when grape sugar 
is being manufactured in the leaves, it is often transformed 
immediately to starch. This change is so rapid that for a long 
time starch, rather than grape sugar, was thought to be the first 
carbohydrate formed in the leaf. At night the starch is changed 
back again to sugar which passes out of the leaf into the plant 
where it may be converted into starch a second time. Some of 
the sugar travels through the phloem all the way down to the 
roots before it is stored away in the cortical tissue as starch; 
some is sidetracked along the way in the trunk and main scaffold 
limbs and accumulates as starch in the medullary rays of wood 
and bark; some stays in the shoot at the base of the leaf that 
made it and is stored in the pith, rays and bark. As a bud 
usually develops at the base of each leaf, this starch constitutes 
an initial supply which the bud can use when it opens the follow-
. . 
mg sprmg. 
Starch begins to accumulate in roots and branches as active 
vegetative growth slackens. This occurs generally early in the 
summer and accumulation goes on as long as the lea ves are active; 
the maximum amount is usually found sometime in September, 
and thereafter it decreases. During the winter the amount of 
starch becomes very much reduced, for in very cold weather it is 
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converted back to sugar. As spring approaches the starch 
reappears in considerable quantities before growth commences, 
and during spring growth practically all the starch is converted 
to sugar again. 
A t this tim e a part o f the sugar is used in tissue building, to 
build cell walls, for example. Chemically the walls of plant cells 
consist for the most part of cellulose. This is simply another 
form of carbohydrate that, like starch, can be broken clown to 
grape sugar, though by no means so easily. Cellulose is not a 
formin which carbohydrate is usually stored; it is a permanent 
part of the plant's structure. 
Sugars are not only used to build up more complex carbohy-
drates, but they are also broken clown to simpler compounds that 
are not carbohych-ates. They may give rise to those acids that 
affect the flavor of fruit, such as malic acid, the chief acid of 
apples, and tartaric acid, the chief acid of grapes. The produc-
tion of acetic acid from sugar by fermentation is of great interest 
to the apple grower. Although acetic acid may be produced 
directly by sugar fermentation, higher yields are obtained by 
fust fermenting the sugar to alcohol with yeast and then oxidizing 
this to acetic acid with the aid of the proper bacteria. The best 
apple vinegar is made in this way. 
Besides organic acids, sugars are the starting point in the 
formation of many other substances. They may be used in the 
formation of proteins and of many pigments and there are strong 
indications that they may also be converted into fats and oils. 
Of the 10 per cent of the dry weight of the fruit and of the 15 or 
30 per cent of the dry weight of the fruit tree that is not carbo-
hydrate, by far the major part consists of compounds that are 
built up more or less directly from it. 
Carbohydrates as a Source of Energy.-The greatest value of 
sugars does not consist so much in the products into which they 
may be built up or broken clown, but rather in the energy released 
during their complete decomposition to carbon dioxide and water, 
the substances from which they were originally made. The 
energy of sunlight, entering into the composition of sugar during 
its manufacture, is released again when the sugar is oxidized 
and the energy thus liberated is used by the plant not only in its 
growth processes but for its other vital activities. Indeed, 
carbohydrates are fuel, carrying the energy of sunlight to all 
portions of the plant. It is well known that guncotton, which is 
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nitratcd ccllulose, is an explosivc; finely divided sugar floating 
in the air of a closed room, has ignited with destructiva violence. 
The task of every living organism, whether plant or animal, 
is to release the energy of the carbohydrate fuel not with the 
suddenness of an explosion but steadily and gcntly, in such a way 
that it will be available for vital activity. The process by which 
this is done is respiration. 
When the plant is inactive, respiration may be slow and the 
amount of carbohydrate consumed to release encrgy may be 
small, for respi.ration is regulated according to activity. Ger-
minating seeds and bursting buds, however, respire at a rate 
comparable to that of warm-blooded animals, and consume 
carbohydrates just as rapidly in proportion to their weight. 
During the course of a year the amounts of carbohych·ate used 
in this way by a fruit tree are very considerable. Probably 9 
out of every 10 pounds of carbohydra~e produced are burned up 
again to supply energy and only 1 pound remains to be built into 
the permanent framework of the plant or into the tissue of the 
fruit that is harvested. 
The importance of carbohych·ate to the fruit tree is most 
evident when the supply is inadequate. If the tree is bearing a 
crop, the first symptoms of a deficiency appear in the fruit. The 
size, color, and flavor of most fruits depend directly on carbo-
hydrate. Small, poorly colored, sour, or tasteless fruit is often 
an indication of a carbohydrate supply insufficient to meet the 
requirements of the developing crop. One remedy is to thin the 
crop, so that each fruit will bave enough carbohych·ate to attain 
full size. The full color of some fruits, such as the apple and 
peach, develops only when they are exposed directly to sunlight; 
shading by dense foliage gcnerally prevents full coloring. Grapes 
and cherries, however, color just as well in the shade as when 
exposed to the light, and the removal of leaves to let the light 
in does not improve the color but tends rather to prevent coloring 
by reducing the carbohych·ate supply necessary for its full 
development. 
Carbohydrate deficiency is by no means a rare occurrence, even 
aside from that imposed by the character of the growing season. 
Production of an excessively large crop seems to deplete the 
carbohydrate supply in the branches below normal, and renders 
the tree particularly liable to injury from cold weather. A heavy 
fruit crop not.iceably reduces vegetative growth and thus, in 
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many plants, diminishes the potential size of future crops. 
Temporary deficiency resulting from crop production seems also 
to tend toward inhibition of fruit-bud differentiation in apple 
spurs. Defoliation by fungi or insects, even when a second set of 
leaves is produced, generally reduces the carbohydrate supply 
sufficiently to give the tree an e>..'iira "off" year. The diminution 
of root growth following heavy p1uning of the top must be 
attributed to carbohydrate deficiency. 
Other processes important in horticultura! practices may be 
inhibited by a low carbohydrate supply. Plant propagators 
carefully avoid particularly soft tissues when they are making 
cuttings, since the scantiness of the carbohydrate supply dimin-
ishes root formation. Calius growth also depends on carbo-
hydrate. A girdled tree trunk forros more calius along the upper 
edge which is receiving a constant supply of carbohydrate from 
the top than along the lower edge which is cut off from the main 
supply. The union of grafts, the healing over of pruning wounds 
and all similar processes depend on a plentiful supply of carbo-
hydrate, and fail to take place if it be low. Failure of calius 
formation on stubs left in pruning is due to failure of the carbo-
hydrate supply at these points. Of course, growth in general 
requires carbohydrate, but when the supply is limited, fruit and 
root development are usually affected before other growth 
processes. 
Normal fruit plants seldom accumulate carbohydrate in exces-
sive amounts, except possibly very old trees or biennially bcaring 
varieties during thcir off year. An excess of carbohydrate affects 
the plant very much as does a dearth of nitrogen. In fact, the 
two conditions are likely to occur together. Shoot and leaf 
growths are retarded, the leaves turn pale green or yellow and 
eventually fall off. In general, carbohydrate and nitrogen have 
diametrically opposite effects on the plant. 
CONTROLLING THE CARBOHYDRATE SUPPLY 
Some of the factors infiuencing carbohydrate supply are not 
subject to control. Temperature and moisture are gcnerally 
the most important. Within limits, the warmer it is and the 
more moisture it can command, the more rapidly a plant grows 
and the greater are the amounts of carbohydrate used in supply-
ing energy and in building new tissue. The conditions of 
temperature and moisture that favor growth also promote 
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carbohydrate manufacture, for this process, likewise, goes on 
more rapidly at higher temperatures, and water is one of the 
ingredients out of which carbohydrates are made. 
A temperature may prevail, however, where carbohydrate 
consumption by respiration proceeds more rapidly than its 
production, since respiration goes on all the time and carbohydrate 
manufacture occurs only in the presence of light. Some such 
condition probably sets the southern limit of culture for many 
fruits, the apple being a striking case in point. 
Temperature is not within control and direct control of mois-
ture is practiced only in ÏJ:rigated sections. The only practica! 
procedures are indirect. Carbohydrate consumption may be 
reduced and the available supply made more effective by thin-
ning the fruit. The supply may also be restricted to certain 
parts of the tree by girdling. This a rather extreme treatment 
attended by considerable danger, but on trees destined to bear 
but a few crops, as is the case with "filler" trees, it has been suc-
cessful. A safer method that has a marked, though likewise 
indirect, effect on the available carbohydrate supply and involves 
little diffi.culty or expense, is to manipulate the nitrogen supply. 
Nitrogen promotes vegetative development and thereby reduces 
the supply of available carbohydrate by increasing its consump-
tion. The vegetative growth which nitrogen tends to induce, 
however, leads to the development of a larger shoot and leaf 
system and hence to a larger carbohydrate-producing mecha-
nism. In this indirect way, nitrogen applications not infrequently 
produce an ultimate increase in the available carbohydrate supply 
of the plant. Judicious use of nitrogen-carrying fertilizers 
permits, then, either increasing or decreasing the available carbo-
hydrate supply in the fruit tree. Which effect predominates 
depends on the amount applied and on the time of application. 
CHAPTER VIII 
FRUITFULNESS 
In the days when England was Merrie England the rural New 
Year's Eve observance included the wassailing of t he apple trees. 
Troops of men and boys visited t he orchards and encircled the 
trees, repeating incantations of this sort: 
Stand fast root, bear well top, 
Pray God send us a good howling crop; 
Every twig, apples big, 
Every bough, apples enow, 
Hats full, caps full, 
Full quarter sacks full. 
The stanza was chanted to the accompaniment of music on a 
cow's horn and ended in a loud shout; during the ceremony the 
trees were rapped with sticks. The next crop being thus assured, 
the celebrants visited the manor house to claim their reward in 
food and drink. 
Other people and other generations have concerned themselves 
in various ways to insm·e crops on their fruit trees. Sacrifi.ces, 
incantations, libations, terebrations, and prayer have been used 
at one time or another. More sophisticated times, however, 
have been disposed to seck other methods, more prosaic perhaps, 
but likewise more rational. Incantations on New Year's Eve 
are now known to be 5 or 6 months late, bccause t he formation of 
blossom buds, which is obviously a necessary antecedent to a 
crop, occms--or fails to occur-in the summer preceding blossom-
ing. This knowledge, however, was not gained at once. As 
fruit crops have assumed increasing importance among the items 
of farm revenue, increasingly close scrutiny has been given the 
trees that bear t hem, and since easy transportation has enabled 
mento lea ve their own orchards and see fruit trees growing under 
various conditions and to talk with other orchardists, a fund of 
lore has developcd concerning the association of envb:onment 
and treatment with fruitfulness. 
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Numerous generalizations have grown out of all this accumula-
tion of experience and obscrvation; many of these concern the 
things which make trees blossom or fail to blossom. These 
generalizations, though they may touch upon various details, 
have a m~table tendency to point in one general direction. They 
indicate more or less antagonism between vigor and fruitfulness. 
Trecs in a dying condition are said to be particularly full of bloom. 
Limbs of trees that have bcen girdled, it is claimed, exhibit the 
same phcnomenon. Trees are so~etimes grafted on certain 
kinds of roots, which diminish the vigor of their growth, produc-
ing dwarf trecs that bear earlier than those growing on the more 
vigo rous "standard" roots. Trces grown in sod or in poor soil 
are said to bear earlier than those grown under high cultivation or 
in rich soil. Cutting of the roots is supposed to check growth 
and make trees fruitful. In all these cases the less vígorous 
trees appear to blossom at an carlier age or more abundantly 
than the more vigorous trees. If these assertions are correct, 
the practices prevailing among the best fruit growers and in the 
best fruit regions-practices which in the main promote vigor-
seem curiously inconsistent, if not absolutely erroneous, and stu-
dious neglect would appear the better treatment. If the practices 
are correct, the generalizations would appear to be without foun-
dation. Strangely enough, experience has demonstrated that 
the practices are, in the main, correct and also that the generali-
zations are, in the main, well founded. There must be, then, 
some consistency in this inconsistency. 
Despite the implication conveyed by its association with prac-
tices such as girdling, root pruning, and dwarfing, blossoming is 
not an unnatural process. Every tree growing in the forest is 
the result of blossoming of some parent tree. The sturdy 
"cabbage" pine, growing in an abandoncd pasture, surrounded 
by a numerous progeny of young pines, is cvidence that maturing 
of seed is not fatal to the parent tree. The difference in this 
respect between forest trees and cultivated fruit trees is quanti-
tative. The pine blossoms perhaps one year in six; the orchardist 
wants his trees to bear annually. Generations of selection of 
varietics, in which scant bearing has been one of the reasons for 
elimination and heavy bearing one of the reasons for preference, 
has undoubtedly produced a race of fruit plants with a propensity 
for blossoming early and freely. Indeed, with many fruit plants, 
such as the raspberry (Fig. 40), the blackbcrry, the grape, and the 
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peach, blossoms are formed annually beyond the power of the 
plant to mature the resulting fruits, and large or at least better 
crops are secured by helping the plant to develop a limited num-
ber of fruits rather than by increasing the number of blossoms. 
The apple, however, with its tendency to bear only in alternate 
years, is frequently limited in productivity by scarcity of bios-
soms and the factors concerned with their abundant formation 
become the object of a very practica! intcrest. 
FRUIT-BUD FORMATION 
Under some circumstances, the removal of a ring of bark from 
a limb of an apple tree)s followed by abundant blossoming in the 
portions above the gli·dle, even though the rest of the tree has 
no blossoms whatever (Fig. 39). Buds of types which rarely 
blossom in normal trees will, under these conditions, develop 
fiowers. In the apple, then, any bud is potentially a blossom 
bud (or "fruit" bud) . 
Girdling done at various seasons is not, however, equally 
cffective. Done in the spring, no matter how early, it is not 
followed by blossoming during the same year, and practised in 
August it has no effect on blossoming in the following spring. 
It is effective only when done before the first of July and then, 
of course, only on the bloom of the next year. Apparently then, 
though any bud is potentially a blossom bud, it can bccome onc 
only at certain periods. 
The first indication of blossom-bud formation in thc apple is 
visible with the aid of the microscope about the first of July. 
Previous to that time all the buds appear substantially alike, 
except possibly for a somewhat tightcr packing of tissues in 
those that are destined to become blossom buds. In general, 
however, all buds appear to be leaf buds up to the time of differ-
entiation, which may be considered to be prevailingly the last 
of June. 
The date of this differentiation assumcs significance when it 
is related to thc growth of the tree and to the chemical changes 
that take place as the season advances. The spurs, which bear 
the bulk of the crop and forro blossom buds earlier in the season 
than the shoots, make their whole length growth within a few 
days after the buds open. In a week aftcr the blossoms fall, the 
length growth of the spurs is complete; thenceforth thc visible 
change is in diameter only. Coincident with this early rapid 
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growth, the carbohydrate content oí the spurs falls to a very low 
point, these materials having been consumed in the manufacture 
of the new growth as well as in the laying down of new rings of 
wood around last year's wood in older growth. With the length 
increase finished, the consumption of carbohydrates diminishes 
and the leaves begin the accumulation of a new store of these 
Fio. 39.-0ne branch of this tree has been girdled by the wire label. The 
result.ing accumulation of carbohydrates above the constriction has Jed this 
branch to begin bearing earlier than the rest of the tree. 
materials. By the end of June the carbohydrate store has 
reached a high point and differentiation of blossoms occurs within 
the buds which continue to develop until advancement is checked 
by cold weather; with the return o f warm weather in the spring 
the development of the blossoms proceeds rapidly (Fig. 16), the 
buds open, the blossoms unfold, and are soon ready for setting 
the fruit crop. 
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Whether or no the accumulation of carbohydrates in the new 
wood of the spurs actually causes the differentiation of blossom 
buds, they at least present a striking parallel. The conditions 
which lead to carbohydrate accumulation are likely to lead also 
to the formation of blossom buds. Girdling, dwarfing, root 
pruning, growth in poor soil or in sod, all check the consumption 
o f carbohydrates and favor their accumulation; they also tend to 
induce the formation of blossom buds. Conversely, particularly 
vigorous growth, which involves consumption of carbohydrates, 
or heavy shading, which reduces their manufacture, are alike 
characterized by absence of blossom bud formation. 
RELATION OF VIGOR TO FRUITFULNESS 
There appears to be plenty of evidencc that lack of vigor 
favors fruitfulness and, by inference, that poor soil is the best 
location and that abuse, or at lcast neglect, is the best treatment 
for fruit trees. This inference seems not easilyreconciled with the 
fertilization and cultivation given fruit trees in many successful 
orchards, where no little labor and expense are incurred to avoid 
neglect. The clash of evidence, however, is more apparent than 
real, and much of the diffi.culty disappears when the terms are 
more closely defined. Vigor and lack of vigor are relative terms, 
and each has degrees of comparison; growth may be moderately 
vigorous or luxuriantly vig01·ous; it may be slightly lacking in 
vigor or extremely lacking in vigor. 
The more careful discrimination involved in the distinction 
between extreme conditions and moderate conditions qualifies the 
gcneralizations as to the connection between abundant blossom-
ing and lack of vigor. Girdling is most effective on trees that 
are at least moderately vigorous; it has little effect on dwarf 
trees or on trees that have consistently made but little growth. 
Root pruning, as practised by its foremost exponents, was accom-
panied by fertilization. The dying tree loads itself with bios-
soms only when death is coming upon it comparatively quickly, 
after a period o f at least fairly vigorous gro,vth; the last stages 
of prolonged starvation are characterized by absence of blos-
soming. If the growth of a vigorous tree is arrested, the tree 
becomes fruitful, but if the extreme lack of vigor persists, blos-
soming ceases. In short, blossoming accompanies a check in 
growth, a change from a vigorous to a non-vigorous condition, 
rather than a consistently weak condition. 
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In all of these cases the carbohydrate content of the tissues 
is high. 1\Iere accumulation of these materials, therefore, is not 
sufficient to induce copious blossoming. Possibly, among the 
many substances grouped as carbohydrates, some one compound 
which is essential to the process is reduced in amount or absent 
altogether in these extremely wcak-growing trees. However, 
greater plausibility attaches to the conccption that a moderate 
amount of nitrogen also is essential to the formation of blossom 
buds. This accords with the abundant blossoming of trees 
whose vigorous growth is arrested, whcrc presumably a nitrogen 
residue persists for a time, and also with the absence of blos-
soming in trees which consistently lack vigor, where the nitrogen 
supply is extremely low, and blossom-bud fonnation may be 
induced by moderate applications of nitrogen. 
The somewhat accidental or artificial cases of growth checking, 
resulting in fruitfulness, which have been enumerated are 
duplicated on a far greater scale under normal cultural conditions 
in the orchard, when, after the first flush of growth, length 
increase ceases in most parts of the tree. A tree may be vigor-
ous, as measurcd in terms of total annual growth, and at the 
same time its vigor may change during the growing season; it 
may be vigorous in the spring and later lack vigor, insofar as 
this is measured by length growth. This is the condition under 
which fruit buds are formed. Vigorous growth early in the 
season, then, need not preclude the differentiation of blossom 
buds later and moderate early spring applications of quickly 
available nitrogen-carrying fertilizers are not antagonistic to 
this process, when they do not pcrsist in the soil and prolong 
growth late in the season. A fair amount of independence in 
action between various parts of the tree makes it possible for 
the spurs of an apple tree to cease growth and form fruit buds, 
while the shoots at the tips of the branches are still elongating; 
these may stop growth later and have an independent period of 
blossom differentiation in either terminal or lateral buds. 
TREE FRUITFULNESS AND ORCHARD YIELDS 
Crop production and orchard profits are not wholly tied to the 
earliest and the highest percentage of blossom bud formation; 
"abundance" of blossoms should signify not only a high per-
centage but also a large number. The dwarf tree may bear 
li 
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early, but its crop is small and increases little from year to year; 
when the standard tree does bear, its grcator size enables it to 
outyield the dwarf tree, even though its percentage of blossom 
bud formation (that is, the average percentage of spurs blossom-
ing or the average number of buds to each spur or shoot) may 
be lower. Consequently, fertilizing of young apple trees during 
their first few years in the orchard, when they do not bear under 
normal conditions, utilizes an opportunity to make a larger tree 
with little or no sacrifice in fruitfulness. As the tree approaches 
the bearing age of the variety, fertilization should be diminished 
or stopped. 
Later in the life of the tree this quantitative aspect of fruit-bud 
formation may again assume importance. Heavy crop produc-
tion tends to slacken growth; this slowing down may be furthered 
by other influences and at, perhaps, 25 to 30 years, the tree may 
be making little new growth, though the spurs continue to func-
tion. If this condition persists the number of fruit spurs may 
actually diminish, through breakage, crowding and starving, 
and the yield may de01·ease, even though the percentage of 
blossom-bud formation has not diminished. Consequently, 
growth stimulation one year may result in a subsequent crop 
increase through the formation of new spurs. 
Fruitfulness, then, is a twofold problem; it is concerned not 
only with percentages but also with total numbers of blossom 
buds. Nitrogen, through its effect on growth, directly affects 
the number of places where blossom buds are likely to form in 
trees bearing fruit buds on their shoots, and it has the same 
ultimate infl.uence in those fruits like the apple that bear on spurs; 
the actual differentiation depends on a balance between nitrogen 
and carbohydrates. Under normal conditions the requirement 
of nitrogen for shoot growth is apparently greater than that for 
blossom-bud fonnation; certainly lack of nitrogen is reflected 
in deficient shoot growth before it becomes effective in reducing 
blossom-bud differentiation and nitrogen supplies sufficient to 
induce reasonably vigm·ous shoot growth do not bring an excess 
into the spurs. Under the same conditions blossom-bud differ-
cntiation is affected more often by the carbohydrate than by 
the nitrogen content. Spurs which are fm·ming blossom buds 
and those which are not forming them vary little or none in 
thcir nitrogen supplics, but those which are to form blossom buds 
have the higher carbohydrate content. 
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In general it may be said that the ideal statc of vigor in trees 
or bushes that bear on spurs is rcalizcd when a maximum amount 
of shoot growth is beíng produced without at the same time 
having many spurs grow out into shoots; in trees or shrubs 
that bear on shoots usually the greater amount of this shoot 
growth the better, for the total number of blossom buds is 
thereby increased. In brief: shoot length al on e in the shoot 
bearers and shoot length and spur number in the spur bearers 
are the yardsticks by means of which any grower can measure 
the effi.ciency of his soil management methods, for they are 
the yardsticks that measure present and future production 
possibilities. 
CONTROLLING GROWTH AND FRUITFULNESS THROUGH THE 
NITROGEN SUPPLY 
In the orchard the fruit grower, conscíously or not, is manipu-
lating nitrogen and carbohydrate, in an effort to secure fruit 
Fra. 40.-A typical, vigorous bla.ck ra.spberry bill. Its ten canes carry 1,750 
Iive potential fruit buds. Fruit-bud differentia.tion is never a limiting factor 
in the culture of this fruit. Material reduction in number of fruit buds by 
means of pruning is necessary. 
crops. Nitrogen can be fed to the trees ¡ carbohydrate cannot 
be fed to the trees but must be manufactured by them. Of 
the two, nitrogen is far more easily varied. It is increased 
absolutely by fertilizer applications or by cultivation and reia-
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tively in somc mcasure by pruning; if necessary it may be 
decrcased by close cropping of the soil with a. grass or grain crop. 
Control of the carbohydrate supply depends, primarily, on 
manipulation of the nitrogen supply, and, secondarily, on protec-
tion of the foliage from insect pests and fungus diseases, and to 
some extcnt on special types of pruning. 
If thc passage of two centuries and a change in the scene of 
cffort ha ve brought any fundamental change in cultural practices 
for fruit trees, it consists in some shifting of the effort at manip-
ulation. The choicest dessert fruit of the seventeenth century 
in Europe was produced in small orchards, where spacling and 
manuring kept the nitrogen supply always rather high, and much 
of the labor of pruning and òf the care and thought involved in 
locating and training trees was devoted to unconscious efforts 
at manipulating the carbohydrate supply. In the more extensive 
American orchard of the present, carbohydrate is less frequently 
a Jirnjting factor and cultural effort has, in the main, been more 
successful through manipulating the nitrogen supply. However, 
what John Lawrence wrote in 1717 still has rather general 
applicability: 
. . . the want of plenty of Blossoms in any Fruit Tree, is (generally 
speaking) a Reproach to the Skill of the Gardener. For tho' he cannot 
command Fruit from Blossoms, on the account of bad and unkind 
Seasons, and so cannot ha ve it when he pleases, yet he may in a measure 
have it where he pleaseth, and keep almost all parts of the tree Ín a 
bearing state. 
In general, it is probable that production is limited more by 
failure to get fruit from blossoms than it is by Jack of blossoms. 
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CHAPTER IX 
GETTING FRUIT FROM BLOSSOMS 
Abundance of blossoms docs not necessarily insure a crop at 
barvest. A tree or an orchard may blossom profusely and still 
fail to form or "set" fruit. Sometimes this failure is due to 
adverse externa! conditions which are generally obvious, such as 
f rost or heavy rains; in other cases the caüse is obscure. 
In the early years of the past century, those engaged in the 
new industry of commercial strawberry culture were frequently 
confronted with cases of ap parent stubbornness in thcir strawberry 
plants. Varieties which looked promising and yielded heavy 
crops in the trial grounds would become almost barren when 
planted in large blocks for commercial production. They still 
blossomed freely but they bore next to nothing. 
Some time between 1820 and 1830, the farmers supplying the 
markets of a thriving Ohio village called Cincinnati began to 
wonder at the success attained in strawberry culture by a new-
comer f rom Philadelphia, an "unlcttered mar ket gardener," 
named Abergust. Said Nicholas Longworth, one of the ablest 
horticulturists America has produccd, and a neighbor of Aber-
gust, "While I could f rom one-fourth of an acre, scarcely raise a 
bushel, be would raise 40 bushels." For many seasons Abergust 
supplied nine-tenths of the strawberries sold in Cincinnati. In 
Philadelpbia bis success had been as striking and as mysterious, 
for he steadfastly refused to divulge the secret of bis yields. 
Plants discarded by him and thrown into the road were eagerly 
transplanted to other fields, where they "never bore a single 
fruit." Abergust continued to dominate the Cincinnati markets, 
since he raised, not only vastly more, but also larger berries, for 
which he received 25 to 377"2 cents per quart, a very fine price in 
those days. From bis sales he amassed a competence. 
One day, however, Abergust's son showed what happens to 
idle hands. Instead of weeding strawbcrries he wandered over 
into Mr. Longworth's strawberry bed, where he "let the cat out 
of the bag." He observed that the crop would be poor. Mr. 
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Longworth said that it always was poor, whereupon young Aber-
gust told him that tbe plants were all of one sex. He then became 
reticent, but Longwortb had secured a hint sufficient to enable 
him to realize tbat his refractory varieties bore imperfect bios-
soms. Being without anthers, which produce pollen, these pistil-
late or imperfect blossoms could bear fruit only as chance brought 
to tbc stigmas pollen produced by plants of other varieti.cs which 
had anthers and pollen (Fig. 41). This explained why a variety, 
P. 
.. \ 
.· ... 
FIG. 41.-Uppcr row, strawberry blossoms; left, pcrfect; rigbt, pistillate. 
(From Longworth.) Lowcr row; left, apple blossom; right, cberry blossom. Pt, 
pe tals; S, stamens, with anthers; P, pistils (fi ve in apple, one in cberry); O, 
ovarics, witb young ovules ("seeds"). The number of stamens shown is con-
sidcrably less than the blossoms contain. 
planted in trial grounds in close proximity to other varieties, 
bore abundantly, while planted in large blocks, with no plants of 
anothcr variety near, tbe same variety became barren. It indi-
cated that Abm·gust had thoughtfully discarded only one type 
of plant, to mystify his neighbors. 
Instead o f clinging to this secret, as Abergust had, and capitali.z-
ing it to bis own profit, Longworth went to no little pains to 
broadcast bis information. He did more. When others were 
,, 
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rcluctant to accept his view, he tried to convince them. Then 
followed the controversy known as the "Strawberry War." 
While tlus was dragging through pages and years, the market 
gardeners of Cincinnati were planting pollen-producing varieties 
among their pistillate plants and turning into the Cincinnati 
market on a busy day as many strawberries as the Boston market 
received in a season. The crops increased so much more rapidly 
than the market expanded that for a time prices fell to 3 or 4 
cents per quart and Aberiust quit strawberry growing and 
engaged in raising vegetables. 
Gradually strawberry production became organized on a basis 
of adjustment to the new knowledge of the necessity of cross-
pollination for the pistillate varieties. In practice this means 
that no more than three, or possibly four, rows of pistillate plants 
should be set without an accompanying row of a perfect-flowering 
varicty. As a guide to the grower the strawberry catalogue dis-
tinguishes between pistillate and perfcct flowering, the pistillate 
being generally designated by a symbol, such as "P" for pistil-
late, or "I" for imperfect, while perfect flowering is denoted 
variously by such terms as "per." for perfect, "her." for her-
maphrodite, "S" for staminate. Unfortunately some catalogues 
use the sym bol "P" for perfect flowering. 
The rapid succession of new strawberry varieties has provided 
the grower with such abundance of satisfactory perfect-flower:ing 
varieties that the pistillates are far lcss important than they were 
in an earlier generation and there is, in most cases, little reason 
for growing them. 
EARLIER KNOWLEDGE OF CROSS-POLLINATION 
It is interesting to note that Abergust was not the first dis-
coverer of the imperfect flowering condition in strawberries, for 
MichaelKeens, practica! gardener in England, wrote in a letter 
dated July 9, 1817: 
I learned the necessity of mixing the male plants with the others, by 
e:-.'Perience, in 1809; I had, before that period, selected female plants only, 
for my beds, and was entirely disappointed in my hopes of a crop. In 
that year, suspecting my error, I obtained some male blossoms, which I 
placed in a bottle on the bed of fei:nale Hautboys. In a few days, I 
perceived the fruit near the bottle to swell; on this observation, I pro-
cured more male blossoms, and in like manner placed them in bottles, 
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in different parts of the beds, removing the bottles to fresh places every 
morning, a.nd by this mea.ns obta.ined a. modera.te crop, where I ha.d 
gathered no fruit the preceding yea.r. 
Though this was read ata meeting of the Horticultura! Society 
that same year it seems to bave failed to create even a ripple of 
FIG. 42.-Tree worsbip, as a symbol of fruitfulness, was part of many ancient 
religious cults. Tbis illustration, drawn from a bas-relier in Nimroud, indi-
estes recognition or tbe relation of pollination to fruitfulness in tbe date palm, 
2,000 ycars before tbe beginning or the Cbristian era. (Alter Perrot and Chipiez.) 
interest, possibly because most of the English varieties oí the 
time were perfect flowering. Duchesne, in France, had observed 
this condition during the life of Linnaeus. 
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A typical case was presented by an orchard near Scotland, Va., 
on the James River. It wa,g planted about 1874, and consisted of 
22,000 standard Bartlett pears. Up to 1892, when it was 18 
years old, it had never borne more than one-fifth of a crop. In 
1891 the crop was only 1,200 boxes and in 1892 less than 100 
boxes. The most vigorous trees bore no more than the least 
vigorous. This was the condition whcn the orchard was visited 
by M. B. Waite, of the United States Department of Agriculture. 
Waite writes of his visit to this orchard: 
In showing me over the place the manager pointed out two Clapps 
Favorite trees, ata considerable distance f rom each other, that had been 
planted by mistake among the Bartlett, a.nd remarked that whenever 
there wa.s any fruit atall in that region the Bartlett trees surrounding the 
Cla.pps Fa.vorite fruited. In further evidence of this, the limbs·of about 
a dozen trees around each Clapps Favorite were found to be drooping 
and bent downward, evidently ca.used by heavy loads of fruit in pre-
vious years. Precisely the same thing occurred at another point in an 
orchard around a Buffum tree. It was further learned that a. small 
variety orchard, pla.nted long before the la.rge orcha.rd, ha.d been very 
productive; portions of this still rema.in. On the strength of the success 
of the Bartletts in this oid variety orcha.rd the la.rge orcha.rd was 
pla.nted. In the neighborhood whenever a few pear trees of mixed 
va.ricties a.re planted around the houses a.nd ga.rdens they ha.ve always 
fruited well. 
Rere, then, was circumstantial evidence pointing to a lack of 
cross-pollination, as in the strawberries. On the other hand, the 
pear was known to bear perfect blossoms. Fortunately, however, 
since the Strawberry War, Darwin and continental botanists had 
increased the fund of knowledge concerning cross- and self-
pollination and the importance of insects to these processes; 
Waite himself had, in the previous year, initiated some experi-
mental work at Brockport, N. Y., concerning the importance 
o f insect pollination in pears. In this work many blossom clusters 
had been enclosed in sacks, to exclude insects. Diametrically 
opposite results were secured with different varieties. Wherever 
blossoms of Bartlett, Anjou, Clapp's Favorite, and Winter Nelis 
had been enclosed in the sacks, no fruits formed. Blossoms of 
Angouleme, Seckel, and some other varieties, on the contrary, 
set fruit about as well inside the sacks as outside, where they were 
exposed to insect visits. 
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With these differences as a foundation, more elaborate investi-
gations were made during the next year. In this work the bios-
soms under investigation were emasculated (i.e., the anthers 
were removed) and sacked, and pollen of known identity arti-
ficially applied at the proper time. The results of this work 
were outstanding and divided the pear varieties studied into 
two groups: (1) those which set fruit satisfactorily with thr 1r 
own pollen, commonly called "self-fertile," such as Angouleme 
(Duchess), Bosc, Flemish Beauty, Kieffer, and Seckel; and (2) 
those which do not set fruit satisfactorily with their own pollen, 
commonly called "self-sterile," such as Anjou, Bartlett, Clair-
geau, Clapp's Favorite, Howell, Lawrence, and Winter Nelis. 
Pollen taken from blossoms on a Bartlett tree, for example, 
applied to the stigmas of blossoms on another Bartlett tree failed 
to induce fruit formation, but, applied to others of the self-sterile 
varieties, as for example, Clairgeau, it induced a satisfactory set. 
Conversely Clairgeau pollen failed universally on Clairgeau 
blossoms, but induced a good set in Bartlett and other varieties. 
The self-fertile varieties set fruit either with their own pollen or 
with pollen from other varieties. 
Even in t hose varieties which set fruit with their own pollen, 
larger and sometimes more uniform fruit is produced from cross-
pollination. There was, however, little or no evidence obtained 
at that time that pollen of any one variety is superior to that of 
another variety for cross-pollination. Bartlett, for example, 
seemed to set fruit as well with pollen of one variety as with 
that of another. 
Out of this investigation came also clear evidence of the impor-
tance of bees, particularly honeybees, in effecting cross-pollina-
tion. Visiting the blossoms for the nectar, they carry pollen 
adhering to them, from the anthers of one variety and in visiting 
another blossom they brush against one or more of the stigmas, 
which, with a sugary solution on the surface, retain some of the 
pollen (Fig. 41). This sugary solution not only holds the 
pollen but it also serves as a germinating medium for the pollen 
grains which after germination send growths ("pollen tubes") 
down into the pistil and fertilize the ovules. Without the 
completion of this process the fruit fails to set in the self-sterile 
pears. 
The stimulus of this discovery led to investigation of other 
orchard fruits. In fact, prior to W aite's work, the fruit growers 
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of Illinois had formed, from field observation on Arnerican plums, 
a good notion of their self-sterility and were providing for cross-
pollination. In the apple self sterility has not been found as 
widcspread or as aggravated as in the pear, possibly because an 
unconscious selection for heavy bearing was exercised in the 
choice of commercial varieties for extensive planting and, since 
apples bave been grown on a large scale in the United States far 
more extensively than thc pear, this selection may have been 
more rigorous. Another explanation may perhaps lie in the fact 
that, in the apple, variety selection has been generally for high 
yields to a greater extent than in the pear. Whatever the reason 
may be, the fact stands. Baldwin, Ben Davis, Gano, Jonathan, 
Grimes, and Wagener, all of great commercial importance, are 
generally self-fertile. On the other hand, Winesap, Wealthy, 
Ro me, Delicious, and Arkansas Black, as well as other varieties 
of nearly equal importance, appear to set fruit better with other 
pollen than their own, and a large amount of circumstantial 
evidence points toward improper or insufficient pollination as the 
chief limiting factor to much greater yields in many commercial 
apple orchards. 
Arnong the plums investigation has revealed many cases of 
self-sterility. Practically all the commonly cultivated varieties 
of Japanese and Arnerican plums appear to be self-sterile; some 
of the most widely grown European varieties, however, such as 
the Italian and French prunes, which constitute most of the 
Pacífic coast prune plantings, and Green Gage and Blue Damson, 
home orchard favorites everywhere, havc been found partly or 
wholly self-fertile. With some unimportant exceptions, one 
variety serves as well as another for cross-pollination within the 
species, but satisfactory cross-pollination between specific 
groups is not likely to occur. This means, for example, that a 
Japanese plum will not set fruit with pollen from a domestica 
plum, such as Italian; the grower planting one Japanese plum 
should plant with it another Japanese variety. 
Many other fruits show various degrees of self-sterility. In 
grapes, Concord, the dominant variety east of the Rocky Moun-
tains, is self-fertile, as are the majority of the other leading 
varieties; a few, however, as Brighton, are self-sterile. Cm·tain 
citrus fruits present an interesting reversal of ordinary conditions, 
in that pollination may become disadvantageous. Some of the 
seedless types, as the Wa.shington Navei orange, produce flowers 
I 
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wholly without pollen, but bear beavily wben planted solidly in 
blocks of many acres. In tbese cases pollination, causing tbe 
formation of seed and not improving tbe set, whicb is good enougb, 
would lower tbe commercial value of tbe product. Pineapples 
and bananas, also seedless, bear without pollination; some seed-
less grapes, however, require pollination. 
INTERSTERILITY 
About 1912, tbe sweet cberry presented anotber problcm in 
pollination. Tbe increased demand for preserved cberries for tbe 
soda-fountain trade, to wbicb pm·pose tbc Napoleon Bigarreau 
("Royal Ann" of tbe Pacífic coast) is eminently suited, had led 
to extensive planting of sweet cherries at Tbe Dalles, in Oregon. 
Guided by experience witb otber fruits, tbe growers planted 
enougb of otber sweet cberries, sucb as Bing and Lambert, to 
cnsure cross-pollination. Witb tbe care given tbem, tbe orcbards 
flourished and soon arose a custom of organizing excursions to 
visit Tbe Dalles at cberry blossom time and see t be bundreds of 
acres of cberries in bloom. A wonderful sigbt it was, but t here 
were at picking time no excmsions of pickers to Tbe Dalles, 
because tberc were few cberries to pick. Something was wrong; 
lack of cross-pollination seemed o ut o f question, for N apoleon, 
Bing, and Lambert, side by side, were alike unfruitful. 
About that time there was mucb ado ovcr orchard beating in 
deciduous orcbards. It was, therefore, but natural tbat some 
growers sbould instal orcbard beaters by tbe bundreds and by tbe 
tbousands. Tbe next cberry blossom season came, tbe excm-
sionists arrived to see tbe blossoms, tbe orcbard beaters flared 
and smoked-and tbe blossoms dropped \vitbout setting fruit. 
Tbe trees were now old enougb to bave outgrown tbe capricc 
sometimes sbown by young trees in failing to set fruit, lack of 
cross-pollination was obviated as a factor, and tbe orcbard 
beaters had failed. 
This was t bc status of affairs wben tbc problcm was presentcd 
to tbe Orcgon Agricultura! Experiment Station. As in tbe case 
of tbe pears, 20 years earlier, some work already under way at tbe 
college provided a clue and tbe first step toward a solution. In 
the course of some cherry-breeding investigations, attempts to 
cross N apoleon, Bing, and Lambert, done on a rather large scale, 
had been unsuccessful, tbough pollen of these varieties was cffec-
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tive on other varieties, and pollen of other varieties was successful 
on the blossoms of these. A visit to the orchards strengthened 
the hypothesis that was taking forro. Here and there were little 
groups of well-loaded trees. Invariably these were characterized 
by the presence of a tree planted by rnistake, of some variety 
outside the "big three" constituting the orchards, or in some 
cases they surrounded a tree formed by a sprout from below the 
graft, from the root, a seedling, lacking only a name to constitute 
it anothcr variety. 
Experimental confirmation of the hypothesis followed rapidly. 
As an emergenéy measure, boughs of other varieties, cut just 
before blossoming, were suspended in the trees or placed between 
them, resting in buckets of water. Wherever this was done an 
abundant set of fruit occurred; where it was not done, there was 
no fruit. This signifies, then, that some varieties of sweet cher-
ries are not only self-sterile but also intersterile; that is, they will 
not set fruit with their own or with one another's pollen. An 
isolated trio of trees, Napoleon, Bing, and Lambert, might bios-
som year after year and never bear, but if a Windsor or Black 
Tartarian cherry was included in the group, there would be a 
crop on all fom trees, on all four varieties. In the orchards 
already planted, this condition was secmed by top-working 
occasional trees to Windsor and Black Tartarian; in the orchards 
established since that time a certain percentage of these other 
trees have been included, not because the growers want them, 
but beca use they want N apoleon, Bing, and Lambert cherries. 
A similar condition of intersterility has been found in several 
of the leading commercial varieties of the almond and more 
recently in some important apple varieties, including Winesap, 
Stayman Winesap, and Arkansas Black. Still more recently 
some pear varieties, e.g., Bartlett and Seckel, have appeared to 
be intersterile. · 
Fruit plants, then, present a variety of conditions which may 
cause crop failure, even though weather, soil, and cultural prac-
tices are suitable. This account has discussed the most impor-
tant and most common of these; it should, however, be 
understood that there are exceptions, qualifications, complica-
tions, and minor differences not mentioned here. Fortunately 
for the growers of most fruits, understanding of the condition is 
the most difficult part of the problem. With plantings properly 
made, success in this respect generally follows. 
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Proper planting to ensure cross-pollination implies, briefly, 
that those varieties known to be wholly or partly self-sterile 
should not be planted in solid blocks. More specifically, for 
orchard fruits, no more than four rows of a self-sterile variety 
should be planted solid. A common arrangement is the alterna-
tion of four rows of one variety with four rows of another, or, 
when tbe grower wisbes to bave as many as possible of a single 
self-sterile kind, every fourth tree in every fourth row should be 
of the pollinating variety. 
ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS INFLUENCING FRUIT SETTING 
Even proper planting for cross-pollination, however, does not 
guarantee a crop. N ot every case of crop failure, or even of 
repeated crop failure, is due to failure in pollination. Frosts 
around blossoming time are universally recognized as fruit-crop 
destroyers. Prolonged rains during the blossoming period are 
perhaps more frequent tban frosts, in most fruit-growing sections, 
and, while they last, they are just as effective in preventing a 
setting of fruit, tbough they do not necessarily damage the bios-
soms already set or not yet opened, as frost does. Fair, but cool, 
weather is also injurious. Whoever originated the simile 
"busy as a bee" did not ha ve in mind a blossoming orcbard in a 
cold wind, for the bees, though tbey may work overtime when 
they like the weatber, do no work at all when the temperature 
falls below a certain point, stated as 42° F. by some and as high 
as 56° F. by others. Without bees, the self-sterile varieties set 
but little fruit. In the prairie states and the southwest, a bot, 
dry wind sometimes decreases tbe set. 
Disease, too, takes its toll in some fruits. In tbe apple and 
the pear, the bacterial disease called fire blight sometimes breaks 
forth early and may tben be spread by the very bees that bring 
the pollen. It works its way through the blossoms and into the 
spurs and whcre it passes there is no fruit. In these fruits the 
scab fungi sometimes infect the blossoms or the young fruit 
immediately after blossoming to such an extent that they drop. 
In peaches, plums, and cherries brown rot may bave the same 
effect. Fortunately, the grower who sprays correctly ordinarily 
encounters little difficulty in controlling scab and brown rot. 
At some times lime-sulphur sprays seem to bave an injurious 
effect on the set of fruit in the apple and pear. 
i 
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Lack of vigor may cause a failure to set; this may be remedied 
by timely applications of fertilizer carrying nitrogen in a quickly 
available form. Under some circumstances excessive vigor may 
be prejudicial to heavy setting; this condition, however, is far 
less common than its opposite. 
Handled intelligently, self-sterility, whether due to imperfect 
flowers, impotent pollen, incompatibility or other factors, does 
not present insurmountable difficulties and self-sterile varieties 
rnay be profitable. Some self-sterile fruits have been in cultiva-
tion for many centuries and methods of definitely providing for 
their pollination are presumably as old as the art of fruit growing 
(Fig. 42). In spite of this, however, lack of a general understand-
ing by deciduous fruit growers of the flower- and fruit-setting 
characteristics of their particular varieties and of methods of 
adjusting planting plans or cultural practices to them has probably 
occasioned losses as heavy as those induced by insects, fungi, 
winter cold, or sumrner drought. The extent of these losses is 
not appreciated because growers place the blame on other more 
obvious factors. Furthermore, enormous losses due to lack of 
proper pollination are never recognized as losses, because half 
crops are accepted as full crops, as all the trees or vines are really 
capable of bearing. The most regrettable aspect of the whole 
matter is the fact that most of these losses are preventable and 
that the preventive or remedial rneasures, unlike those that must 
be employed to deal with most othcr limiting factors, are very 
simple and inexpensive. They yield enormous dividends on the 
effort or expense that is required. 
Other things equal, self-fruitful varieties should receive 
preference over those that require special provision for cross-
pollination. Self-sterile trees can bear only in years when their 
pollenizers blossom and even t hen incidents such as a bee disease 
appearing in epidemic form or cold weather during blossoming 
may reduce their crops more than they do those of the self-fertile 
trees. If the pollenizer happens to be self-fertile it may bear in 
the year the self-sterile variety fails, and naturally it does not 
blossom in the next, causing another crop failure in the self-
sterile trees and only in the following year will the condition be 
remedied. The plant breeder's work is not done until the self-
sterile varieties are replaced in other fruits as well as they have 
been in the strawberry. 
CHAPTER X 
WINTER INJURY 
Some of the fu·st explorers to visit points along the Atlantic 
coast of N orth America, reported finding a tropical clima te and 
the early plans for some of the fust settlements included the 
growing of subtropical fruits in regions where it is now known to 
be impossible. The first visits occurred in summer, and Euro-
peans, accustomed to a mild summer, naturally supposed that if 
the summers in the new world were hot the winters would be 
correspondingly mild. Actually, as compared with most of 
Europe, both summer and winter are more extreme in North 
America, and large areas on this continent have a climate which 
may be described as an Italian summer combined with a Russian 
winter. To secure such temperature extremes as many an Amer-
icao farmer experiences without leaving his own farm, most 
Europeans would have to visit points severa! hundred miles 
apart on a north and south line. 
Into this region of great contrasts were introduced fruits which 
had originated in or evolved through a thousand years of culture 
in Europe. To accommodate these to American conditions 
through trial and elimination, was the task of severa! generations 
-and the task is not complete. It has, however, proceeded far 
enough to mark out some areas as unsuited to the cultivation of 
certain fruits. For oranges, most of the U nited States is unsuited. 
The area where peaches can be grown commercially is less 
restricted, though the sections of heavy production do not appear 
very large on a map of the United States. Even the so-called 
hardy fruits, such as the apple and the plum, can by no means be 
grown everywhere. Though many factors are concerned in 
the actual distribution of the fruit-growing industries, perhaps the 
grcatest single factor has been winter temperatures. This is the 
bar which on the one hand restricts the orange to Florida, Cali-
fornia, and the Gulf coast and on the other hand makes an apple 
tree a novelty in large areas of W yoming, the Dakotas, and east-
ern Montana. Hundrcds of thousands of Americans have never 
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seen a peach tree, because of the cold winters prevailing in their 
home regions. 
Besides these broad territorial dclimitations, however, winter 
temperatures exercisc other effects of more immediate concern 
in those regions where fruit growing is well established. In 
many of these regions, the industry is based fundamentally on 
freedom from mínimum temperatures below the safety point for 
the fruits grown there; exceptional winters visit these regions with 
devastating effect, as, for example, the winter of 1898- 1899, 
which killed 45 per cent of the peach trees in Michigan. These 
destructiva visita tions are not confined to northern regions; 
Florida orange groves were damaged as severely in 1835 and 1896 
as any northern orchards have ever been and the winter of 1912 
showed that California orange and lemon groves are by no means 
immune to injury from winter cold. 
Individual bankl-uptcy and community distress have often 
followed in the wake of these occwTences. In addition to the 
fatalities, many of the trees that survive are so injured that 
several years elapse before they recover their full productiveness, 
and many never recover (Fig. 46) . 
Very rarely, however, bave even the most destructiva freezes 
taken all the trees in a region. Many striking differences have 
appeared between adjoining orchards or even in the same 
orchard; at Traverse City, Mich ., after one of the cold winters, 
peaches were harvested in abundance from trees in the upper 
edge of an orchard while many trees in the lower edge stood 
destitute even of foliage, dead from winter injury. Sometimes 
there have been reversals of the common ranking in hardiness, 
as, for example, when apple trees are killed while peach trees 
survive, or between different parts of the same tree, as when 
peach buds are uninjured but the wood is killed. Though these 
differences often appear capricious and without system, careful 
study and comparison generally show them to refl.ect some dif-
ferences in location or in management that are important to the 
fruit grower as hints for provision against similar losses or for the 
best handling of already existing cases. 
CRITICAL TEMPERATURES VARY 
Among the apparent inconsistencies characteristic of injury 
from freezing is the variability of the temperatura causing 
injury. The greatest destruction do es not necessarily accompanv 
I 
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the coldest winter. At South Haven, Mich., the damage caused 
by a winter with a minirmim temperature of -22° F. was very 
slight compared to the destruction on another occasion when 
the temperature did not drop below 7° above zero. At East 
Lansing, Mich., apple trees in the 
nursery were considerably damaged by a 
temperature of 26°, in the fall of 1925 
(Fig. 44), though they ordinarily with-
stand midwinter temperatures consider-
ably below zero with no injury. . Hor-
ticultura! annals abound with similar 
instances. 
Field study of isolated cases might 
explain these anomalies in severa! ways. 
Comparison of numerous field observa-
tions, however, leads to the conclusion 
that well-ripened or "mature" wood is 
relatively hardy and that tenderness 
increases with departure from tbis con-
dition. During the growing season all 
plants are tender, and the so-called 
hardy species and varieties differ from 
the others only in their greater ability 
to prepare themselves in la te summer and 
autumn for the cold winter that is to 
follow. Moreover, the geographic limit 
for the culture of some fruits is deter-
mined as much by the favorableness or 
unfavorableness of the conditions that 
permit or promote this proper ripening as 
by the actual mínimum temperatures of 
the succeeding months. 
HOW FREEZING Kn,LS 
Fra. 44.- Two-year-old 
apple seedling, w:ith bark 
cracked by an early October 
freeze. Calius formation 
started at the sides before 
winter. Trees w:ith bark 
cracked from freezing are 
invar:iably black hearted and 
should not be planted. Laboratory investigations of frozen 
plant tissue offer at least partia! explana-
tion of death from freezing. Oontrary to popular opinion, it 
is not du e to bursting o f the cells; actually the cells shrink. 
Seen through the microscope, the first cffect of the lower-
ing of temperature is the formation of ice crystals, not in the 
cells, but between them. With further lowering of temperature 
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these crystals become larger; thc water to supply tbis growth is 
drawn from the cells through their walls, the protoplasmic cell 
contents shrinking and the cell walls being forced inward by the 
enlargemcnt of the ice crystals. It is thus a casc of the cells 
being crushcd by pressw·e from the outside, rathcr than of break-
ing because of expansion within. lf the temperature rises beforc 
the death point is reached, the process is revcrscd; the crystals 
melt, water reenters the cells, thc protoplasm swells and the cell 
walls resume their former positions. If, however, the drop in 
te::mperature continues, a point is reached where the process is 
no longer reversible. Death has intervened. 
Death itself has been explained in severa! ways. One view 
holds that freezing increases the acidity of the protoplasm to such 
a point that the protein constituents coagula te; once this occurs 
they will not return to their former condition. Another explana-
tion ascribes death to the excessive withdrawal of water from the 
protoplasm. This view is not inconsistent with the common 
observation that succulent (watery) tissues are most tender to 
freezing, for these tissues lose water most readily and may easily 
be supposed to retain less at the critica! time. The change 
from the tender condition of summer to the resistant condition 
prevailing in winter is, presumably, due to altcrations in the 
water-retaining capacity of the protoplasm. This water-
retaining capacity probably depends on the presence of some 
constituent of plant protoplasm that is a colloid and has a 
powerful affinity for water. 
WINTER INJURY ASSOCIATED WITH IMMATURITY 
Whatever the precise nature that the process of death may be, 
all are agreed upon the relative tenderness of immature tissue. 
Freezes of moderate intensity coming in the autumn may be more 
damaging than severe freezes in midwinter. The destruction of 
South Haven, Mich., peach orchards at 7° F. occurred early in 
October. A warm, rainy autumn is likely to lead to damage, 
even if the ensuing winter is normal. In almost all cases, damagc 
has been greatest in those orchards or in those trees which werc 
forced to late growth in the autumn. Heavy manuring or fer-
tilization, very heavy pruning, late irrigation, and late cultiva-
tion-all processes inducing vigorous growth-have, at one time 
or another, been associated with injury from cold weather, and 
after destructive winters reports have been common to the effect 
~ l 
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that vigorous trees were most injured. 
For the samc reason, trees in heavy, 
moist soils are more subject to injury. 
It thus happens sometimes that trees 
or orchards thatlook themostvigorous 
and thrifty in summer and fall look 
the worst the following spring, after 
thc effects of a severe winter become 
evident. 
Promoting sufficiently vigor o u s 
growth to maintain fruitfulness and 
at the same time avoiding injury from 
late ripening of wood is not ordinarily 
difficult. Early fertilization w i t h 
nitrogen carriers secures early vigor-
ous growth in the trees, which can be 
checkcd in late summer by the growth 
in the orchard of cover crops, which 
compete with the trees for moisture 
and nutrients. Any crop which grows 
well in shade, germinates and grows 
well in rather dry weather, makes 
abundant growth in summer and fall, 
is not killed by the first frost, and of 
which the seed is not expensive, is 
cligible for consideration as a cover 
crop. In most situations oats meet 
thesc specifications rather well. 
TREATING WINTER-INJURED TREES 
lnjury from immaturity cannot 
always be prevented. Well located 
and well-managed orchards are some-
times affected when weather condí-
tions are very extreme. Trees that 
are killed present no problem beyond 
their removal, but many trees are 
i nj ured cnough to require discriminat-
ing treatment, which varies according 
to thc naturc and the extent of the 
Fio. 45.-Black heart in 
young tree in orchard. Poor 
growth, despite fertilization. 
Some trocs in this orchard arc 
recovcring slowly; others havr· 
dicd and moro wilL 
injury. 
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BLACK HEART 
Newly formed wood is gencrally more tender than the cambium 
and in particularly cold weather it may be damaged, even in 
well-ripened trees, though the tree shows no externa! evidence 
of injury. Mild freezing of vigorous nursery stock may produce 
r 
FIG. 46.-Sour cherry tree with black heart. Growth slow, wounds not healing. 
Somewhat tardy in blossoming. Foliage sparse and dropping early. 
the same condition. It is manifested first by a water-soaked 
appearance in the wood, later turning brown or black, and has 
for this reason been called black heart (Fig. 45). Injury of this 
sort appears to affect in some way the conduction of water and it 
has been shown to make the carbohydrates stored in the wood 
unavailable for growth renewal in the spring. For this reason 
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severe pruning of seriously injured trees is likely to prove 
detrimental or even fatal, by removing the buds which contain 
in embryo the potential carbohydrate makers, the leaves. Under 
favorable conditions, trees with black heart that have been 
growing well before injury are likely to grow slowly for a year or 
two, but ultimately recover and have many years of usefulness. 
They should, however, receive good culture, and young trees 
with black heart should not be transplanted for a year after 
the injury; in fact, it is questionable whether they should ever 
be transplanted. Many trees are sent out from nurseries in 
a black-heart condition. Some of these fail to establish them-
selves and die in the first summer after planting¡ others grow well 
perhaps for severa! years, until they are killed by fungi invading 
the black-heart tissue through pruning wounds. Some outgrow 
the trouble altogether, but the planting of winter-injured nursery 
stock is distinct.ly a questionable practice. 
Black heart is not limited to trees standing in the nursery row, 
though the vigor with which such trees are grown to meet the 
demands for large stock, makes them especially susceptible to 
it. Orchard trees of almost any age and kind may be injured in 
this way if they are sufficiently immature and late fall or early 
winter cold is extreme. Figure 46 shows a 16-year-old sour 
cherry tree, photographed 8 years after a freeze that led to the 
black-heart condition in many of the trees in this orchard. 
Year after year injured trees have died out and been replaced. 
More will follow. Some died earlier than others because their 
injury was relatively more severe. In this particular case, 
injury was due less to immaturity associated with great vigor 
than to another kind of immaturity associated with heavy fruit 
production and with premature defoliation induced by an attack 
of leaf-spot fungus. 
Much of the danger from black heart lies in the complications 
which may follow it. For some years after its occuuence trees 
are particularly subject to its recurrence and the sparse foliage 
of black-heart trees renders them more susceptible to sunscald. 
Furthermore, black-heart tissue is particularly susceptible to 
attack by wood-rotting fungi, which weaken the trunk and 
branches. Some of these fungi, once established in the tree, 
attack sound wood and may ultimately kill the trec. Conse-
quently pruning wounds which expose black-heart tissue should 
receive a protective covering. 
I 
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COLLAR AND CROTCH INJURY 
More severe injury involves the cambium. When this t issue 
is killed, new growth at the areas involved is impossible, and if 
the area killed is proportionately large, recovery is cliffi.cult. 
In most cases killing of the cambium is accompanied by injury of 
the black-heart type; 'when, therefore, t he dead bark sloughs 
off, as it does sooner or latcr, wood-rotting fungi are provided 
free access to tissue rendered particularly susceptible to their 
attacks. 
Fm. 47.-Collar of apple tree severa! yea rs after partia! girdling by winter 
freezing. Calius growth from above partly covered thc injury but before it 
could bridge the gap the whole side of the trec died. 
A tree does not ripen all its wood at once; the crotches and the 
"collar" or "crown "- the porti on o f the trunk just a bo ve and 
just below the surface of the soil-sE'em to ripen last. Con-
sequently, early advent of cold weather often produces injury 
to these regions when the remainder of t he tree is undamaged. 
This injury takes the forro of "bark killing," i.e., cambium 
killing, as previously described (Figs. 47 and 48). These 
areas are the most likely places for fungous invasion since they 
are almost constantly moist. Aside from fungous attack, how-
ever, injury at these points need not be very extensive partly to 
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girdle a tree or a branch just as effectively as mi ce or an axe would 
do it. Girdling any considerable portion of the trunk seems to 
bave as its consequence the ult imate death of t he portions of the 
tree directly in line with the gü·dled area above and below. This 
process appears to require severa! years; the first noticeable effect 
is slowcr growth at the tips of the branches involved (Fig. 49), 
then some of the tips die. At the same time the bark above the 
FIG. 48.-Crotch injury in a peaoh tree duc to winter freezing. 
girdled area dics, a little at a time. Finally, the tissues inter-
vening bctwccn thc dcad tips and the dead bark above the girdle 
die suddcnly, and part of the tree must becut away. 
This aftcrmath is preventible. The remedy is t he same as that 
invoked in other cases of girdling, namely, bridge or approach 
grafting (Fig. 17). 
Since somc varieties are much less susceptible than others to 
crown and crotch injury (Fig. 51), resistant orchards of the tender 
varictics may bc formcd by planting trees of the hardy sorts and 
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grafting them to the tender varieties whose fruit is desired. The 
limbs are not rendered more hardy by this process but, since the 
Fra. 49.-Growth has slackened in tho limb at tho right because of girdling 
at the collar on that side of the tree. Dcath is a matter of time only. Destruc-
tion of the roots on one sicle of a tree gives rise to similar syroptoms. 
vulnerable part of the tree is more resistant, the tree as a whole is 
more hardy. 
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KILLING FROM MIDWINTER AND LATE-WINTER COLD 
Not all winter injury is due to late or insuffi.cient ripening of 
the tissues. Unseasonably low temperatures in early spring 
after the tree has resumed its growth have sometimes caused no 
little damage to branches of pear and apple trees, sometimes even 
killing vuit spurs and 2- or 3-year-old wood. Since spring 
activity generally begins in the buds rather than in the wood, 
however, late freezes are more likely to damage the buds. Con-
versely, unseasonably warm winter weather frequently stimu-
lates buds into activity and thus renders them susceptible to 
cold of ordinary intensity. Killing of buds under these condí-
tions is more common in southern regions and more general in 
some fruits than in others. 
If a number of peach trees are grown in pots and removed into 
a greenhouse in successive lots, beginning Oct. 1 and continuing 
unti! January, those brought in later are likely to blossom and to 
unfold !caves ahead of those brought in at earlier dates. Those 
brought in on Oct. 1 start very slowly and many of the buds ne:ver 
break. Lilacs destined for forcing to supply the European winter 
cut-fl.ower markets were formerly held out of doors unti! they had 
been exposed to rather sharp freezing; if they were brought in 
carlier they did not fl.ower satisfactorily. More recently, how-
ever, other treatments have been substituted for freezing; expo-
sure to certain gases, such as ether, immersion in certain 
solutions or even in hot water, and occasionally spraying, 
bave similar effects and permit earlier starting of the fm·cing 
process. 
This accelerating effect is known as" breaking the rest period," 
that is to say, these various treatments bring the plants out of a 
condition in which they do not grow even though temperature 
and other conditions are favorable. Some plants have no rest 
period, and among those in which it exists it varies in length. 
Unless it is broken by some infl.uence, it has, appatently, ade.finite 
period in a gi ven kind of plant; the earlier it begins the earlier 
it ~erminates and if its inception is retarded its end also is 
delayed. The rest period is of particular interest to peach 
growers in the southern states, where crop !osses from premature 
development of blossoms are rather frequent. Cultivation that 
prolongs the growth of peach trees late into the season delays 
the beginning- and the end-of t.he rest pe_riod and in this way 
postpones the time when the buds will respond to unseasonably 
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warm weather. Consequently, the very practices that make the 
wood tender make the buds, in effect, hardy. 
Adjustment of cultural practices to winter conditions in any 
particular orchard depends on the relative probability and seri-
ousness of the types of injury likely to occur in its vicinity. In 
southern peach sections, chances of bud killing are high in pro-
portion to those of serious injury to wood and the prolongation 
of growth is justifiable. In northern peach sections, winters 
that bring enough warm weather to start peach buds are very 
rare, and bud killing is due to very low temperature, possibly 
complicated by other factors. Apparently little or nothing 
could be added to the hardiness of buds in the north by late 
growth and the very lives of the trees would bc endangered. 
Fio. 50.-A peach orchard showing vacancies in the most exposed spots, due 
to root freezing, where the snow covering was blown away. 
Bud killing in winter occurs most frequently in peaches and 
Japanese plums; in the other fruits it is less common and in the 
apple it is rare. 
Root killing results from prolonged exposure to fairly severe 
cold. Roots are damaged or killed by temperatures considerably 
above zero and that cases of this kind are not more common is 
due to the fact that soil is a rather good insulator and that snow 
-a very good insulator-generally covers the ground during 
the coldest weather. Occasional occurrences of prolonged 
cold with no snow covering on the ground ha ve caused widespread 
damage, particularly to peaches and quinces. Sporadic cases 
are not at all uncommon (Fig. 50). These occur in the spots 
otherwise most favorable, namely on high, well-drained ridges, 
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because snow is often swept away from these places by winds. 
Trees on slopes facing prevailing winds are more subject to 
injury for the same reason. Sandy soils lose their heat enough 
more rapidly than heavy soils to make trees growing in them 
subject to root killing. In some cases, approach grafting of 
young trces in to the trunks of apple trees whose roots ha ve been 
killed has supplied a new root system. The best preventive of 
root injury is the growth of cover crops which exercise a twofold 
protection of the roots; the vegetation is itself a good insulator 
and in addition holds snow. A crop ~hich stands upright is 
more valuable for this pm·pose than one which lies flat; oats 
are generally better than vetch for this reason. 
THE WINTER IN]URY PROBLEM IN GENERAL 
Wintcr temperature is second in importance to no other factor 
in sctting the límits to the culture of fruits of various kinds in 
F10. 51.-Thc havoc causcd by one severc 'IYinter. Tho Grimes trees in the 
forcground wcrc completcly girdled at the crown; Jonathan trces in the back-
ground werc uninjurcd, being much more resistant to this form of winter killing· 
Bridge grafting would bave saved these trees. 
Amm·ica. It may be added that it is second in importance to 
no other factor in the tax that it levies on the income and profits 
of the fruit grower, through shortening the life and reducing the 
productivity of trces. Against the vagaries and extremes of 
winter cold, he is able to carry no insurance except proper care, 
and seldom is he able to afford his plants complete protcction. 
Some alternatives are presented, however; certain contingencies 
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may be anticipated and certain measures and practices may be 
employed that will permit the cvasion of most of this tax com-
monly levied by cold. Thousands of trees have survived many 
severe winters uninjured. A considerable degree of freedom 
from winter injury can be secured by a wise choice of location. 
Between sites less than a mile, a half mile or even a quarter of a 
mile apart there are frequently differences of 8° or 10° in mínimum 
temperature at critica! periods and this is often sufficient to 
decide between death or survival of the trees. Furthermore, the 
grower can choose varieties that are known to be capable of with-
standing such extremes as are likely to occur in his location. 
This may eliminate from consideration certain sorts that for 
other reasons he might wish to grow, but the deliberate selection 
of more tender kinds involves the taking of chances that may 
cost dearly. Much can be done with proper cultural practices 
that aid the trees in acquiring their maximum degree of res'ist-
ance to cold. If trees have suffered serious winter injury, 
needless waste of tim e and money often can be sa ved by 
recognizing the condition, and by removing the trees, repairing 
them, or letting them alone, as expediency dictates. 
CHAPTER XI 
ORCHARD LOCATIONS, SITES, AND SOlLS 
Civilization strews its patb witb relics of abandoned enter-
prises. Tbe Tigris and tbe Eupbrates fl.ow past dead cities 
wbose very names are unknown to tbe present inbabitants of 
tbose regions; Europe abounds in ruined castles, churcbes, and 
Roman villas. Even in a country as new as tbe United States, 
tumbled-down mill races commemorate the grain growing that 
has passed on to other regions, and abandoned villages and 
railway embankments indicate vanished lumbering sites and 
worked-out mines. Hop vines grow wild wbere none bave 
been cultivated for a century, lilac busbes mark abandoned 
bomesites, and timothy competes witb wild grasses and young 
forest growtb where fields once cropped are no longer even 
pastured. 
Fruit growing naturally leaves less enduring monuments. 
Witb tbe passing of an orcbard and tbe generation tbat knew it, 
all record generally closes. Occasionally, bowever, a fruit-
growing enterprise gives a locality a name that persists long 
after the trees bave gone. In England, local names such as 
V ineyard commemora te grape plantings wbere no grapes bave 
grown within tbe period of existing record; in tbe United States 
local names sucb as Old Orcbard, Peacb Plain, Orcbard Hill, 
and tbe like, bave long survived tbe trees from wbich tbeir 
designations originated. 
Tbe passing of any fruit planting is but natural and sooner or 
later virtually inevitable, but failure to continue tbe enterprise 
by replanting may be more significant. Inquiry concerning 
tbese changes, bowever, need not delve into tbe bistory of 
past generations, for tbe rise and fall of orchard enterprises 
is a never-ending process and occurrences of this sort werc 
never more numerous or more significant than tbey bave 
been in recent years, for wbicb ratber detailed records are 
available. 
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FACTORS DETERMINING THE LOCALI ZATION OF FRUIT 
INDUSTRIES 
In 1900, there were in the Un.ited States, according to the 
offi.cial census, almost 100,000,000 peach trees of bearing age; 
in 1910 there were 94,506,657, and the census of 1920 enumerated 
but 65,646,101. While the number of peach trees was decreas.ing 
the total crop was increasing. In this period the first crop to 
excced 50,000,000 bushels was that of 1912; in the ensuing years 
the 1912 crop has been surpassed five times. Even more signifi-
cant, perhaps, are the short crops. From 1899 to 1909 the crop 
feU below 30,000,000 bushels in three years; in the pm·iod from 
1910 to 1926 it has never fallen to that po.int. 
While some states have been losing peach trees, others have 
been ga.in.ing. The factors underlying this shifting, partly 
economic and partly climatic, are so numerous and so complex 
that detailed discuss.ion of them would requ.ire considerable 
space. Decreases such as that in Iowa, however, where the 
number of trees dropped from over 1,000,000 in 1910 to 130,000 
in 1920; in Kansas, where there were over 5,000,000 trees in 1900 
and less than 850,000 in 1920; and in Nebraska where the number 
feU from 1,000,000 to 96,000 cannot but indicate very extensive 
plantings in places where crops-or the vcry life of the trees-are 
too uncertain. Marked dem·eases occurrcd in Illinois and 
Indiana. I:11 Michigan, where the decrease was vcry pronounced, 
cold winters decimated the orchards, particularly in counties 
outside the recognized fruit areas, and economic readjustments 
bave exerted important influences. This is illustrated by the 
fact that while the number of trees in the state was decreasing 
31 per cent, the number of farros growing peaches decreased 
56 per cent. Other states which are important in commercial 
peach production had fewer peach trees in 1920 than they had 10 
or 20 years earlier. 
During this period of general shrinkage in peach plantings, 
New York, New Jersey, and California have increased their 
acreages. These are important centers of commcrcial production. 
In New York, though there was a decrease in the number of 
farros producing peaches, there was an increase of nearly one-
fourth in the nu rober of trees. N ot all the important peach-
producing states show this trend so markedly, but with var.ious 
allowances made, the trend may be considered to be in the 
direction of greater specialization; a decz·ease in the less-favored 
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regions accompanies an increasc whcre pcaches can be produced 
and sold most advantageously. 
Most of the othcr fruits could bc uscd for similar illustration, 
differing only in details from the peach situation. Following 
the pioneer from the Atlantic to the Pacífic, in an almost 
unbroken wave, rolled a tide of fruit-tree planting. It was no 
mere ripple; f armers who had been raising wheat on a section 
of land could not content themselves with a 5-acre orchard, and 
trees were planted by the million. Men vied for the distinction 
of owning the largest orchard. Sooner or later, however, a cold 
winter, or poor drainage, or prolonged drought, or repeated 
f rosts, or pest prevalence eliminated an orchard here and there; 
sometimes a county was swept bare, or a state nearly eliminated 
as a fruit producer. Repeated visitations of this kind were found 
to do less damage in some sections; these have remained fruit-
raising regions, while the others are now raising hogs or grain or 
scrub oak. Ambition alone does not make a fruit regÍon. 
In some cases climate operates indirectly, through its effect on 
insects or fungi which prey on fruits. California begins shipping 
pears in June, and for some time has virtually no compctition in 
the nation's markets. Georgia and Alabama or Texas could ship 
pears as early and share this advantage were it not for the 
prevalence of fire blight, a destructive bacterial disease, which is 
particularly virulent under the combination of heat and humidity 
prevailing in the southern states. A sour cherry tree isanovelty 
in many southern communities chiefl.y because of the virulence 
there of two fungus diseases: brown rot, which attacks the fruit, 
and leaf spot, which affects the leaves. 
With broad regional eligibility for fruit growing assured therc 
are minor variations that may make one part of a region better 
suited for fruit production than another. The Concord grape, 
for examplc, may be said to grow throughout the northeastern 
part of the United States, but its commercial production in that 
region is very localized. Peach trees are grown in every state east 
of the Mississippi River, but the commercial crop comes from a 
comparatively small number of specialized sections. With suit-
able irrigation, the prune grows virtually anywhere in the Pacífic 
coast states, but commercially its cultivation is confined to 
definite centers. 
In most cases these specialized "fruit belts" ha ve developed 
because of minor climatic differences which have secured them 
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grcatcr surety of crop or longcvity in thc trces. Proximity to 
large bodies of water tends to modcrate extremes of weather, 
particularly on the shorcs which the prevailing winds rcach after 
traversing the water. Changes of tempcrature are slower in 
water than on land; a large lake is warmer in the winter and 
cooler in the summer than t he land. Winds blowing across it are 
correspondingly modified. The change from wintcr cold to 
summcr heat takes place so rapidly on land that the lake remains 
rclatively cooler in the spring, rctarding the dcvelopmcnt of the 
buds and thereby diminishing dangcr from spring frosts. In 
autumn the lake temperatures again lag bchind those of the land, 
and tbc first frosts do not visit thosc sh01·cs which arc subject to 
FIG. 52.-Rolling land along the Missouri lliver that furnishes some ideal 
sites for fruit growing. Valued at half the price of level land farther ba.ck 
from the river for general farming, it is worth ten times as much for fruit 
production. 
the lake infl.uence. These effects have made the east shore of 
Lake Michigan a fruit belt, a narrow region where peach trees 
fl.ourish, though winter temperatures a few miles inland may 
utterly preclude their existence. In the Niagara península of 
Ontario, a similar, even narrower, belt fringes the southern shore 
of Lake Ontarioi on the plateau just above it, peach production 
has never been successful. The largest grape belt in New York 
is confined to a narrow fringe along the Lake Erie sh01·e, limited 
inland by a sharp rise of ground. 
Soil or topographic peculiarities sometimes límit fruit belts. 
The course of the Missouri River from Council Bluffs, Iowa, to 
its junction with the Mississippi River, is dotted with fruit-
growing enterprises, whose limit is the extent of the loess, a soil 
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pecuJiarly suited to orcharding. This soil presents a more divei"se 
topography, affording better opportunity for hilltop locations 
than most of the hinterland, but the soil itself is the chief factor 
in t he superiority of the ri ver banks (Fig. 52). Similar con di tions 
along the Mississippi ha ve made regions such as Calhoun County, 
Illinois, noted from generation to generation for the fruit pro-
duced. Without particularly favorable soil, t he hilly topography 
along the Ohio River has effected a localization of fruit-growing 
effort. In irrigated regions, soil conditions and the necessity 
of carrying water in streams and furrows, have forced fruit grow-
ing down upon the valley fl.oors and lower benches, where frost 
danger is greater than it is at somewhat higher altitudes. 
Not every parcel of land, however, in a good fruit belt is suited 
to fruit growing. Alkali or hardpan tracts may exist; stretches of 
poorly drained or very sandy land may intersperse the well-
drained or more fertile loams. Mere lack of elevation may spoil 
an otherwise desirable location. Suitability for fruit production 
is an independent problem for each tract of land in the majority of 
fruit-growing regions. 
THE IMPORTANCE OF MINOR VARIATIONS IN TOPOGRAPHY 
A scene in one of the successful peach-producing sections of 
Michigan is presented in Figure 53. Twelve years before the 
picture was taken the ground was fitted for planting and t he 
choicest nm·sery stock of the best peach varieties was carefully 
set out. Each season the trees received the best care and in 7 
years the orchard was a picture of health and vigor, yielding good 
crops of high-grade fruit. Then came a cold winter, not the 
coldest known in that section, but more severe than the ordinary. 
In the following spring a few of these trees leaved out, but so 
little live wood was left that for practica! purposes the winter 
had made a clean sweep. Chagrined and discouraged, the owner 
applied the only remedy for the situation- an axe. He has not 
replanted the orchard, for, he concluded, wisely, that what had 
happened once would be very likely to happen again. 
Within sight of this erstwhile orchard are hundreds of acres of 
t hriving peach trees, many of them planted before this orchard 
was set and surviving the winter that laid it low. Furthermore, 
t hey have passed through two succeeding seasons t hat have been 
even more extreme. The destruct ion of this one orohard, when 
many near by survived, was not due to neglect, to difference in 
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variety, or to method of culture. It was due sirnply to a differ-
ence in site, particularly in clevation. This orchard was on 
levelland, part of a very large, flat area. Surrounding this area 
is somewhat higher ground, on the slopes of which are the thriv-
ing peach orchards, with a record of many good crops and promise 
of many more. On frosty nights in spring and fall, and during 
pcriods of intense cold in winter, the cold air has drained away 
from the higher slopes and settled down on the level land now 
dotted with the stumps of dead trees. Frequently a difference 
of 15° F. in temperature exists between the flat and the top of the 
surrounding slopes and occasionally the difference amounts to 20°. 
Variations in winter temperature much srnaller than these often 
FIG. 53.- In the middle ground tho stumps of winter- killed peach trees. In 
the left foreground are the tops of young blueberry bushes thriving under con-
ditions that preclude the raising of peachcs. 
rnean the difference between dead and living trees the following 
spring. 
Slight differences in elevation do not always produce the tem-
perature differences observed in this location. · Narrow valleys 
are quickly filled with cold air, particularly if they are receiving 
"air drainage" from extensive slopes; under these con di tions 
considerable elevation might fail to secure the advantage gained 
by a slight elevation on a small hill facing a broad expanse of low 
land or of water. 
Elevation, as a horticultura! term, should not be confused with 
altitude as.measured by height above sea level. High table lands 
and mountain valleys at altitudes of 2,000 to 5,000 feet are liable 
to killing frosts every month in the year, in the same state where 
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the lowlands may bave a frost-free scason of 175 to 200 days. 
Elevation above the immediately adjacent territory is the 
important factor horticulturally. 
Within a stone's throw to the right of the point from which the 
picture reproduced in Figure 53 was taken, on a rise of not more 
than 15 feet, is tlie edge of a 70-year-old apple orchard. The 
trees are sound, vigorous, and productivc. They bave yielded 
good crops for the better part of two generations and should 
continue to do so for two more. Careful examination reveals 
evidence o f a few localized cases o f winter injury; similar lesions 
probably occurred earlier and ha ve been mended and covered over 
by the trecs themselves. During the 60 years of their fruiting 
history, frost has probably levied an occasional tax on the crop. 
On the whole, however, the trees have been singularly free from 
damage by f rost and freezes. No experienced fruit grower seeing 
the orchard would call the site ideal, especially with the stumps of 
the winter-killed peach trees shown in the accompanying picture 
in such close proximity. However, the contrast between the 
pcrformancc of the apple trees in the one place and the fate of the 
peach trocs in the other, suggests that very slight differences in 
clevation are responsible for great differences in the suitability 
of land for fruit growing and that different kinds of fruit plants 
may vary materially in their requirements in this respect. 
Actually, this particular contrast is evidence of both. 
Protruding above the snow in the foreground of the picture is a 
rather scant growth of vegetation that at :fit·st glance might 
appcar to be weeds or brush. In reality, this forcground vegeta-
tion is thc tops of some young blueberry bushes. They were 
planted after the killing of the peach trees and thcrefore were 
not subjcctcd to the rigors of that particular winter, but they 
have passed entirely unharmed through two winters even more 
severe. The peach orchard originally included this area and dead 
trees wcrc removed to make room for the blueberries. Rere is 
evidence even more striking than that presented by the apple 
orchard that various fruit crops ha ve different requirements as to 
site. It may be absolutely impossible to mature a crop of one 
kind of fruit or even to grow the trees in a location that may be 
well suitcd to something else. The converse statcment is even 
more important. If the truth of this statcment in its wider 
application could sink deep into the consciousness and orchard 
lorc of cvery prospective fruit grower, there would be fewer 
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disappointments and disillusionmcnts, fewer trageclies like that 
recorded in Figure 53. 
THE BEST LOCATION MAY BE THE WORST 
Evidence has just been cited showing in a general way tbc 
importance of site and more particularly of elevation in the suc-
cess of the fruit plantation. The infcrence is that t he higher tbc 
ground, in relation to adjoining areas, tbc greater is the degree of 
freedom from frost and winter injury, at least with most fruit 
crops. The adage that all rules bave their exceptions applies 
here. Figure 50 shows part of an 8-year-old peach orchard, 
which lies 100 feet a bo ve the nearby vallcy; with the land slop-
ing away from its center in every direction, better air drainage 
could scarcely be imagined. Withal, the trees on the top of 
this bill, in what would appear to be the best location, died, while 
those part way clown the slope, particularly those on the leeward 
side, are ali ve and growing vigorously. The winter preceding the 
taking of this picture was one of light snowfall and of prolonged, 
severe cold. Under these conditions t he ground froze deeper 
t han usual, especially in windswept locations where the snow 
covering was thin, and in many cases the soil temperatures were 
low enough to kill the roots within 1 foot or 18 inchcs of the sur-
face, though at no time was air temperature low enough to injure 
the tops dil·ectly. Under t hese conditions the best site so far as 
air temperature is concerned was the worst in regard to soil 
temperature and extensive winter killing rcsulted where ordi-
narily it is least expected. Had a good cover crop been standing in 
this orchard to hold the snow and protect the soil from such deep 
and severe freezing, injury would bave been avoided. 
Sometimes the clividing line, as determined by air drainage, 
between zones characterized by harmful and those characterized 
by non-injurious temperatures is rather finely drawn. Opening 
buds on the lower limbs of walnut trees are sometimes killed by 
frost while buds and growth equally advanced in the upper part 
of t he tree are uninjured. Occasionally, frost destroys all the 
blossoms on trees at the bottom of a slope, none on the trees at 
its upper edge, while part of those on the trees halí way down the 
slope are killed. Even more striking evidence of the fineness of 
the line occasionally drawn by air clrainage is furnished by the 
survival of blossoms on the upper wire of a grape trellis when the 
crop on the lower wire is destroyed. Where the margin between 
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Fio. 54.-Subsoil irregulari ties. At'the sides and in the background, vigorous 
1>-year-old peach trecs; iu the foreground, replants where the originally set 
trees died out because the subsoil formed a high water table "pocket." The 
laud is level and the surface soil a fine, silty loam over the entire area. 
SOlLS OF DECEPTIVE APPEARANCE 
On casual inspection, the soil in the orchard shown in Figure 54 
seems nearly ideal. It is a fine, silty loam, pm·ous and friable, in 
short, a good "garden soil," with every appearance of being well 
suited to raising tree or bush fruits. The surf ace soil is strikingly 
uniform over the entire area shown in t he picture, and indeed 
over the entire 80-acre orchard of which it is a part. 
Unfortunately, the surface uniformity and good qualities are 
only superficial. Much of t his area appears to have been formed 
by drifting of sand over a clay ridge that had an undulating, or 
even ruggcd, surface. Just as drifting snow sometimcs conceals 
t soil-surface inequalities beneath a uniformly sloping cover, this 
soil is deep where it filled t he crevices of t he clay and shallow 
where it covered the ridges, though its sUI·face slopes uniformly. 
Water drains off and through the surface sandy loam well 
li 
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cnough, but the subsoil undulations present difficulties. The 
filling of the old surface-drainage channels leads to water accumu-
lations in spots, particularly where the present surface slopes in a 
direction different from that of the earlier surface. The result 
of all this is the existence of wet spots below the surface, even on 
the upper edges of well-drained slopes. In some of these spots 
excavation reveals only a loamy soil which should, apparently, 
drain well, and it is only upon repeated observation of the water 
table that the condition bccomes apparent. Dw·ing the summer 
these spots are dry enough, but fruit trees must be there through-
out the year, and a high water table during part of the year is as 
fatal to trees as a permanently high water table, and much more 
deceptive to the orchardist. Once this condition is recognized, a 
few rods of tile, piercing the subterranean clay ridge that acts as a 
dam, remedies the difficulty. Where the clay is everywhere 
close to the surface, alleviation is more expensive or even pro-
hibitive. Time and again trccs bave been set in this land, 
only to die before reaching bearing age, because of killing of the 
submerged roots in wet weather, dqing out in dry weather, or 
freezing of the trunks in cold weather. It is an area of replants 
and will not change unless subsoil conditions are materially and 
permanently modified. On the other hand, all around the border 
of the area shown in the pictw·e, · peach trees are thriving, their 
excellent growth and productivity furnishing evidence of the 
general suitability of the land for the crop in question, and a 
tribute to the skill of the grower. 
This particular case is but one illustration of the rule that for 
orchard and vineyard the character of the soil 6, 8, or even 
20 inches below the surface is far more important than the charac-
ter of the surface. Though the size and quality of annual crops 
and of many herbaceous perennials is determined largely by the 
character of the sUI·face soil, the welfare of trees, shrubs, and 
vines depends principally on the character of the subsoil. Good 
farro land is not necessarily good fruit land. The fruit grower 
cannot wholly ignore the character of the surface soil in choosing 
a location for his orchard any more than the general farmer can 
ignore the subsoil in buying a farro or in deciding on particular 
crops for certain fields. In either case, the ideal soil is deep, 
well drained, and fertile; it requires no amelioration, no corrective 
treatment. The differcnce lies in the fact that the general f armer 
can grow many crops successfully on good soils underlaid by poor 
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subsoil, and the fruit grower cannot. Moreover, corrective 
treatments for minor defects in the surface soil are easily applied 
and relatively inexpensive; corrective treatments for defective 
subsoils are neither easy nor cheap. In the main t he orchardist 
must take subsoils as he finds them. He should, therefore, search 
until he finds them as he wants t hem, or, if t he land he already 
possesses has subsoils unsuited to fruit growing, he can save 
moncy by refraining from attempts at it . 
As a rule, the physical structure of a soil affects the suitability 
of a piece of land for fruit growing more than the exact nature of 
its chemical composition. Fertility, as measured by the supply 
of available mineral elements, is important, but if some nutrients 
are lacking or deficient they can usually be supplied rather 
cheaply and readily. Deep root penetration coupled with 
reasonable lateral spread is fundamental to proper nutrient and 
water supply. This cannot be secured unless the soil has the . 
proper texture; changing the texture of a soil is difficult. 
THE IDEAL SOIL VARIES WITH CONDITIONS 
Rigid specifications for the "ideal" soil, in the sense implied by 
mechanical and chemical analyses, cannot be formulated, because 
the availability of soil for fruit growing may be affected by oli-
mate. A large portion of the pear orchards in t he Rogue River 
Vallcy, in Oregon, grow on a very heavy adobe soil. This may 
not be the best soil for pears in that section, but they grow and 
bear well on it and the chief local diffi.cult ies in pear growing do 
not concern the soil. The heavier rainfall and scvercr winters 
in Michigan would render t his soil quite hopeless for any kind of 
fruit. On the other hand, peaches and apples succeed in Michi-
gan on soils that would be too light in regions with intense heat 
and high evaporation in the summer. Even tbc safe minimum 
depth of soil varies with the climate. Orchards bave died from 
drought in the Ozarks in soils as deep as some which overlie 
granite ledges in New England and support good apple orchards 
or as deep as the soil a bo ve soapstone in so me good prune orchards 
in the Willamette Valley. 
Furthermore, the various fruits have somewhat different 
requirements. In general, peaches are less tolerant of heavy 
soils than applcs, which in turn are possibly lcss tolerant in this 
rcspcct than pcars. The dwarf pear, growing on the shallow 
quincc root system, has been said to succeed in soils too poorly 
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drained for standard pears. Some grape varieties differ in the 
depth of their root systems and, consequently, in their requi.re-
ments as to depth of soil. 
These qualificatíons, wíth many other·s which are recognízed, 
do not vitíate, but actually strengthen, the general truth of the 
fundamental necessíty of deep and well-drained soil for fruit 
plants. That it is less important in somc cases than in others is 
merely another way of saying that it is more important in some 
cases than in others; it is always important. Event ually, the 
orchards where the margin of safety in this respect is considerable 
will sm·pass those where it is scant, for they will sm·víve the 
periods of extreme trial, which corne sooner or later in all regions. 
THE ADVANTAGES OF CERTAIN SLOPES 
In the days of small orchards, considerable attention was given 
to securing a slope in the most advantageous direc~íon, but 
increase in the size of the orchards, necessitating planting of slopes 
in all directions, demonstrated the general lack of important 
differences between the varíous aspects. The north slope, in 
some regions, may bave somewhat deeper soil and withstand 
drought better, but in these same regions there are good orchards 
on other slopes. Greater exposure to strong wind may affect 
the number to windfall fruits to some extent. In regions where 
root killing is likely to occur, the southerly slopes, because of their 
frequently scantier snow covering, are most liable to this type of 
mJury. Buds start somewhat earlier on south slopes, increàsing 
the liability to damage from late freezes and frosts, but in some, 
at least, of the northern regions the difference thus induced is 
very rarely marked enough to affect the crop. I n northern 
regions, crops for which the average growing season is no longer 
and no warmer than is necessary to ri pen the crop, as for example, 
grapes in Michigan, may prosper better on southerly aspects. 
After all, however, it must be admitted that every point of the 
compass is faced by successful orchards and vineyards. 
Circumstances sometimes force-or tempt-the fruit grower 
to utilize locations which are plainly defective in one respect or 
another. Recognition of the peril involved may lead to special 
adjustment which will diminish the danger. The orchardist 
should realize, however, t hat in assuming this added difficulty 
he is combating influences, natural or economic, which are 
relentless and untiring and bave wiped out great numbers of 
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orchard enterprises that were almost well founded. Just as 
a chain is no stronger than its weakest link, an orchard may be 
limited in its capabilities throughout every year of its existence 
by injudicious location. Carrying an unnecessary handicap is 
likely to increase labor or investment or running expense, and 
at the same time diminish the chance of success. Prospect of 
unusually good returns may warrant speculation, but with 
ordinary returns only the well-located orchards are successful 
for long. 
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CHAPTER XII 
PROPAGATION 
For a century or more after the landing of the fi rst English 
settlers, fruit was grown in America chiofiy for beverage pm·poses, 
apples for cider and peaches for brandy. To furnish these 
orchards, trees were grown from seed brought from Europe and to 
meet these needs the trees so raised were ample. For cider 
purposes an apple was an apple and little importance was attached 
to the kind of fruit a tree bare, whether the apples were sweet or 
saur or bitter, whether they were red or green or yellow, whether 
they ripened in October or April. All contained juice and from 
that juice cider could be made. In an orchard of a hundred 
trees t here were generally some that bare fruit suited to more 
special purposes; sweet. apples that would keep in to the winter 
were set aside to eke out the turnip supply as cattle feed-ensilage 
was unknown-and the fruit from certain trees was prized because 
it lent itself particularly well to manufacture inta the dried prod-
uct that was strung under the raf ters in the attic; here and 
there was a tree bearing fruit that was good for eating o ut o f hand. 
For these purposes, the orchard raised from seed su pplied 
sufficient assortment for the farro needs. As cities grew up, 
containing people who had no orchards to supply them, a market 
developed, and apples possessing special qualities came to have a 
cash value. As these cities grew larger the local supply became 
inadequate. Furthermore, shrewd skippers found that t hey could 
soll apples advantageously in Liverpool, N ew Orleans, and 
Havana, if t he apples were pleasant to look upon and to eat and 
if they stood the voyage well. To meet these various demands, 
the old seedling orchard, with no two trees bearing t he same 
kind 0f fruit, was wholly inadequate. Perhaps two or three 
trees in a hundred bare fruit that had cash value, but the apples 
on t he other trees were fit only for cider or for stock feed or for 
immediate consumption. If the whole orchard only bare the 
same kinds of fruit as the two or three valuable trees, t he value 
of the orchard would be greatly enhanced. 
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Unfortunately, trees raised from seeds of these especially good 
apples could not be counted on to bear fruit like the parent tree. 
A fine, red winter apple might produce trees bearing green or 
russet or yellow or red apples, with various flavors and of various 
keeping qualities. The original orchards, with their never-end-
ing variety of apples, had been raised presumably from seed of 
good apples. In the interest of standardization of the product, 
FIG. 55.-Tho graft union on the trunk of an oid tree, characteristic of the 
orchard of two and three generations ago. 
thercfore, recourse to the long-known, but-in America-rarely 
practiced, art oí grafting was necessary. Twigs from avaluable 
tree werc so set in other trees that they grew; all the branches 
that grew out from these twigs bore applcs of the same kind as 
those borne by the tree from which they came. By this proc-
ess, which Shakespere called "the art which doth mend nature," 
thousands of worthless trees were converted into valuable pro-
ducers. Similarly seedlings of 1 or 2 or 3 years' growth were 
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grafted before they were set in the orchard and the whole tree, 
growing from the one cion, bore fruit of this kind. 
From want of time, or skill, many farmers were unable to do 
this work; the grafting over, or top-working, of older trees was 
done, generally, by itinerant grafters, and thousands of trees with 
waist-high or breast-high swellings of the graft union that are 
still standing in the older orchards constitute a living monument 
to their work (Fig. 55). The new plantings, however, came 
increasingly to be made with trees bought from nurseries, where 
they had been already grafted. 
In these ways, then, the countless thousands, or even millions 
of Baldwin, Roxbury Russet, Rhode Island Greening, and Yellow 
Newtown apple trees came to fill the orchards of New England, 
the Hudson Ri ver Valley and the new regions of western N ew 
York. Similar processes were going on in the orchards of Pennsyl-
vania, New Jersey, and Virgínia. Nearly a hundred years after 
the death of the original Baldwin trce, which was a chance 
seedling in a Massachusetts pasture, fruit like that on the original 
tree is picked from thousands upon thousands of trees which, 
above ground, are the same. 
In this respect the orchardist's problem has not been materially 
different from that of the vegetable grower, the grain grower, or 
the stock raiser. All are interested in maintaining their stand-
ards of quality, in preserving the excellence of their best indi-
viduals, so that each gencration of plants may beat least as good 
as the one it succeeds. The difference has been in the way in 
which the problem has been solved. Grains, vegetables, and 
animals must be carefully selected and bred, a process requiring 
much skill and patience and sometimes yielding rather incli1Ierent 
resulta. For the fruit grower, the perpetuation <;>f a valuable 
individual is a comparatively simple matter, for he, in effect, 
divides the original tree, making new trees; by grafts or cuttings 
he produces plants that in kind are exactly like those from 
which they came, exactly like one another, and yield a uniform 
standardized product. They are literally "chips off the old 
block." 
Grafting thus serves the fruit grower primarily for the 
perpetuation of desirable trees and for their increase, so that 
the prorluct of the orchards can be, in some measure, stand-
ardized. It has, however, other special uses which are hardly 
less important. 
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GRAFTING TO OVERCOME DISEASES AND I NSECTS 
Grapes grow from cuttings. When the original Concord grape 
vine was found to have merit, pieces of the cane were placed in 
soil where they took root and each produced a new vine bearing 
Concord grapes. These cuttings sold at S5 each for a time, but 
in a short time cuttings from the new vines were available, and 
the supply increased so rapidly that in 10 or 15 years cuttings 
of this same varicty were selling at 2 or 3 cents each. Some 
varieties of grapes form roots more readily than others, but the 
process is feasible commercially with practically all varieties 
grown and with currants and gooseberries as well. 
For centuries grapes were grown in France from cuttings; 
nevertheless thousands of people now living have seen the vine-
yard industry resort to grafting. The transition from the simple 
and inexpensive process to the more complicated and expensive 
system was forced by an insect. In America, wild grapes bave 
developed and thrived despite a root louse, known commonly as 
phylloxera; prcsumably because of this they bave developcd a 
rather higb resistance to its effects, so that it is rarely a serious 
pest on tbese grapes. European grapes, however, had developed 
in tbe absence of this insect and whcn it did cross the Atlantic 
and became established in the vineyards of France, the infested 
vines quickly succumbed. So extensive became tbe loss that the 
wine industry was threatened; on many farms the grape was tbe 
principal source of income, and destruction of the vineyards 
presented a serious economic problem involving one of tbe leading 
industries of France. Control measures were impracticable 
until it was demonstrated that the European grapes could be 
grafted on certain American stocks and that the resulting vines 
had resistance to pbylloxera because of the American roots, 
and at the same time the nature of the fruit was not cbanged. 
It is no exaggeration to state that this stratagem saved the wine 
industry of France, if not of all Europe. 
In a similar way, the apple industry in Australia is, in no 
small measure, dependent on a special apple stock, produced in a 
special manner, to guard against serious damage or destruction 
from woolly aphis attacks on the roots. 
Disea.ses, as well as insects, have an influence in detcrrnining 
which stocks are best in some cascs. A large proportion of the 
Englisb walnut trces grown on the Pacífic coast are on Nortbern 
California black walnut roots, which resist the "musbroom root 
.I 
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rot" bettcr than the roots of the English walnut. The prevailing 
stock for oranges in California and Florida is the sour orange, 
which is used chiefiy beca use of its resistance to "foot rot." 
In many of the pear districts of California certain strains or 
types of the J apanese pear are desirable stocks because they are 
more resistant to fire blight than the ordinary pear (Pyrus 
communis); in some of these districts, however, the great suscepti-
bility of these J apanese types to mushroom root rot renders 
their use impracticable. 
GRAFTING TO MAKE PLANTS HARDY OR FRUITFUL 
Sometimes climate or soil peculiarities dictate the choice of 
stocks on which fruits are worked. In some of the vineyard 
districts of France, stocks are chosen not alone for phylloxera 
resistance but also for ability to fiourish in calcareous soil ; only 
a few can meet this twofold requirement. In the north-central 
part of the United States many apple trees are grown on roots 
of the Siberian crab apple because of its great resistance to injury 
from freezing. Use of the cheap Marianna stock for plum trees 
is precluded in northern states by its tenderness. 
Trees of tender varieties of apples, such as King, Baldwin, 
and Grimcs, formed by grafting these varieties into the branches 
of hardier sorts, bave survived wintcrs that killed root-grafted 
or budded trees of these varictics. The hardiness of the part 
above the graft is not affected by this practice, but a hardier 
variety is substituted in the vulnerable portion- the trunk-
and the hardiness of the tree as a whole is thus increased by this 
"double working." The processis comparable to strengthening 
the weakest link in a chain. The other links are not affected, but 
the chain, as a whole, is stronger. In a similar way and for 
similar reasons, orange trees formed by budding into the tops 
of the relatively hardy trifoliate orange are, in effect, rendered 
more hardy. 
The stature of the tree desired is sometimes the determining 
factor. Pear trees on quince roots never attain the size of the 
same varieties on pear roots (Fig. 56); apple trces on roots of 
the so-called Paradise and Doucin apples are dwarfed. Conse-
quently, for planting in a narrowly limited spacc, trees on these 
stocks are sometimes used. 
Fruitfulness is sometimes affected by t he stocks used. Dwarf 
pear and apple trees, making slow growth, generally corne into 
I 
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bearing carlier than "standard" t recs of thc same varieties 
but remain small, and never attain the productiveness of th~ 
mature, standard tree. On the other hand, some grapes, such 
as Campbell Early, make much larger and much more productive 
vines when grafted on certain vigorous stocks than they do when 
grown as "direct producers," i.e., from cuttings. 
FIO. 56.-0n the left a row of 18-year-old standard Bartlett pear trees grow-
ing on ordinary pear seedling roots; on the right a row of dwarf trees of tbe 
same age and variety, growing on quince roots. Note the difference in size. 
Grafting may infl.uence fruitfulness in other ways than by the 
stocks used. Sometimes the introduction of a pollenizing variety 
is nccessary to ensUl'e fruitfulness, as in many cherries and plums. 
The pistachio and the fig are dioecious and male trees or male 
branches are needed to render the female trecs fruitful. Mis-
takes may be rectified by grafting. Sometimes the grower's 
judgment is poor and he orders a poor variety, and sometimes 
11 
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the nurscryman delivers the wrong variety. These mistakes 
arc generally not detectcd until the trees begin bearing; at this 
time it is generally less costly to graft trees of many kinds over 
to profitable varieties than it is to take them out and replant. 
Furthermore, considerable time is saved in producing tops of 
bearing age and size of the desired variety. It is to correct these 
mistakes that grafting now finds its greatest use in the hands 
of fruit growers, for most of the grafting that is for the propagat-
ing of new trees is done in commercial nm·series. 
THE CHOICE OF STOCKS 
Most fruits can be grafted on severa! distinct stocks. Pear 
grafts, for example, grow not only on pear, but also on quince, 
mountain ash, apple, and Siberian crab apple. Plums grow not 
only on the various species of plum, but also on peach, almond, 
and apricot. A given spccies or variety, however, is not, as a 
rule, equally congenial to the various stocks to which it might be 
united. The pear is almost invariably short lived on mountain 
ash and apple, and some varieties, such as Bartlett, make a poor 
union with the quince. Similarly, the apricot makes a poor 
union with the almond; consequently, to produce an apricot 
suitable for planting in dry soils near the Mediterranean sh01·es 
of France, recourse is had to double working; the apricot is grafted, 
not directly on the almond, but on a peach which has already 
been grafted on the almond. The apricot makes a good union 
with the peach and the peach makes a good union with the almon d. 
The variety of possible stooks in many cases permits some 
latitude in choice between them. Final decision, however, fre-
quently depends on several considerations. Obviously the union 
must be congenial; in addition the stock must bave adaptability 
to the location in which it is placed. Plums on peach stocks are 
generally less successful in heavy soils than those on some of the 
plum stocks. In France all grape stocks must be phylloxera 
resistant, but soil differences necessitate the use of one stock on 
chalky soils, another for chronically dry soils, another for wet 
soils, and so on. Sometimes the cheapness, ease of propagation, 
or initial vigor of growth rather than the ultimate character of 
the tree in the orchard, determines the stock used. There has 
been rather general agreement on the St. J ulien as the best stock 
for plums of the domestica group, but the high cost of the seed-
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lings and the difficulty of handling them in the nursery render it 
unprofitable for the nurseryman; as a result it is not used. On 
the other hand, the cheapness of peach seedlings, the ease with 
which they receive buds, and the vigorous trees they produce in 
the nursery row bave caused them to be very widely used-morc 
generally, perhaps, than they justify by their performance in 
the matme orchard. 
INFLUENCE OF STOCK ON ClON 
Differences in the character of the fruit produced, depending 
on the kind of stock used, are generally negligible or wholly 
absent, judged by commercial standards. Minor differences in 
time of ripening and, therefore, in the flavor or color, are somc-
times reported, but in comparison with the vastly greater amount 
of negative evidence they are relatively unimportant. The fears 
entertained at the outset of the grape grafting in France, lest the 
American grape stocks should impart an undesirable flavor 
to the European grapes growing on them, ha ve proved unfounded. 
Similarly, the rnisgivings felt in Florida and California lest the 
sour-orange stocks might reduce the sweetness of the oranges 
growing from the grafts set in them, were baseless. 
The independence of the various parts with respect to the 
final products of plant metabolism is well illustrated by an experi-
ment on cinchona trees in the East Indies. The bark of some 
trees has a high quinine content, while that of others yields 
relatively little; these differenccs are maintained in trees prop-
agated by budding or grafting. An inquisitive planter tried 
the experiment of working a high-yielding strain upon a low-
yielding strain and aftcr the scion had made some growth it in 
tmn received a graft from the low-yielding strain. All foliage 
and branches were removed from the high-yielding section of the 
tree trunk; this section, then, received from below m·ude sap 
taken up by and conducted through a low-yielding scction and 
from above it received foods elaborated in the other low-yielding 
section. Absorption, conduction, and elaboration, were in the 
low-yielding portions of the tree; nevertheless, the section f rom the 
high-quinine strain produced high-yielding bark (also see Fig. 57). 
The fruit-bearing portion in the grafted tree is even less sub-
ject to influences from the stock than the bark in the case just 
cited. It has its own foliage and does its own elaborating of 
nutrients into food and, therefore, may bc assumed to bave 
I 
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considerable independence. It is conceivable-though not yet 
definí tely established as a general occurrence-that a slow-growing 
or early maturing stock may check growth in the top, and in this 
way produce earlier or more complete ripening in the fruit. If 
FIG. 57.-Independence of cion and stock. The carly Yemation of the stock 
has not noticeably hastened the unfolding of buds on the cions grafted int{) it, 
though it must be conceded they might bave been la ter still on a later stock. 
this condition does occur, the stock may influencc the quality 
of the fruit but not as directly as has bcen assumed sometimes. 
An carly ripening stock, bearing green apples, might in this way 
influence thc grafts to produce redder, swccter applcs. In any 
case, the mere fact that a gi ven tree produccs green apples should 
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not dctcr the orchardist from grafting it to a red variety, nor 
need he fear that the qualityof some good varicty will be injured 
if grafted on a variety whose fruit is inferior or worthless. 
On the vigor and size attained by the tree and, therefore, 
indirectly on its yields the stock has, in some cases, a very pro-
nounced effect. Quince roots dwarf the pear tree and make it 
bear fruit earlier than it does on pear roots, though the quince has 
no dwarfing effect on the loquat. The so-called "Paradise" 
apple produces dwarf trees when grafted to standard varieties, 
and the Doucin produces trees intermcdiate in size between the 
Paradisc dwarfs and those worked on òrdinary apple seedlings. 
Chcny trccs on Mazzard roots are larger than those of the same 
varieties on Mahaleb roots. In a few cases, however, the dwarf 
character is inherent in the cion rather than produced by the 
stock; there are, for example, some peach varieties which are 
dwarfs rcgaràless of the stock on which they are worked and 
some apple varieties-as the Wagenm~nevcr attain the stature 
of some others-as the Northern Spy. 
Though more than nine-tenths of the grafting is done in the 
nurscry, and stocks for this grafting are choscn by the nursery-
man, the growcr is the one who buys and plants the trces and 
loses or profits by their later performance. The success of his 
orchard entcrprise may depend as much on thc kind of roots on 
which his trees have been propagated as on the varieties that 
constitute theu· tops. For this reason he should acquaint 
himself with thc characteristics of different root stocks as well 
as with the characteristics of different varieties, :find out which 
a!·e adaptable to his soil and climatic conditions, and then pur-
chase accordingly. He should realize the importance of these 
diffcrcnccs keenly enough to be willing to cooperate with the 
nurseryman who is willing to grow trees designed to be pro:fitable 
in the orchard rather than those that can be sold easiest or 
cheapcst. This cooperation may involve paying more. The 
anxiety of the grower to get large trees at small outlay and bis 
indifference to the stock bave deterred nurserymen from helping 
the growcr as much as they might bave done. Furthermore, the 
orchardist should learn to set cions and to care for the developing 
grafts, bccause the orchard that contains nonc but the kinds of 
trees that wcre ordered, or that are wantcd, is the exception 
and working ovcr is in many cases the most practicable remcdy 
for the situation. 
I 
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CHAPTER XIII 
NURSERY PRACTICES AND NURSERY CATALOGS 
A visitar to a fruit-tree nursery during August is likely to 
notice in the rows of young trees, groups of men who evince a 
most remarkable ability in standing for hours with their legs 
straight, badies bent at t he hips, and their hands busy at the 
base o f the trees. These men are "sctting buds." With great 
I II m nr v 
Fio. 58.-Steps in budding: <n bud stick, showing taking of bud, with cut 
starting below; (Il), bud removed; (III), stock with T-shaped incision in bark; 
(IV), stock with bud inserted; (V), stock with bud inserted and tied with raffia. 
dexterity one of them remaves a piece of bark, so cut t hat it 
includes a bud, from a twig that he carrics, and inserts it in a 
T-shaped cut he makes in the bark of a tree in the row (Fig. 58), 
and then he moves on to the next tree in thc row, which he 
treats in like manner. Following him is a boy whose nimble 
fingers twist a band of raffia around the tree at the point where 
the bud was inserted, in such a manner that it presses the bark 
146 
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down, "shutting o ut the air " and presses the bud close against 
the trec. 
If this work is well done-which means generally if it is done 
so that the inner portion of the piece of bark containing the bud 
presses close against the wood where the bark of the tree was 
Fra. 59.-Left, cleft graft ready for waxing; right, whip or tongue graft; a., b, 
front a nd sidc views of stock (below) and cion (abovc); e, d, cion inserted in 
stock, ready for wnxing or for tying and waxing. 
cut and lifted-the bud "takes," i .e., it u ni tes with the tree, in 
about 2 weeks. The ties are then cut. In the following spring 
the tree will be cut back to a point just above the inserted bud 
and the vigor of the root system will be concentrated in forcing 
growth from this bud. Everything growing from this bud will 
¡:artake of its nat u re; if it came f rom an Elberta peach tree, thr, 
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FIG. 60.-Above. Cleft-graft union (in cross-scction) at end of first year's 
growth (cf. Fig. 59). The stock was 2 years oid when grafted. There was 
apparently no contact between stock and cion at the level of this section, though 
it is possible that the calius g:rowth (KK') from the oion (CC') has wedged 
the stock away from the cion. Most, if not all, of the calius has grown from the 
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new tree will ultimately bear El berta peacbes; and if it came 
from a Salwey tree, tbe new tree will bear Salwey peacbes. 
Practically all tbe stone fruits and a large portion of the apple 
and pcar trees produced in American nUl·scries are propagated 
by tbis process, known as budding. Some of the apples and 
pcars arc produced by grafting. 
R OOT GRAFTING 
As done in the United States, nursery grafting is generally 
carried on in the winter, indoors. A piece of apple root, 2 to 4 
incbes long, is grafted with a cion, or piece of twig, generally 
about 6 incbes long, cut from tbe growtb made during tbe last 
summer. Sloping cuts are made on the upper end of tbe root 
and thê lower end of the cion, each is slit for a sbort distance, 
and tbey are joined, the tongue of each fitting into the cor-
responding slit on the other (Fig. 59). Tbe cbief precaution 
neccssary in this opcration is to make sure tbat tbc inner bark of 
stock and cion meet, on one side at least. It is not necessary, 
howcvcr, that stock and cion be of the same size. Formerly 
these grafts were wrapped with string, but in recent years many 
nUl·scries have omitted tbe wrapping. As thcy are completed 
thc grafts are set away, packed in clean moist sand or sawdust, 
in a cool place. Before long a calius grows out from the stock 
and another from the cion; when these coalcsce the grafts bave 
united (Fig. 60). In the spring tbe "grafts" are planted in the 
nursery row, gcnerally witb only tbc top bud protruding; here 
they grow and produce root-grafted trees. 
In EUl·ope a more commou practice is to allow seedlings to 
grow several years in the nursery and tben to graft them, some-
timcs 3 or 4 feet from the ground. This is in line with the 
Europcan practice of planting older trees than American fruit 
growers use. It is based apparently on tbe supposition that 
seedlings are bardier than the varieties worked on them and that 
cion. Thero is no true union between stock and cion (soe WW') except in the 
wood which develops arter the graft is set. Even this sort of union was delayed 
on the right side, at tho level or this section, unti! growth reached the point P. 
Meohanical pressura and moisture hastened this union. Tbc so-called "wound 
stimulation" is exemplified by tbc shirt in the loca.tion or the zones or maximum 
thickness o f annual rings in the second and third ycars (II a nd III). 
Below. Section or tonguc grart cut at levcl which did not include the tongue. 
Stock at lcrt, oion at right (indicatecl by difTcrcnco iu annual rings). This 
section shows union between stock and cion atA anc! A' and or cion with itself 
at B. The cion was somewhat smaller than the stock (cf. Fig. 59 d). 
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the resulting tree is, therefore, hardier than o ne grafted lower; 
in the United States hardiness is generally one of the qualities 
requisite in a variety and since a large number of the varieties 
used are hardier than the average secdling, the effect would be 
just the opposite. 
STOCKS FOR FRUIT TREES 
Despite the wide range of possibilities offered, the kinds of 
stocks used for fruit trees in the United States are comparatively 
few. For the apple, the common stock is the seedling apple; 
for the pear, seedlings of several pear species; and for the peach, 
seedling peaches are used. The Mahaleb cherry is the prevalent 
stock for the cherry, though on the Pacífic coast, where root 
killing is less common or unknown, the Mazzard cherry is pre-
ferred. The plum, of which several specics are grown, p'resents 
the greatest variety o f stock s in actual use. For J apanese plums 
the peach has been rather widely used as a stock, and the Myro-
bolan plum is probably the most common stock for other com-
mercially grown sorts of plums. 
The production of these seedling stocks is aspecialized business. 
A large portion of them have been imported from Europe, where, 
because of relatively low-priced labor, they can be grown more 
cheaply than in the United States. The seed are planted close 
together in rows and the cultivation given the young plants is 
much like that of an ordinary field crop, such as beans. At the 
end of the first growing season the seedlings are dug, or plowed 
out, graded, bundled, packed, and shipped to nurserymen. In 
the spring the nurseryman cuts away most of the tops and 
plants the roots; in good soil and with good cultivation, they 
grow sufficiently to be budded in the following summer. An 
apple seedling, for example, grown in 1927 from seed produced in 
· 1926, is dug in the fall of 1927, cut back and planted in the 
nursery row in the spring of 1928, and budded in the surnmer of 
1928. I n the spring of 1929 the seedling is cut back to the inserted 
bud and from this grows the fruit-bearing portion. The tree 
is ready for sale as a yearling whip in the fall of 1929 or as a 2-
year-old in the fall of 1930. The root-grafted tree is ready for 
sale a year earlier. The seedling raised in 1927 is root-grafted 
the following winter, lined out in the spring of 1928 and, under 
favorable conditions, is ready for sale in the fall of the same 
year. Actually, however, in many northern nUI·series, growth 
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the first year aftcr grafting is generally too slow to produce 
a saleable tree that year. 
The young peach tree has a somewhat different history. 
Peach pits, which, for eastern nurseries are generally gathered 
from wild trees in Tennessee and North Carolina, are planted in 
the spring and the resultant seedlings budded in August and 
September of the same year. In the following spring they are 
cut back, and they make enough growth f rom the bud during the 
summer to be ready for sale in the fall. Briefiy, the history 
may be summarized thus: pit planted in the spring of 1926; 
seedling budded August 1926; seedling top removed in the spring 
of 1927; tree ready for sale in the fall of 1927. 
These stories may be compared readily from the diagram: 
Peach Apple 
Root grafted Budded 
Spring 1927 Pit planted Seed plantcd Seed planted 
la t e sum mer 1927. Seedling budded 
Wintcr 1927- 1928 . o . o •• • o ••• o. o . Grafted 
Spring 1928 .. . . ... Seedling top re- Planted in nurs- Seedling planted 
moved ery row in nursery row 
Summer 1928 . . .. . • • • o . o ••• o •••• •••• • o . o • • • ••• Budded 
Fall 1928 ... . . . . . . Ready for sale. Ready for sale ? 
Dug. Dug? 
Spring 1929 . . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •••••••• o • •• •• Seedling top re-
moved 
Fall 1929 ......... ....... . ...... Ready for sale. Ready for sale? 
Dug. Dug? 
Fall 1930 .... . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • •••••• • • o • ••• Ready for sale . 
Dug 
Though the materials used and the processes involved in 
producing fruit trccs are comparatively simple, the resulting 
nursery trces are not all alike or equallysuitable for allconclitions, 
and numcrous questions present themselves to the prospective 
planter in making up an order from the nursery catalog. These 
arc in addition to those respecting his choice of varieties. 
ONE- OR TWO-YEAR-OLD TREES 
If he is ordering apple trees, he must decide between 1- and 
2-ycar-old trees and some nurseries beguile him with trees still 
oldcr. Despite abundant experience to the contrary, many 
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pcople still cntertain tbc notion that the older trees will bear 
earlier in the orchard. Many districts havc wholly discarded 
the 2-year-old tree, however, and asidc from its appearance 
there is little to recommend it. In favor of the yearling can be 
counted the lower cost, quicker recovery f rom 11 transplanting 
shock," and a better opportunity of training the trec to a modi-
:fied leader type. The 2-year-old trec grown in the nursery row 
has its lower limbs shadcd out or trimmed off, making the attain-
ment of proper spacing between scaffold limbs a diffi.cult matter. 
Older trees, guaranteed to bear the year they are planted, may 
be nice toys for t he backyard farmer, but they have no place in 
the commercial orchard. Peach trees are universally planted 
as 1-year-old trees. 
GRADE OF NURSERY STOCK 
Fruit trees are sold in severa! grades, determined by height and 
11 caliper," i.e., the diameter at the collar, usually expressed in 
sixteenths of an inch, and the price increases with the size (Fig. 
61). 
The smaller trees are al ways open to suspicion. If the small 
size is due to their growing in poor or dry soil they may, under 
favorable circumstances, g:row nicely in the orchard and make 
profitable trees, though proper training is generally more diffi-
cult with undersized trees. If, however, t hey are the culls 
from among larger trees, they may be permanently inferior 
because of the nature of the stocks on which they are worked. 
Seedlings vary greatly in vigor as well as in the character of their 
fruit and an inferior seedling stock may 'produce an inferior 
orchard tree. Consequently the planting of a small tree cannot, 
under ordinary conditions, but be regarded as a gamble. 
On the other hand, nUJ·series sometime produce trees that are 
too large to be handled advantageously. Besidcs lacking in 
hardiness for fall planting, the oversized trees are likely to give 
trou ble in forming a good framewo:rk. The buds along the 
t:runk, which do not start until the following year in the tree of 
modera te vigor, are likely to 11 break" in very vigorous trees, 
and branches grow out a year ahead of their proper time. These 
are generally either shaded out during the same scason or likely 
to be broken in handling the trces after they are dug. The result 
is that when these trees are headed back to their proper height 
there are few or no buds to send out branches. Under these 
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Fto. 61.-Grndes of nursery stock (in 2-yenr-old class). From left to right 
t he ftrst thrco aro Northern Spy apple, XXX, XX, X grades respectively ; 
fourth , Kciffer poar, bcst gra.de; fifth, dwarf Duchcss poar, best grade. 
¡, 
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circumstances the only possible sources of branches are adventi-
tious buds, which lack the uniformity of arrangement that 
characterizes the normal buds; as a result, the spacing and 
arrangement of the limbs are likely to be inferior. 
From year to year, in most scctions where nursery stock is 
grown, weather conditions so affect the size of the trees and the 
proportion that fall within the various size-groups, that a tree of 
a given size might be small for one year and medium for another. 
Furthermore, size is not always a safe guide. A small yearling, 
left undisturbed in the nm·sery row and cut back close to the 
ground, may make a vig01·ous growth the following year and 
be graded as a first-class yearling rather than an inferior 2-year-
old. Sometimes "cut-back" trees of a different kind are offered. 
A cold winter or early occurrence of cold weather may damage 
trees to such an e}.:tent that they are unsafe for planting, and 
the nurserymen may cut them back, removing all the injured 
wood. Trees of this sort, aside from lacking symmetry, · should 
'prove satisfactory in the orchard. Clearly, then, few rules can 
be laid down as absol u te; small trees may or may not be inferior 
and cut-back trees may or may not be inferior. The planter may 
insist on getting material that is above suspicion on these various 
counts, or he may effect some saving by using more or less 
material which might be open to suspicion unless offered by a 
nurseryman in whom he has confidence. 
Sometimes the prospective peach planter is offered "June-
budded" trees. These are produced in southern nurseries where 
the length of the growing season permits the nurseryman to 
plant peach pits in the winter and to bud the resulting seedlings 
in June of the same year. For this he either uses buds cut while 
the trees were dormant and kept in cold storage until they are 
used or he uses buds cut from the CUITent season's growth. As 
soon as the buds bave taken, the seedlings are cut back, and 
growth from the inserted bud produces a budded tree in the same 
season. These trees are, however, not equal in size or devel-
opment to those produced by the slower, standard method and, 
despite their lower price, are little used by northern planters. 
DWARF TREES 
Dwarf fruit trees are produced by working the standard sorts of 
fruits on stocks which reduce the size of the trees without mate-
rially affecting the size or the quality of the fruit they produce. 
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The so-called Paradise apple stocks produce small apple trecs 
whose limited growth and rather sparse foliage often result in 
the fruit being of particularly high color. The Doucin apple 
stock produces a tree intermediate in size between the "standard" 
tree growing on seedling roots and the type produced by the 
"Paradise." In Euro pe, dwarf pear trees produced by working 
the pear on the quince are in wide use, because of the ease with 
which they lend themselves to espalier and cordon training 
against walls, where the extra heat they receive is useful in 
attaining proper ripening of the fruit. In the United States, 
heat during the growing season is less often a limiting factor 
in pear production, and the labor and expense involved in special 
training is greater; consequently the dwarf tree is less important 
so far as quality is concerned. Control of psylla and blight in the 
tops would make the dwarf tree desirable were it not that the 
quince root is particularly susceptible to blight and to freezing, 
contingencies with which European growers bave never or rarely 
to deal. The passage of time may reveal a pear-dwarfing stock 
other than the quince, which would change matters consider-
ably; with the present materials, commercial orchards of dwarf 
pears are rarely successful in the Unitcd States. Peach trees 
seldom attain undesirable size on peach roots and they bear 
early; consequently there is no present occasion to seek special 
dwarfing stocks for commercial plantations of this fruit. Some 
plum stocks appear to bave a rather dwarfing effect on peach 
trees, and there arc some varieties of peach, which, since the 
dwarfing character is inherent in the variety itself, are dwarfs 
regardless of the stock on which they are worked. In general, 
dwarf trees may be said to merit no place as yet in the commercial 
orchards of the United States. 
DOUBLE WORKING 
Doublc-worked trees are offered by some nurseries. This 
term signifies that the trees have been twice grafted or budded. 
The purpose in this double working varies with the material. 
Some pear varieties, as Bartlctt, for example, do not make a good 
union with the quincc, while others unite very well. To make a 
satisfactory dwarf Bartlett tree, therefore, the nurseryman buds 
the quince root to the Hardy pcar and later buds or grafts the 
Bartlett into the Hardy. The Bartlett unites wcll with the 
Hardy and the Hardy unites well with the quince. The Grimes 
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apple, notoriously subject to crown injury or collar rot, is similarly 
worked on a variety that is lcss susceptible, such as Delicious, 
which of com·se was budded or grafted on a seedling. 
BUDDED OR GRAFTED TREES 
Choice between budded and grafted apple t rees is not particu-
larly important in most commercial apple sections. Wherever 
root killing is likely to become important, howeveí·, root-grafted 
trees are preferable. These are generally made from a short piece 
of root and a rather long cion and when they are planted most of 
the cion is below ground. The underground portions of the cions 
of most varieties eventually send out roots which, because of their 
favorable location, are likely to become the chief roots of the tree. 
Varieties selected for northern regions are necessarily hardy and 
t he cion roots appear to share in this ability to resist cold. They 
are, therefore, less susceptible to freezing than t he average 
seedling roots. Distinction should be made between the process 
and the materials; cion roots are not inherently hardier than 
others, unless they corne from hardier varieties, and cion roots 
from tender varieties would be more tender than those of the 
average seedling. 
At one time there was much discussion concerning the supposed 
superiority of root-grafted trees grown from whole roots over 
those grown from "piece roots." Experience has shown clearly 
that there is no consistent difference bctwecn them. 
SPORTS, STRAINS, AND "PEDIGREED" NURSERY STOCK 
Over a period of many years horticulturists bave noted the 
occasional occurrence of single branches which consistently bore 
fruit of a different character from the rest of t he tree. These 
departures in type took somewhat diverse forms resulting, for 
example, in a peach producing a nectarine, or a Bartlett pear 
producing fruit with stripes, or a Baldwin apple producing a red 
russeted apple, or a variety characterized by red stripes producing 
solid red fruit. Buds or cions from thcse limbs reproduced the 
variation and in some cases the new types ha ve received names as 
new varieties. Variants of this kind are known as "bud sports," 
or improved strains of the variety from which they have sprung. 
Recognition of these "sports" has led to the supposition that 
sports of other sorts may arise. Particularly fruitful trees have 
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been sought as the som·ce of propagating wood, on the assumption 
that trees raised from them would also be particularly fruitful; 
this is done, of course, on the assumption that thesc trees were 
fruitful because of sporting in the buds from which they were 
grown and in disregard of the possibility that the superior fruit-
fulness rnay have been due to their having been planted in soil 
that was particularly fertile or particularly well drained or their 
having been worked on seedling stocks that were particularly 
congenial or adaptable. 
Actual evidence is still too meager to permit final judgment on 
the likelihood of permanent yield variations arising as bud sports. 
Experience with citrus fruits has been interpreted to show that 
degenera te or unfruitful strains may arise in this way and, because 
their great vigor makes them most likely to be chosen as the 
source of bud sticks for further propagation, trees from this wood 
may intime outnumber the fruitful strains in the orchard. Cases 
of actual improvement in fruitfulness are very rare and not 
altogether convincing. In the deciduous fruits, such evidence as 
is available is almost wholly against the e>.:istence of strains 
differing in yield within the variety. This in itself is not proof 
that they do not exist; it may merely reflect the difficulty of 
recognizing them and of distinguishing between a possible herit-
able fruitfulness arising from a bud variation and the transitory 
fruitfulness that is due to favorable environment. Distinction 
between these cannot be made by any other known criterion than 
raising and fruiting the tree, which requircs a long time. Mean-
while, thc grower may elect to pay more for cc pedigreed" or 
cc bud-selccted" stock as insurance against a possible loss, but he 
should do it with the realization that the value of such stock is 
not established. 
Recent studies have rendered possible the indentification, by 
their leaf characters, of some varieties in the nursery row, thus 
permitting the elimination of ccrogues." Some nurseries are 
having their stock inspected, and the trees cc certified" on this 
basis as true to name. 
It should be evident that few invariable rules can be laid down 
for the selection or purchase of nursery stock. The fruit grower 
should remember, however, that the nursery catalogue is not a 
planting guide and that the business of the nursery salesman is 
that o f selling trees. N ot infrequently the nurscry catalogue or 
the nursery agent recommends certain varieties or certain stocks 
I! 
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and oíten the grower does well to íollow thesc recommendations, 
but sometines they are made without due consideration oí local 
conditions oí soil, climate, or market. The grower is the person 
who finally profits or loses by the transaction. Ris is the respon-
sibility. Ris only insurance is his own knowledge oí varieties, 
stocks, soils, and other environmental conditions. The nursery 
can, at the best, only guarantee sound disease-íree nursery stock 
oí the grade, kind, and variety ordered. 
I 
CHAPTER XIV 
TRAINING THE ORCHARD TREE 
"Just as the twig is bent the tree's inclined." For numerous 
generations many European fruit growers have exemplified this 
proverb by training trees into forms tbat to a fruit grower in the 
United States seem curious indeed. Some comparatively simple 
examples as they grew in the gardens o f tbe N ational Scbool of 
Horticulture at Versailles, are sbown in Figure 62. Tbe vertical 
flatness of the trees is not to be ascribed to the artist or tbe 
engraver; trees were and are grown in that and various similar 
forms. In mucb of tbe fruit-growing area of Europe most sum-
mers are so cool tbat tbe ripening of hickory nuts is rare enougb 
to receive mention in gardening journals and tbe area of glass-
houses devoted to grapes and peaches is not inconsiderable. 
Proper ripening of peacbes and of many pears and apples requires 
all tbe heat and sunshine tbat are available in tbe ordinary 
season. The "candelabr!i-" trees illustrated in tbe figure con-
sti tu te an adjustment to these requirements. Grown against a 
wall they receive reflected heat and are kept "o pen" to utilize 
sunligbt to the utmost. In some cases, too, t be space saved by 
tbis training may be more important tban tbe labor involved in 
dcveloping it. Few bave contended that trees of this type yield 
heavily; in the production o f apples for cid er, a specializcd enter-
prise in Em·ope wbere cbeapness, whicb requires higb yield, is 
important, trees are grown in t be familiar orcbard form. 
In tbe United States, summer beat and sunshine are compara-
tively abundant and color and quality develop almost auto-
matically. Labor is more expensive than space and tbe 
determining factor in profit is yield. Single apple trces bave 
yielded over two tons of fruit in one season. Consequently tbe 
American orcbardist quite rigbtly gives bis trees more room and 
inclines tbc young twigs in otber directions or lets them incline 
thcmselvcs. 
Left to itself, an apple or a pear trce tends to grow tall and 
ratber slender, with a single trunk extending undivided to tbe 
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top and numerous comparati vely small branches radiating f rom 
it. Since the branches are small no one of them bears a heavy 
load and splitting of the crotches is rare, but the very persistence 
of the numerous branches makes the tree rather compact, the 
Fia. 62.-" Candelabra" training of pear trees. (Alter Robinson, 1876.) 
foliage dense, much of the fruit poorly colored, and renders 
spraying, thinning, and picking difficult. This was the pre-
vailing type of tree in the early orchards of this country, when 
apples were raised .largely for home use in cidcr, as dried fruit, 
for cooking1 and as stock feed; markets wcre small and no pro-
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nounced color prefercnce existed. For the prevailing conditions, 
then, this naturally growing tree served its pmpose well and it 
lived a long tirne. 
FIG. 63.-A "na tural" type, i . e., an unpruned, apple (Cannon Pearmain) tree, 
70 to 75 ycars oid, in a Virginia orchard. It still bears heavy crops. 
THE CENTRAL-LEADER TYPES 
Between the naturally growing tree (Fig. 63), the central 
leader (Fig. 64), and the pyramidal tree (Fig. 65) the only 
clifferences are in refinement of detail. In the unpruned tree 
the successively formed upper limbs tend constantly to assume 
dominance over the Iower, gradually shading out the lowest 
limbs, making the tree ultirnately more or less umbrella shaped 
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and its fruiting region high. With these tendencies corrected, 
the natural tree beco mes a central-leader tree; this effect is 
secured principally by continued heading back of the central 
leader and the upper limbs and may be accompanied by some 
Fio. 64.-An 18-year-old leader type Mclntosh apple tree. In spite of the 
leader training and the large number of scaffold limbs, it has been kept reason-
ably open by light pruning (compare with Fig. 69). 
thinning of the lower limbs. The pyramidal tree differs from 
the central leader only in the greater care given to these details 
and in having the limbs start practically at the surface of the 
ground. Ordinarily it is a smaller tree than the central leader; 
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FIG. 65.-A typicnl pyrnmidal pear tree, 6 years oid. (Alter Hardy. 1870.) 
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FIG. 66.-A vase-shaped peach tree, the ideal of 1851. (Alter Barry.) 
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indeed, this style has been used e>.:tensively with dwarf trecs. 
Fundamentally, however, central-leader and pyramidal trees 
retain the multiplioity of limbs characteristic of the natural 
type and with it t he tendency to its disadvantages. 
THE OPEN -CENTERED OR VASE-SHAPED TREE 
With the development of markets and the risc of commercial 
orcharding came a premium on well-colored fruit. Before very 
long the keener orchardists were growing, along with new varie-
F.!G. 67.-The result of trnining to the open-centcr type and permitting all the 
scaffold limbs to originate at practically one point on t.he trunk. 
ties, a new type of tree, calculated to meet the new requirements. 
This was the vase- or goblet-shaped, now known commonJy as 
the open-center, tree. Figure 66, of French origin, published 
in Barry's Fruit Garden in 1851, illustrates the ideal then preva-
lent. The chief oonsideration in developing these open-
center trees was the exposuTe of the fruit to sunlight; to that end 
the centers were rigorously cut out, leaving a large open space. 
The fruiting area was essentially an inverted hollow cone. With 
slight moclifications, this type persisted as the ideal of ambitious 
apple growers until most of the trees now bearing had made 
considerable growth and it is by no means unknown in young 
orchards of the present. In the peach it is still the standard. 
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As these open-center trees grew older, however, they became 
less and less satisfactory. The clivision of the trunks into three 
or fo ur scafiold limbs placed immense loads on each limb; if a 
greater number of limbs were developed to divide the load, their 
Fro. 68.-A tree that was trained to the modified-leader type, with reason-
ably wide spacing oí the scaffold limbs and the resulting mechanical strength 
of the crotches and framework. The tree has a reasonably open non-bushy 
center. 
bases crowded one another on the trunk as they grew older. In 
either case, the attachments of the limbs to the trunk, called 
the "crotches," were weak and the limbs, or even the trees, 
split down; Figure 67 depicts a tree which illustrates these two 
weaknesses in framework building. Furthermore, with great 
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perverseness these trees sent out water sprouts to fill t he open 
center. When these were removed the sun shone not only on 
the fruit but also on the bark, often with dire consequences in 
the forro of sunscald, and ultimate rot and breaking. In peaches, 
which do not develop the stature of the apple tree, thc strain on 
the crotchcs is not as great, but limb splitting is nevertheless 
Fre. 69.-An 18-year-old, open-center Mclntosh apple tree. In spite of train-
ing to an open center it is thick and bushy because of lack of proper thinning 
out during the !ast few years (compare with Fig. 64). 
a constant occurrence. Regardless of kind, open-center trees 
are usually short lived. 
THE MODIFIED-LEADER TREE 
Dissatisfaction with both the open-center and t he central-
leader tree, particularly with the open-center trce, led to the 
devclopment of a compromise between the two. This typc is 
called the "modified leader" (Fig. 68). The trec is grown as a 
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central-leader tree until it attains a height of 5 to 8 feet; from 
this stage it is handled as an open-center tree. The term 
"delayed-open-center," sometimes applicd to it, describes its 
appearance and explains its devclopment. The greater length 
of the trunk permits the developmcnt of a rather large number of 
scaffold limbs and at the same time avoids crowding of their 
bases. In this way the crotches are simultaneously made 
Fro. 70.-An open-center Red Astrachan apple tree with a large number of 
scaffold limbs. Comparatively few varieties form as good crotches and as 
strong frameworks when the limbs are so closely spaced. 
stronger and given lighter loads, with little sacrifice of the 
advantage inherent in the open-center tree. 
Adherence to any type of training does not automatically 
realize its advantages or imply full acceptance of its weaknesses. 
Pruning, which is distinct from training in its purpose, though 
it is done with the same tools, and occasionally is simultaneous 
with it, ultimately governs the density of the top more than 
training. Careful pruning can make a central-leader tree open 
cnough to meet any reasonable standard (Fig. 64), and lack of 
pruning pern:i.its an open-center tree to become very dense 
(Fig. 69). Some open-center trees have strong crotches, partic-
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ularly in those varieties in which the limbs make wide angles 
with the trunk (Fig. 70), and weak crotches may develop in 
central-leader trees, particularly in those varieties in which the 
limbs leave the trunk at very sharp angles. With average 
Fxo. 71.-A modificd lcader tree "in tbe making." Wide spacing of the 
limbs gives the tree a " lanky" a.ppearance at this stage, but it is the only way 
tbat good crotches and a strong framework can be assured. 
varieties under average treatment, however, adoption of a given 
style of training establishes tendencies in definite directions¡ 
these should be considered when training is started and rcmem-
bered as the tree develops. There is nothing to gain, for example, 
and much to lose in training a Rhode Island Greening to an 
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open center. On the other hand, t he orcharclist handling matw-e 
Clairgeau pear trees trained to a central leader should watch 
the density of the top very carefully. In the first case color is 
not desirable; in the second it is. 
TRAINING PRIMARILY A MATTER OF SELECTING AND SPACING 
SCAFFOLD LIMBS 
The principal difference betwccn the open-center, leader, and 
modificd-lcader trees consists in the number, spacing, and 
Fto. 72.-A leader tree (or at least a long-delayed modified leader), 85 years 
oid, mechanically strong and apparently good for another 85 years. The wide 
spacing of the branches has made possible strong crotches. 
arrangement of scaffold branches. Resulting "style" or form 
is more or less incidental. If this conception is kept in mind 
during the actual t raining, better formed, though perhaps less 
distinctively styled, trees will be sccured. The young t ree 
shown in Figure 71looks ungainly, almost "lanky." In 20 or 30 
years, however, when it is in full bearing, its scaffold limbs will 
still be spaced some clistance apart; each will have made a 
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"shoulder" with the main trunk, and the chance of their splitting 
down will bave been dirninished permanently. Figure 72 shows 
a tree that was trained in this way when young. Though 
perhaps a little difficult to classify as to style or type, it is practi-
cally without weak crotches and it is structurally strong enough 
to hold any probable load and withstand any storm. Inability 
Fra. 73.-In this tree the lowest scaffold limb has becn allowed to "outgrow" 
the rest of tho trec and dwarf it somewhat. The result is a one-sided tree. 
This could ha ve been preventcd by heavier pruning of this lowcr limb and per-
haps relatively lighter pruning of the other limbs, during the first few ycars. 
to visualize a tree started with close-spaced limbs as it will 
appear 20 or 30 years later has contributed to most of the 
mistakes made in tree training. 
SUBORDINATING LIMBS OR PARTS OF TREEB 
Two precepts are fundamental to all tree training, so far as 
t raining is done by cutting. One is t hat, of two branches, other 
things being equal, the more vigorous growth is made by the 
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one approaching more closely the vertical position. This 
should be remembered in the selection of leader and laterals. 
The second, and more frequently used, precept is this: When 
one of two limbs is to be subordinated to the other, it should 
becut back more heavily. If heavy cutting is practised through-
out the tree, the response is vig01·ous growth in alllimbs, but par-
ticularly heavy cutting of one branch appears, in the language of 
the older gardeners, to "reduce its pull for sap¡" it certainly 
reduces its growth. 
Cases of one branch outgrowing the others are not at all 
uncominon. Uncorrected, t his condit ion in young trees may 
lead to the development of a lopsided tree (Fig. 73) ¡ severe 
Fra . 74.- Thc result of pruning two limbs cqually so tha t neithcr is subordinatc 
to the other. 
pruning restrains the unduly ambitious, and light pruning-or 
none-permits the laggard branches to resume their proper rank. 
Sometimes two or more unrestrained laterals, originating near 
one level on the t runk, suppress the leader (Fig. 80). In extreme 
cases the leader dies, leaving an open-center tree with a wound 
in the center inviting fungus invasion. This is evidently what 
is destined to occur in the tree shown in Figure 80. 
"Forks" consti tu te another structural weakness which can 
be prevented or remedied by proper cutting. Very frequently 
growth from a lateral bud near the t ip produces a shoot which 
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makcs growth equal to that of the terminal shoot, the two 
forming a fork. As these shoots increase in diameter, new wood 
is laid clown equally by each, and there is very little overlapping 
of fibres f rom o ne to the other; the consequence is a structurally 
weak crotch. If the interior angle of the crotch is very sharp, 
such new wood as is laid clown on the inside tends to act as a 
wedge, enhancing the weakness. These forks, wide or narrow, 
arc likcly to split under the strain of a heavy load of fruit or of 
a heavy coating of ice (Fig. 74). If, however, one arm of the 
fork makes greater growth than thc othcr, its new wood overlaps 
that of the smaller arm, anchoring it in more firmly, and t he 
strain on the smaller is, of course, less. The subordination of 
Fra. 75.-A small, interior fruiting limb. Instead of pruning out these limbs 
it is ordinarily better practice to subordin ate them by cutting them back into 
2- or 3-yea.r-old wood (indicated by the a.rrows). 
one arm may be secured by pruning it more heavily than the 
other and the difliculty may thus be avoided. A still surer 
preventive is the complete removal o f one arm, if it can be. spared. 
Another type of subordination is illustrated by the treatment 
of a small branch arising in t he interior of a bearing tree (Fig. 
75). It is well supplied with fruit spurs and capable of bearing 
several good fruits annually and is to that extent valuable; 
unrestrained, however, it grows enough to interfere with other 
limbs and its loss as a producing unit in the t ree can be delayed 
only for a fcw seasons. On the other hand, if it is cut back into 
2- or 3-year-old wood, (as indicated by the arrow in the figure), 
its growth is chccked and it may be retained for many years as 
a small, subordinate fruiting branch. The removal of large 
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numbers of these interior fruiting limbs, which really should be 
only subordinated, leads to the production of many water 
sprouts or "suckers" that must be pruned o ut la ter; it increases 
the danger from sunscald and last, but not least, on young t rees 
it delays the attainment of bearing condition. 
FIG. 76.-A tree tbat bas been severely "deborned" to reduce tbe beigbt of 
its top. Figure 77 sbows tbe cbaractcristic response to tbis type of pruning. 
Figure 78" illustrates a better way of lowcring tbc hcight of very tall trees. 
LOWERING OR RAISING THE TOPS OF TREES 
In time, orchard trees of many kinds become so tall that the 
necessary care and harvesting of the fruit in their upper limbs 
becomes unduly costly . Many orchardists believe that growing 
fruit more than 22 or 23 feet above ground is unprofitable. 
Furthermore, the growth of the very high branches is likely 
to affeGt adversely the yield and grade of fruit produced by t he 
lower parts of the t ree. Consequently, the lowering of the 
tops of trees (" dehorning") is a rather frequently recurring opera-
tio"n in many old orchards (Fig. 76). Besides removing most of 
the bearing wood of the trees and thus greatly reducing yields 
for at least severa! years, it induces the production of large 
numbers of water sprouts (Fig. 77). These crowd close together, 
require much thinning out, and are slow in becoming fruitful. 
By the time they are well into bearing and t he tree is again 
approaching a normal yield, it is almost as tall as it was before 
dehorning and before long another reduction in height becomes 
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necessary. A much better way of reducing the height consists 
in cutting back the tallest limbs at a point just above a lateral 
branch (Fig. 78). Considerable fruiting wood has been left and 
yields are reduced much less than they are by dehorning. More 
important: fewer water sprouts follow this kind of pruning and 
FlG. 77.-An old apple tree thnt shows the characteristic response to dehorning 
such as that illustrated in Fig. 76. 
a longer time elapses before another lowering in height becomes 
necessary. 
Branches which have become so long or drooped so low 
that tiley interfere with cultivation or with other operations 
in the orchard may be treated in a similar way, except 
that in this case the cutting takes the branch back to an 
upright lateral. 
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THE FUNCTION OF TRAINING 
If training of trees is considered as a means of attaining two 
chief objects-namely, promoting certain tree functions and 
facilitating certain orchard operations-the importance of the 
the process appears more nearly in its proper perspective and at 
the same time failures due to entirely different causes will not be 
attributed to mistakes in training. Outside of the gain in earli-
ness of maturity and in flavor, important in some parts of Europe 
but not ordinarily in America, secured by training trees in 
espalier or cordons, the tree function principally influenced by 
training is the coloring of fruit incident to the admission of more 
Fra. 78.-In the hackground two oid Golden Russet apple trees; the top 
of the trec at the right was lowered by judicious cutting back to strong lateral 
branches. This pruning is not attended by the effects following dehorning, 
illustrated in Fig. 77. 
sunlight to the interior of the tree. With red varieties of apples 
and with peaches this is of some importance; with other varieties 
of the apple and with other kinds of fruits it is not. The relative 
importance of this effect of training, which more than anything 
else led to the once all-but-universal adoption of the open-center 
style, has probably been overemphasized. How training, if 
well done, will facilitate operations such as cultivation, sp.x;aying, 
thinning, and harvesting, is almost self-evident. Indeed, under 
most conditions and with most fruits this is by far the most 
important thing that it accomplishes. To the extent that it 
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really facilitatcs these operations it reduces production costs and 
it is in this way that its effectiveness and value should be meas-
ured. However, the reduction in yield that sometimes occms 
incident to training, especially when the objectives attainable 
by training are not kept clearly in view, may occasion greater 
loss than the gain from reduced acreage production costs and 
improved fruit color. 
FIG. 79.-A 31-year-old peach tree that is still strong and '\;gorous a nd appar-
ently good for many more years of production. Though it is an open-center 
trec, its scafTold limbs were ";de spaced, like those in Fig. 71, with the resultant 
formation of strong crotches and a strong framework. Consistent leading 
back of the branchcs has kept the top compact and reduced the strain of heavy 
crops on the crotchcs. 
THE DANGER IN TRAINING 
Bad training is likely to do more harm than non e at all; trees 
can bc litcrally trained to early dcath. Left to themselves, they 
neither develop quite the sturdiness that is imparted by judicious 
training, nor do they, on the other hand, intensify their weakness 
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as irnproper training frequently does. If there is any value in 
cultivation, orchard trees are called on to sustain greater loads 
Fra. 80.-Above, A leader tree in which the leader is being girdled or choked 
out by the more rapid growth of the aide limbs. This could bave been prevented, 
if, years ago, the side limbs had been subordina.ted by relatively hea.vier pruning. 
Below, The aftermath of a ~imilar case. 
than wild trees and the crotches and branches should be adequa te 
to withstand severe strains. In the face of this fact, many fruit 
growers have sacrificed structural sturdiness of the tree in favor 
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of increased color of the fruit. This course is comparable to 
killing the goose that laid the golden eggs, but, because the 
consequences are not immediately obvious, many growers culti-
vate half trees, or even watch their orchards fall to pieces, with 
many pangs of regret but no qualm of conscience. 
Good training increases longevity. Figure 72 shows an apple 
tree 85 years old, well trained and "sound as adollar," with every 
prospect of being good for another 85 years. Figure 79 depicts 
FIO. 81.-Living cross-braces made by twisting togother limbs or shoots 
growing from opposite main limbs may prevent splitting at the crotch nnd 
correct mistskcs made early in training. Graft unions aro formed between the 
twisted brnnches in the course of time. 
a peach tree 35 years old, It is one of 400 similar trees in a 
Michigan orchard. Strong, vigorous, healthy, it appears to 
be equal to another third of a century of usefulness. It has 
already outlasted three generations of ordinary peach trees of 
the same variety grown on the same type of soil in an equally 
good environment, partly because from the beginning it was 
trained for structural strength. 
Even when a tree has been irrevocably committed to a weak 
framework, all is not necessarily lost. Small branches from adja-
cent limbs may be braided together and allowed to unite by 
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natural grafting, thus forming " live braces" (Fig. 81). In time 
these become very sturdy. 
Training is a me ans and not an en d. What John Lindley said 
in 1855, though written primarily of espalier training, will 
undoubtedly have more or less applicability to a wider field until 
the millenium: 
In matters horticultura! there are martinets as well as in matters 
military; and manya gardener practically falls into the error of suppos-
ing that the goose-step, a tight jacket, leather stock, and pipe clay make 
the soldier. He measures the angles of a tree, pinions its limbs, drills 
its branches by inexorable rules, "cuts bard in," " lays in close," and 
then believes he has exhausted skill. The tree looks well perhaps, but 
a small matter ma.kes it ili, limb after limb dies awa.y, fruit does not set, 
and all its spruceness ends in rags and tatters. This comes of neglect of 
first principies . . . It is because it is observed without intelligence, 
and without a thought to fust principies, that mere routine, however 
excellent, is apt to lead to failure. And it may be asserted with perfect 
truth that in training fruit trees, it is better to understand principies and 
to be ignorant of rules of practice, than to be familiar with the latter 
and unacquainted with the former. 
CHAPTER XV 
PRUNING THE BEARING TREE 
LaQuintinye, the great French gardener, said, more than two 
centuries ago, "Everybody cuts, but few prune." In the suc-
ceeding years, variety lists ha ve been remade time and again, vast 
fruit industries bave risen in lands then wild, a ~hole program of 
pest control has been erected, and many cultural practices bave 
become more or less standardized, but bis statement has as much 
applicability as it had when Louis XIV pruned peach trees at 
V ersailles. No cultural detail in Ameri can fruit growing is so 
diverse in conception and so varied in execution, from year to 
year, from orchard to orchard, and from section to section, as 
pruning. The expectations of what it is to accomplish and of 
the ways in which it is to bring these things about are often 
indefinite if not contradictory, and in many orchards branches 
are slashed f rom a sense of duty, like an ancient sacrificial offering, 
rather than with any clear purpose. 
To assume that all trees need pruning is about as baseless as to 
assume that all men need spectacles. LaQuintinye himself and 
many other leading European exponents of the art expressly 
disclaimed any need of pruning standard trees grown as they are 
grown in America; nevertheless generation after generation has 
attempted to apply maxims derived from European experience 
with dwarf trees trained against walls to American orchards of 
standard trees grown in the open. Accurate quantitative meas-
urement of effccts on a comparative basis has been diffi.cult and 
only in very recent times has actual evidence begun to displace 
opini on; in fact, work of this kind is barely under way and many 
of the established practices bave not yet undergone the close 
analysis of costs and returns. 
PRUNING HAS A DWARFING INFLUENCE ON THE TREE 
All pruning involvcs the removal of more or less wood and of a 
larger or smaller number of buds; it also removes potential leaves 
and, often, potential fruits. An assumption has prevailed that 
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this reduction in number of buds diminishes the number of points 
where nutrients are required and thereby increases t he supply for 
each remaining bud. This is, in general, true so far as water, 
nitrogen, and the mineral elements are concerned; of these the 
tree is wholly a consumer and the amounts removed and lost in 
ordinary pruning are generally slight compared with the economy 
effected. Carbohydrates, however, are manufactured as well 
as consumed by the tree and pruning affects their manufacture as 
well as their consumption. Aside from the loss of stored carbo-
hydrates always incident to the removal of wood, the removal oí 
leaf buds cuts down future production at the same t ime that 
vig01·ous growth in the remaining shoots consumes carbohydrates 
and prevents their accumulation. This, in turo, may slacken thc 
growth oí the roots, resulting finally in a check to t he vegetativc 
growth of the whole tree which may be, despite its temporary 
vigorous growth, actually smaller than it would have been with-
out pruning. Since vegetative vigor and subsequent fruitfulness 
are often closely related, the new wood may be temporarily more 
fruitful than the older wood it replaces, and under some condí-
tions an old tree treated this way may bear more heavily or more 
regularly than it did preceding the pruning or than it would have 
borne without the pruning. In fruits of growing habits like that 
of the apple, this effect might not be evident until 2 or 3 years 
after the treatment. 
PRUNING BEARING TREES USUALLY THINS THE CROP 
U nder some circumstances pruning may remove many fruit 
buds. If these are present in great numbers the effect may be, in 
no small degree, comparable to a thinning of the fruit. This 
pruning reduces the number of points where more carbohych·atc 
is consumed than manufactured and to this extent may 
conserve the supply or at lcast prevent its utter dopletion by an 
excessive crop. In any case, the remaining points of consumption 
have each a larger supply oí carbohydrates available for vegeta-
tive growth and for the development oí fruit which may become 
larger and sometimes of better color or better quality. This is 
essentially the type of pruning commonly given the grape, the 
raspberry, the blackberry, and mature apricot and peach trees. 
To the extent that t he increased size and quality of the fruit 
compensate in volume and price for the diminished number this 
pruning is profitable. It has, of course, other effects which, 
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though less immediate, are none the less important. By pre-
venting overbearing and by local stimulation, it generally makes 
the growth of new wood, which is to bcar the crop next year, more 
vigorous and potentially more fruitful. 
The peach tree shown in Fig. 82 was 8 years old at the t ime tbc 
photograph was taken. It was growing in a good soil for peachcs 
and had received good commercial care ¡ the soil had been culti-
vated each year and two or three times fcrtilizers had been applied. 
The tree itself had been regularly pruned and sprayed. In 
F1o. 82.-An unpruned 8-yeur-old peuch t ree with 37,582 fruit buds on its 1,526 
feet of shoot growth. 
brief, it was healthy and moderately vigorous¡ it was probably a 
better tree than the average for its age and kind. Actual count 
showed that this trec had 37,582 fruit buds distributed more or 
less evenly on the 1,526 feet of last season's shoots. It is, of 
com·se, almost inconceivable that any peach tree should in one 
season produce 37,000 peaches; indeed that number of fine, large 
fruits would be a fair yield for an acre. Many factors operate to 
reducc greatly the number of fruits that a tree actually matures, 
below that which theoretically is provided for by its fruit buds. 
Seldom do all the buds on a tree survive the winter, even in mild 
climatcs. This reduction is more important with somc varieties 
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and in some seasons than in othcrs. In this particular case, bud 
killing amounted to approximately 30 per cent. The tree when 
photographed, just before blossoming, therefore, possessed only 
about 26,000 live fruit buds. However, it is rare for every bios-
som to "set." In this peach variety, even under the best condi-
tions, only about a third of the blossoms ever mature fruit. At 
this rate this tree would have borne more than 8,600 fruits. The 
proportion of blossoms that set is often much smaller than one out 
of tm·ee (in this particular tree it was on e in fi ve); insects and f ungí 
FIG. 83.-A pruned 8-year-old peach tree. The pruning removed 25,467 fruit 
buds; 13,387 remained. 
are certain to attack some and cause them to drop and there are 
other som·ces of loss. The number of fruits actually maturing is 
generally far below the number theoretically possible. This tree 
did actually mature 1,213 fruits, however, that averaged slightly 
under 2 inches in diameter, and slightly over 2 ounces in weight, 
and numbered about 275 to the bushel. The total yield of the 
tree was 4H' bushels, and at prices prevailing when the crop 
was marketed it was worth $2.93, or $235 per acre. 
Figure 83 shows, after it was pruned, a tree of the same age and 
variety as that depicted in Fig. 82 and located less than 100 feet 
from it. This treatment consisted in the removal of many 
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shoots and shoot-bearing branches and in a moderately heavy 
heading back of some of the remaining shoots; it resembled 
that practised by many growers, though perhaps a little more 
severe and more detailed than many would approve. Actual count 
F.to. 84.-A Montmorency cherry tree unpruned for severa! years. 
of the fruit buds on the prumngs showed that a total of 25,467 had 
been rcmoved, lcaving 13,287 on the tree. About one-sixth of 
that number, or 1,350, "set." Accidents (wind, insect attack, 
etc.) removed many of these; 785 peaches actually matured. 
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These averaged about 2% inches in diameter; they weighed 
nearly 5 ounces each, and numbered about 160 to the bushel. 
The total yield of this tree was 4.Yz bushels, practically identical 
with that of the unpruned tree, but the crop of this tree was 
worth $4.50, or $360 per acre. 
The general effect of the pruning was to reduce the number of 
fruits by a third, increase their size by an equal amount, and 
lea ve total yicld per tree a nd acre a bo ut the sam e. In other words, 
what pruning actually effected was a thinning of the crop and a 
corresponding improvement in grade. This was done ata total 
cost of an hour's labor per tree and resulted in an increased ret urn 
of $1.57 and a net profit of $1.17 per tree. 
Bearing fruit plants of many kinds other than the peach 
rcgularly produce a great surplus of fruit buds. Among these 
are the apricot, plum, grape, gooseberry, and currant, thc 
bramble fruits, and, to some extent, the apple and pear. With 
them, as with the peach, thinning of the crop is often essential 
to the production of fruits of large size. In most cases .this is 
·most readily done by means of the pruning shears or pruning 
saw before the blossoms open. Indeed, this is the principal 
effect of pruning in these plants. 
A typical well grown 10-year-old Montmorency cherry tree 
is depicted in Fig. 84. It had received very little pruning for 
several years. Figure 85 shows another tree of the same variety 
and same age growing beside that shown in Fig. 84; it had 
received exactly the same treatment and care from the start 
cxcept that before the photograph was taken it was ligbtly 
pruned. As shown by the illustrations, the pruning consisted in 
the rem oval of so me of the branches in the thicker and "brushier" 
parts of the tree: in short, a typical thinning ou t. It was not a 
heavy pruning-not nearly as severe as that of tbe peach trees 
just discussed and far less scvere than that practised by many 
cherry growers. A group of unpruned trees like that shown in the 
photograpb averaged per tree 117 pounds of fruit, of which 117 
made a pound, while a simüar group of pruned trees averaged 98 
pounds each, requiring 120 to the pound. In this case pruning 
produced a distinct reduction in yield without a compensating 
increase in size of fruit and with no other distinct or recognizable 
improvement in grade or "quality." Rad the pruning been 
much more severe there might bave been an attendant increase in 
size of fruit, but the accompanying reduction in numbers would 
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bave resulted in a great decrease in total yield. Plainly, pruning, 
as done, did not pay. It did more barm tban good and bad it 
been beavier tbe !osses would bave been greater. 
In explanation, it m.ay be said tbat any increase in size of fruit 
wbich follows m.oderate fruit thinning in the cberry is so small 
FIG. 85.-A Montmorency cherry tree just after a light thinning out. 
as to be negligible. It reduces the crop and from tbat stand-
point, at lcast, is undesirable. Any 01·unin~ whicb would result 
in an equal amount of fruit tbinning is therefore equally ineffec-
tive. In tbe cherry, proper coloration docs not depend on full 
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sunlight reaching the fruit, and no great difficulties are encoun-
tered in so coating the developing fruits and leaves of unpruned 
trees with spray materials that insects and fungi are kept under 
control. For these reasons, any attempt to improve grade in 
cherries by pruning with a view to these effects, which are fre-
quently cited as objectives in this practice, is not likely to prove 
practicable. 
THE INFLUENCE OF PRUNING ON QUALITY 
Associated with differences in the size of fruits and sometimes 
with the size of the crop that the plant bears are occasional differ-
FIO. 86.-A Campbell Early grape vine pruned to 40 buds a.nd trained according 
to the two-·w:ire Kniflin system. 
enees in flavor or quality. This is especially true with grapes. 
Figure 86 shows a vigorous Campbell Early vine pruned to 40 
buds. In the September following it yielded 16.9 pounds of 
fruit, the juice of which tested 15.4 per cent sugar. A neighboring 
vine of the same variety, comparable in every way but pruned to 
60 buds, yielded 22.5 pounds of fruit, whose juice tested 12.5 
per cent sugar. In this case the heavier pruning resulted in a 
lower yield but a very distinct improvement in quality. There 
is, however, a límit to the possibilities of pruning in this respect. 
Another vine pruned to 30 buds yielded only 10.6 pounds of fruit 
that averaged no higher in sugar than the product of the 40-bud 
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vine. This overpruning, like the proper pruning, had reduced 
yield but had resulted in no compensatingimprovementin quality. 
With most other fruits differences in flavor and composition due 
to pruning are less striking, though doubtless careful investiga-
tion would show that they exist. 
SOME FRUITS, AS THE APPLE, PRESENT COMPLICATED 
PROBLEMS 
With some fruits the problem of the amount and nature of prun-
ing desirable is still more complicated. Figure 87 shows a 45-
F10. 87.-A 45-year-old apple tree unpruned for severa! years (compare with 
Fig. 88). 
year-old apple tree that had not been pruned for a number of 
years. Its top wa.s dense and brushy. Figure 88 pictures the 
same tree after it was pruned. Though this was a heavy pruning, 
the cuts were so distributed throughout the top that but few 
water sprouts were produced as a result of this treatment. Obvi-
ously much bearing wood was removed and the crop was materi-
ally reduced. The average yield of 36 unpruned trees like that 
shown in Fig. 87 was 17.9 bushels, and 36 trees pruned like that 
in Fig. 88 averaged 13.2 bushels. Pruning reduced the crop 25 
per cent. On the other hand, 60 per cent of thc apples from the 
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pruncd trees were more than 2~ incbcs in diamcter while only 
40 per cent of tbose barvested from tbe unpruned trees were as 
large. Nevertbeless, tbougb pruning produced a marked effect 
on size of fruit, tbe difference was not grcat enougb to compensate 
for tbc reduction in yield. It has oftcn becn said tbat in tbe 
apple, pear, and a number of otber fruits, pruning results in a 
material improvement in grade tbrougb enbancing color and 
reducing scab, worm stings, and othcr blemishcs, tbe theory 
being that better spraying is possible in pruned than in the 
Fm. 88.-A 45-year-old apple trce arter a moderately heavy pruning of the 
type usually given (compare with Fig. 87). 
unpruned trees. This claim may bave had some validity in the 
days of band spraying, but with modern power-spraying machin-
ery it is possible to coat foliage, bark, and fruit reasonably well 
regardlegs of pruning or its lack. In this orchard, given the 
ordinal')' spraying treatment by ordinary help, while 8 per cent 
of the fruits from the unpruned trees had to be placed in the 
"B" or cull grades because of insect, fungus, mechanical injuries, 
and small size, less than one-half of 1 per cent was placed in thesc 
grades because of poor color. Tbe fruits from the pruned trees 
were but little better in color and freedom from blemisbes, 
though only 2 per cent bad to be graded down because of poor 
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size. The crop from the unpruned tree, as it finally graded out, 
actually sold for $9.14 above harvesting, packing, and selling 
costs; that from the pruned tree for $8.98. The owner paid a 
man 40 cents for an hour spent in pruning the tree shown in 
Fig. 88, and reduced its returns by 16 cents. The variety was 
rather poor and for its higher grades the market does not pay an 
especially high premium. Had it been of a more salable variety 
or had it been produced and sold in a district where only the 
highest grade brings a price that yields a profit, the financial 
balance rnight have been different. Thcre is reason to believe, 
however, that the case represents fairly accurately conditions 
that obtain in most of the great commercial apple-raising sec-
tions of the eastern states. 
WHY PRUNING IS VARIABLE IN ITS EFFECTS 
Pruning, then, is variable in its effects. However, in trees of 
bearing age it almost invariably thins the crop. That there 
should be resultant increase in the size of individual fruits on 
heavily loaded trees is but natural. That total yield is so meti mes 
reduced is not remarkable; neither is it surprising that in some 
cases the price received for the better grade excceds the loss 
incident to reduced yields, while in other instances the converse 
holds true. These things are readily understood. That a 
practice used to invigorate a tree should actually invigorate 
it, and at the same time dwarf it seems a paradox. That one 
grower prunes his trees to promote wood growth and that his 
neighbor prunes the same variety for greater fruit production 
seems inconsistent. 
Most of these apparent contradictions disappear upon reflec-
tion that pruning may mean any one of a number of distinct 
treatments and each of these may vary in severity and in time 
of application. Furthermore, these treatments may be given 
to trees of different growing and fruiting habits, in various states 
of vigor, at various ages and in various conditions of fruitfulness. 
To illustrate how the amount of the pruning may affect results: 
other things being equal, the heavier it is, the more vigorous is 
the growth response. Some prune-growers, when their trees 
become full of unproductive brush, remove practically all of the 
bearing wood and cut the main branches back to stubs 2 inches 
or more in diametcr, a process known as dehorning. They 
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thereby cut off the whole crop for thc fu·st year and the growth 
that season is generally so vigorous that there is not much of a 
crop in the second season, but after that, heavy yields of large 
fruits may be expected and no further pruning is done for 8 or 
10 years or until growth slackens and the new wood becomes 
old, dense, and unfruitful. Lighter annual pruning does not 
result in any such increase in growth or size of fruit; neither does 
it result in wholly barren years. Over a long period there is 
probably no great difference between the two practices in their 
influence on yields. 
N ot only the amount, but also the nature, of the wood removed 
may influence the response to pruning. The removal of a given 
amount of wood from the tips of branches, essentially a heading 
back, has a greater stimulating e:ffect on growth than an equal 
amount of thinning out, i.e., the removal of laterals from 
points scattered along the branches. For this reason winter 
heading is much more common with fruits that bear fruit buds on 
shoots than with those that bear them on spurs. 
In the young apple or pear orchard heavy pruning is undesir-
able because it dwarfs the tree. In the young peach tree it is 
desirable, in spite of this stunting effect, because failure to prune 
heavily may result in early cropping that stunts the tree still 
more. The di:fference in pruning treatment to obtain the 
same objective-the quick development of a large tree-is 
occasioned by the di:fference in the growing and bearing habits 
of the two fruits. 
N ot only does pruning vary in kind and amount, but the 
trees themselves vary in kind and condition and respond differ-
ently to the same type of pruning. Removal of terminal shoots 
would cut a peach crop severely the first year but have little 
effect afterward while the same treatment applied to an apple tree 
would have little or no effect on the next crop but might cut the 
crop harvested two years later and for several succeeding seasons; 
these divergent responses are associated with di:fferences in the 
bearing habits. In the same variety, responses vary with the 
condition of the trees. On trees which lack nitrogen, pruning 
sometimes appears to stimulate the setting of fruit, but where 
the nitrogen supply is sufficient to ensure a heavy set, pruning 
does not further increase it. Pruning to increase the. size of fruit 
on trees that are capable of producing large fruit without this 
treatment does not produce any measurable further i'ncrease. 
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Pruning intended to offset the effects of excessive production 
is not effective unless excessive production exists; it does not 
correct any defect unless the defect exists. 
FIG. 89.- Half of tho limbs of this trec were top graftod a year before the 
photograph was taken. Noto that the remaining half of the tree shows little 
response to the heavy cutting incident to the grafting. Thc response to any 
pruning out is extremely looalizcd. 
In brief, pruning is one variable in an equation that almost 
always contains other variables such as tree and price. The 
equation can be solved only by considering all the variables. 
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PRUNING EFFECTS LOCALIZED 
Pruning is, in most respects, rather narrowly localized in its 
cffects. Cuts on one large limb may stimulate growth, inducc 
blossom bud formation, or enlarge fruit, as the case may be, and 
still be without effect on other limbs of the same tree. An 
accentuated example of this localization is afforded by a partly 
topworked tree, where the grafted branches develop numerous 
water sprouts while the ungrafted limbs show no response 
(Fig. 89). Even on one limb, response is most pronounced in 
close proximity to the pruning cuts. The only diffused effect of 
Iocalized pruning appears when the pruning of one limb admits 
light to branchcs hitherto densely shaded. 
THE PLACE OF PRUNING IN ORCHARD PRACTICE 
What has bcen written will probably be interpreted as meaning 
that in the young orchard pruning is useful principally as it 
hclps train the tree and kecps it from being dwarfed by prcmature 
cropping, and that in the bearing orchard it is useful mainly' from 
tbc standpoint of effecting in one or another of severa! ways an 
improvement in grade. This, in general, is true, though there 
are some exceptional cases of special or secondary influences. 
Pruning may resultin a somewhat different distribution or loca-
tion of fruit on the tree, in an increase or change in type of 
shoot growth, in making fruit buds or shoot growth more or less 
hardy to winter temperatures; occasionally pruning influences 
regularity of bcaring. These influences, howevcr, are generally of 
secondary importance. Independent of any pruning practice 
or treatment, trees of bearing age will differentiate an abundance 
of fruit buds under ordinary conditions. In most cases, they 
will produce them annually. Seldom will good pruning help 
the situation, though frequently poor pruning will interfere 
with it seriously. In brief, pruning is nota universal, or even a 
general, means of increasing yield. On the other hand, it is 
often needed to prevent overbearing, to thin the crop, and to 
improve the grade. These are its principal functions. 
Some of the effects sought by pruning may be secured by other 
methods. Fertilization and cultivation are often cheaper and 
more effective agents than pruning in promoting vigorous 
growth. Thinning the crop can in many cases be done more 
intelligently by removal of fruit in early summer than by pruning 
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before the blossoms open. Preference between treatments 
must be governed by considerations of expediency as occasions 
arise; no set rule can be laid down. 
In most cases when the fruit grower uses his pruning shears or 
saw in the orchard he is in reality effecting an exchange, sur-
rendering some advantages, such as earlier bearing or greater 
yield, in return for certain others, perhaps a larger or more 
rapidly growing tree or higher flavor or greater size of fruit. 
The bargain may be good or it may not. The individual who 
prunes without k:nowing what is given and what is received in 
exchange is like the purchaser of a ticket in a lottery, except 
that the latter knows the cost of his ticket. There is no magic 
virtue in merely cutting branches. Pruning is not a practice 
to be invoked, as it often is, in a dim hope that it may do some 
good; it should be used only to attain a very definite end. Lacking 
this, it is better omitted. 
According to an old Greek legend, pruning was discovered 
first by Silenus, who observed that grape vines became more 
fruitful after they were browsed by his faithful ass. The city 
of Nauplia is said to have erected a statue to this animal for its 
services in teaching Silenus and, indirectly, all grape growers. 
Even though the legendary first pomological instructor was an 
ass, his followers in the orchards of the present need not be 
asinine in their pruning. 
CHAPTER XVI 
DIAGNOSING ORCHARD ILLS 
Much, possibly most, of man's success in keeping animals and 
plants in useful condition depends on prompt recognition of 
departures from health, and accurate diagnosis of the under-
lying causes. Treatment of disease, though sometimes difficult 
and occasionally unavailing, is generally comparatively simple 
provided the diagnosis is correct. Accurate classification and 
identification, however, have been possible only when the causes 
of the various diseases have been understood. Lacking this 
understanding, man resorted to superstition and the medicine 
man of the savage, beati~g drums to scare the e vil spirit away from 
the sick, was matched in comparatively recent days by civilized 
man's execution of witches accused of bringing disease to some 
unfortunate man or beast. In many cases pagan and Christian 
alike, regarding disease as a mark of di vine disfavor, ha ve resorted 
to prayer for deliverance from it. 
As with animals, so it was with plants. There prevailed the 
same tendency to regard diseases of crops as punishments 
visited on an offending individual or peoplc, and certain of the 
old pagan gods were invoked in behalf of the threatened crop. 
In very early days the connection between environment and the 
occurrence of certain plant diseases was in some measure realized 
and effects of excessive cold, heat, and drought were recognized. 
The work of insects was, in some cases, obvious. Fungous 
diseases, however, were not understood and the name "Flib-
bertigibbet" designated a creation of the popular imagination 
that was at one time supposed to produce squint-eye and cross-
eye in men and mildew in grain. Fungi were explained variously 
as fairy stools and witch's butter; the term "fairy ring," applied 
to a fungus which grows in a widening circle in grass plots, 
commemorates the old belief that the ring marked the path of 
fairy dancers. Knowledge of the nature of fungous diseases 
was virtually im possible until the microscope was invented; 
actually it did not develop until many years after this. In 
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1731, when the use of the microscope had been known for some 
years, Philip Miller, at that time the leading gardener in Eng-
land, could offer no more definite suggestion as to the nature of 
mildews than that they were due to "a dry Temperature in the 
Air- which stops the Pores of Plants and prevents their Per-
spiration, whereby the Juices of Plants are concreted upon the 
Surface of their leaves." For a century or more after this, 
practically all attempts to account for diseases centered upon 
soil and clima tic con di t ions; this resulted in the accumulation 
of a valuable fund of information about adaptability of fruit 
trees, but left many diseases unexplained. 
Understanding of the relation of fungi to plant disease, when 
it was finally achieved, did not itself suggest methods of control, 
but it did permit some sort of reclassification of diseases and it 
explained some cases where evidence seemed hopelessly conflict-
ing. The "frozen-sap blight" which had troubled and puzzled 
fruit growers for many years and had been attributed variously 
to winter killing, borers, aphids, lack of iton, lack of potash, 
atrnospheric humidity, atrnospheric electricity, root grafting, 
and numerous other more or less plausible causes, was found 
finally to be in reality a group of separate disorders, due.respec-
tively to sunscald, to winter injury, to a bark canker caused by 
a fungus, and to fire blight-a bacterial disease. 
The rapid growth of the lists of injurious insects and fungi 
brought under sorne sort of control has tended to focus attention 
on diseases of organic origin, somewhat to the neglect of those 
due to other agencies. Study of environrnental factors, domi-
nant a century ago, has been relegated to comparative obscurity. 
Fruit growers bave heard and read so much about insects and 
fungi that the appearance of any disorder in their trees sets 
thern to looking for insects or fungi; sometimes this search is 
prosecuted so eagerly that it leads to blindness to other causes 
which should be obvious. 
RECOGNIZING REGIONAL OR SECTIONAL PECULIARITIES 
In diagnosing tree disorders, experience quickly teaches the 
usefulness of relative probabilities as a guide, partly in indicating 
which disorders are most likely to occur and partly in eliminating 
othm·s. Regions bave their peculiar susccptibilities and immuni-
tics; alkali tro u bles in hurnid regions, root frcezing in orange 
groves, nematodes in regions where cold winters prevail, need not 
r 
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be expected. Curculio is abundant in eastern plum orcha.rds 
and unknown on the Pacífic coast. Sectional peculiarities, 
narrower than regional, sometimes prevail. In Oregon fire 
blight is a veritable scourge in the Rogue River Valley and 
virtually unknown in the Willamette V alley, a hundred miles or so 
to the northi it is sporaclically rather prevalent in Massachusetts 
and barely known in Maine. Differences associatcd with loca-
tion, even within the same orchard, should be recognizedi a high 
and dry spot may be safe from drainage difficulties but particu-
larly susceptible to root freezing (Fig. 50) i seepage or alkali may 
kill trees in one corner of the orchard while the remaining trees 
are uninjured. Susceptibility to various features of environment 
varyi in Michigan peaches are more liable to root freezing than 
apples, and likewise dwarf pears than standard trees of the same 
varie ties i vari ous species and root stocks cliffer in their suscepti-
bility to alkali injury. Most fungi are limited to certain host 
species i fire blight, for example, is not common in plum blossoms, 
and brown rot does not work on apple blossoms. Study and 
experience inclicate many similar methods of narrowing down 
the number of diseases and causal agents possible in any given 
case. 
Evcn with these eliminations made and short cuts utilized 
considerable close cliscrimination remains necessary. There 
are litcrally dozens of kinds of insccts that occasionally injure 
a single species of fruit i the same species may be attacked by 
as great a variety of fungi and in adclition, suffer various injuries 
caused by unfavorable weather conclitions, by deficiencies of soil, 
or by other factors. The kinds of pests that infest all the more 
common fruits literally run into the hundreds. To make matters 
worse, the causal insect may be very clifficult to find. Perhaps it 
is microscopic in size, or it may work only at night, or it may take 
a form that would not be recognized except by a trained entomol-
ogist. Many bacteria and fungi cannot be identified positively 
without a microscope. Only specialists can hope to acquaint 
themselves with even the majority of these orchard pests or 
merely to recognize the work of each and every kind. Fortu-
nately neithcr of these things is necessary for the fruit 
grower. He should, however, learn to recognize quickly and 
accurately certain characteristic types of injury- in other words, 
to classify, if not identify, any trouble. In most cases, accurate 
classification permits the outlining of an effective treatment. 
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STUNTED, WEAK GROWTH 
Short annual growth in the terminal shoots, a marked yellow 
cast and sparseness of foliage, and a general growth habit con-
veying an impression of "weakness" may be symptomatic of 
several rather distinct primary causes, which act upon the trec 
ultimately in the same way. It is often diffi.cult to differentiatc 
with certainty between the various factors that check growth, 
and to determine exactly which of them has produced a particular 
case, especially when there may be a combination of causes, but 
careful study usually permits a working diagnosis. This condi-
tion may be considered to indicate primarily a lack of nitrogen or 
of moisture or of both. The lack may be due to deficiency in the 
soil, without any unsoundness in the tree; here the remedy li es 
obviously in treating thc soil. On thc other hand, nitrogen and 
moisture may be abundant in the soil, but the tree may be unablc 
to absorb them becaues of injury to the roots; freezing injury, 
waterlogging of the soil, woolly aphis (on apples), black aphis 
(on peach), nematodes, fire blight, gophers, pine mice, alkali, 
or mushroom root rot may bave this effect. In other cases the 
soil may be favorable and the roots for a time sound, but conduc-
tion may be obstructed at the collar or slightly above or below 
it; this condition is likely to follow destruction of the bark by 
freezing, fire blight, mice, rabbits, fire, borers, or (in the peach 
tree) excessive use of paradichlorobenzene. Vigorous sprouting 
frorn below the injured area is likely to follow injuries of this sort; 
otherwise the roots die within 2 or 3 years and with them the top. 
When only a portion of the tree shows these symptoms the trouble 
is likely to be -seated in the roots or on the trunk on the corre-
sponding side (Fig. 49). Disorders of this kind duc primarily to 
poor soil, a high water table, or winter freezing, are likely to be 
more or less localized in the orchard. Those due to rodent, 
insect, or fungus attack are more likely to have a random dis-
tribution. Examination of trunk and crown shows at once 
whether there has been girdling and the condition of the tissues 
will usually indicate rather clearly what has been responsible for 
it. Mice and gophers leave characteristic teeth marks. Blight 
cankers may be recognized by their characteristic streaks and 
stains and the extremely bitter taste of the affected tissues. The 
various crown rots arc not so easily distinguished from one 
another, but this is not necessary because the remedial measures 
are essentially the same for all. 
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If no evidence of girdling is found, excavation will reveal thc 
distribution and the condition of the root system. If it is 
shallow but apparently in good condition, poor growth may be 
due to drought or a poor nutrient supply. The character of the 
soil itself, i.e., its apparent productivity, usually indicates which 
of these two factors is of greater importance. 
If examination shows the upper roots alive and the lower 
roots dead, the condition may be attributed to a high water 
FIG. 90.- Dieback due to winter cold. The ends of tbe twigs that show life, 
as well as some entire limbs, werc killed. 
table existing long enough to kill t hese roots, and improvement of 
drainage is the only lasting remedy. If, on the other hand, the 
upper roots are dead while the lower survive, freezing is likely 
to have been the cause and cover crops the preventive measure. 
DIEBACK 
Dieback of branches falls into two groups, according to its 
occurrence on twigs that have recently been growing vigorously 
or on those which have for several years been making scanty 
growth. If t he tips of a branch which grew vigorously in tl;le 
previous year fail to resume growth in the spring, though the 
remainder of the branch seems normal, it is probable that 
the injury is due to winter freezing. This is rather common in 
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peaches (Fig. 90), grapes, and the brambles and may occur in 
any of the other temperate zone fruits. When, however, a 
vigorously growing shoot in full foliage dies, with the leaves 
turning brown and hanging in place, fungous or bacterial attack 
is likely to be the cause. Fire blight is a common cause of this 
killing back in pears (Fig. 91), quince, and apples. A super-
Fra. 91. Fra. 92. 
Fra. 91.-The branch on the right has been killed back by the fire blight 
organism. Note how the dead leaves remain attached to the twigs in this forro 
of dieback. 
Fra. 92.-San José scale insects (view slightly enlarged' encrusting an apple !im b . 
ficially similar appearance is presented by apple shoots cut by a 
twig miner, but careful inspection reveals the insect work at the 
point of fracture. A disease of the raspberry displaying similar 
symptoms is due to a fungus. 
Dieback in branches which have for several years made little 
growth is likely to be merely an advanced stage of the disorder 
already discussed resulting from lack of nitrogen or moisture. 
Indeed, the clifference between the two troubles is in degree rather 
than in kind. Especially is this true of dieback that is more or 
less general throughout the tree. It is likely to progress farther 
from year to year. Climbing cut worms, eating out the opening 
buds, or canker worms or fall web worms, destroying the foliage 
after it has developed, may lea ve a branch, vigorous or weak, with 
wood sufficiently unripened to cause dieback in the ensuing win-
ter; injuries of this sort are usually confined to isolated branches 
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here and there. When dieback has been followed promptly by 
vigorous growth of shoots and water sprouts from lower portions 
of the limb it is likely to bave been produced by winter killing; 
however, dieback due to a lack of nitrogen or moisture may be 
followed by vigorous growth from the lower part of t he branches 
in a season of heavy rainfall. 
Dieback in branches or death of the tree may result also from 
the attacks of various scale insects, particularly the San José scale 
(Fig. 92) and the oyster-shell scale (Fig. 93); their presence is 
revcalcd by careful examination of tbe bark. Peach, plum, and 
apple trecs may be weakened or even killed by the attack of borers 
FIG. 93.-0yster-shell scale on an apple branch. (View slightly enlarged.) 
at or near the ground; the work o f the larvre is revealed by gum 
and by the "frass" or" sawdust" that accumulates at t he openings 
of their tunnels. Small, clean holes in the trunks or Jimbs of 
plums and cherries, are caused by the pin-hole or shot-hole 
borer; this insect, however, is not the source of any significant 
amount of damage and its presence merely indica tes a prior weak· 
ening of the tree from some different cause. "Weakness," slow 
growth, and dieback may likewise be the consequence of repeated 
destruction of foliage by insects such as pear psylla, slugs, leaf 
miners, and the various "caterpillars," or by leaf-infesting fungi 
such as peach-leaf curi, cherry-leaf spot, and apple scab; these 
do not attack the twigs, but the injury to the leaves is in many 
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cases injurious to the tree itself. Marked bending of vigorous 
shoots, particularly water sprouts, is an indication of previous 
aphis injury. In peach trees dieback due to yellows occurs only 
after an abnormal type of growth, readily recognized once seen, 
preceded or accompanied by premature ripening of fruit in the 
parts affected. 
CANKERS 
Localized injuries to the bark, generally designated loosely as 
11 
cankers," may be due to one or more o f severa! causes. They 
are all characterized by destruction of the cambium layer at the 
affected point, giving rise, as growth procceds in surrouncling 
uninjured tissues, to sunken areas of greater or less extent. Some 
are produced by winter injury or by sunscald (Fig. 94). Death 
of the bark in the crotches is in many cases due to winter freezing 
(Fig. 48). Sunscald generally occurs on the southwest side of 
FIG. 94.-A sunscald canker on au apple limb. 
the trunk, on the southwest side of limbs pointing to the north, or 
on exposed horizontallimbs pointing in other directions, in short, 
wherever the sun strikes long in early afternoon. It is most 
common in smooth-barked limbs of 2 inches or more in diameter. 
Smoky-appearing, loosely defi.ned cankers on apple limbs are 
characteristic of black rot (Fig. 95); this fungus commonly 
invades sunscald cankers and extends them. Sharply defi.ned 
cankers in the apple and pear, particularly in smooth bark, are 
likely to indicate fire blight. A canker of this kind that has 
nearly girdled a small limb is depicted in Fig. 96. Apple-tree 
cankcrs which show numerous white elliptical marks when the 
bark is lifted are produced by the 11 blister-canker" fungus, com-
mon in the Mississippi Valley (Fig. 97) . A lesion characterized 
by a swelling on one side of a small twig with sevcral callus lips 
on the other side, indicates the work of tbc Europcan canker. 
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In the Pacific northwest anthracnose cankers may appear on small 
apple limbs (Fig. 98) ; in the southern states apple blotch pro-
duces cankers on the twigs (Fig. 99). In pcaches, arsenical injury 
FIG. 95.-A black rot canker on an apple brancb. 
from spraying or dusting may cause small cankers on small twigs, 
sometimes exuding much gum (Fig. 100); certain bacteria and 
fungi produce a somewhat similar appearance, but these do not 
work in vigo rous t rees. "Gummosis" may lcad to the formation 
·of a canker in cherry t rees that in some respects resembles t hat 
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FIO. 96.-Two oankers oaused by the fire blight organism. That at the left 
has completely girdled the branch and the entire branch should be cut off well 
below where any trace of the disease is evident. The ca.nker in the center is 
localized and can be cut out, as shown in the figure at the right. Note the 
discoloration of the wood, characteristic of fire blight cankers. Wounds left in 
fire blight cutting should be sterilized. 
FIG. 97.-Illinois blister oanker on apple branch. Note the charactcristic 
blisters on tbc branch at the right, where the bark has been removed. 
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caused by the fire blight organism in the apple and pear. The 
continucd rubbing of one limb against another may sometirnes 
cause a canker. 
Cankers of all kinds are more or less serious, for they interfere 
with sap fiow. If they entirely girdle the twig, limb, or trunk, as 
is very likely to happen in the case of those caused by fungi or 
bactcria, they lead to the subsequent cleath of the portion above. 
Fia. 98.-Canker of the apple 
tree anthracnose, a disease peculiar 
to western apple regions. 
FIG. 99.- Characteristic twig lesions of 
the apple blotch fungus. When infection 
is severa the twig is girdled and killed. 
This may corne quickly, as with fire-blight cankers, or slowly, 
as with black-rot or bitter-rot cankers. The dead tissues are 
subject to the attacks of wood- and bark-rotting fungi and these 
secondary parasites often spread from the cankered areas to sound 
tissues, perhaps in the end causing more trouble than the original 
canker. The canker-forming fungi which invade the tissues of 
smaller branches and spurs, such as apple blotch, are only a little 
less serious than those which invade larger limbs, for they girdle 
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and kill the fruiting portion of the tree and reduce it to a condi-
tion of relative unproductivity as effectively as those diseases 
that cause more conspicuous lesions. 
To be distinguished from true cankers, however, are cases of 
normal bark cleavage due tG the formation of cork which becomes 
cut off from adjoining bark layers (Fig. 101). These sunken 
areas are often believed to indicate the prescnce of some injurious 
Fio. 100.-Ca.nkered a.reas on peach twigs caused by arsenical sprays. 
fungus or bacterial disease, when, as a matter of fact, they are 
entirely harmless. 
GUMMOSIS 
Gum flow or gummosis is confined to stone and citrus fruits. 
At the collar of the tree-sometimes even in the branches-and 
associated with "frass," or "sawdust," it indicates the work of 
borers. In the crotches it may be an aftermath of winter injury. 
In the Pacífic northwest and also in some of the eastern states 
some cases of gummosis of sweet cherrics arc caused by a bacterial 
infcction¡ thesc cases are generally rathcr localized and associ-
ated with canker-like lesions (Fig. 102). Generalized gum fiow 
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in trunks and branches of any of the stone fruits may be a symp-
tom of injury to the roots; it is common in trees in poorly drained 
land, or in trees suffering from excessive drought, mushroom root 
rot, root injury from freezing, or heavy borer infestation. In 
Fra. 101.-Harmless surf ace "canker" on pear branch. "Cankers" of this 
kind are the beginning of the rough bark stage, and are porfectly normal. 
sweet cherries it sometimes accompanies excessive pruning or 
black-heart injury. 
Slight gumming may take place whcrc the tissues are appar-
ently sound or where, perhaps, there is a slight injury, such as a 
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growth crack, in t he bark. These slight exudations result in no 
injury to the tree. In apples and pears a viscous fluid somewhat 
resembling gum may exude, in the spring and summer, from very 
active cankers of fire blight; t his, however, does not accumulate 
and harden as does the gum found in sweet cherries. 
Fto. 102.-Gum exudations accompanying the canker-like lesions caused by the 
bacterial gummosis of the sweet cherry. 
ROUGH BAR.K AND EXCRESCENCES 
Rough, wart-like or gall-like excrescences frequently occur 
on the roots of nursery stock. These growths are generally called 
crown gall (Fig. 103) or hairy root, depending on the forro that 
they take. In some cases they are due to invasion by a plant 
parasite; in others to the formation o f an extra large amount o f 
callus tissue incident to the healing over of a defective graft 
union. If the galls are of the latter type, t he trees will soon out-
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grow them and suffer no harm, but if they are caused by parasitic 
organisms they are likely not only to check growth and lower 
yield but to shorten the life of the plant and to spread to others 
that are healthy. 
Some varieties of plums are subject to wart-like excrescences on 
the twigs and limbs, caused by a fungus that is both designated 
and described by t he term "black knot" (Fig. 104). 
Fxo. 103.-Crown gall on a nursery 
tree. 
Fxo. 104.-Black knot on a small 
plum branch. 
A tearing and roughening of the bark and wood of thè shoots 
and smaller twigs of fruit trees of many kinds, that sometimes 
looks as though it rnight bave been done with a saw, is caused 
by the egg-laying puncture of certain insects- e.g., some of the 
cicadas, tree hoppers, etc. (Figs. 105 and 106). Closely resem-
bling injuries of this kind is the typc now and then caused by hail 
(Fig. 107). Rail injury, however, will be confined to one sicle 
of the limb-that from which the hail came; egg-laying punctures 
are likely to be found on all sides of the branch. Injuries of this 
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type are purely mechanical and, unless so severe th~t they cause 
the branch or twig to break, heal of their own accord. 
Small wart-like growths on apple twigs, often giving them a 
more or less pimpled appearance (Fig. 108), are due to prior 
attacks of the woolly aphis. 
FIG. 105.-8ca.rs duc to the egg-laying punctures of trce hoppers. 
BARK SPLITTING 
Vertical splits in the bark, usually close to the ground (Fig. 
44), are genei·ally caused by sharp winter freezing. Young 
trees, especially those that ha ve grown rather late and vigorously 
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and consequently have not matured well, are susceptible to this 
mJury. Unless the bark separates from the wood a good sharc 
of the distance around the trunk, thcse wounds usually heal over 
fairly promptly without requiring attention. Oftentimes, how-
ever, the same conditions that lead to bark splitting, in addition 
cause black heart, which is a more serious mattcr. 
FIG. 106.-8cars on an apple 
shoot caused by the egg-laying 
punctures of the 17-year cicada, 
or locust. 
YELLOW, SPARSE, OR DWARFED 
LEA VES 
Lack of normal green color in 
lea ves may result from any one of 
severa! distinct conditions. An 
apple tree which is in its" off year" 
has lighter-colored foliage than one 
which is in its bearing year; a non-
bearing branch will have lighter 
foliage than a bearing branch on 
the same tree; this condition is 
quite normal. 
More pronounced yellowness of 
leaves may indicate red-spider at-
tack, particularly if the leaves arc 
"dry and brittle" to the touch. 
Careful inspection of the under 
sides of leaves infested with red 
spiders usuallyreveals the presence 
of the insects themselves and of 
their fine delicate webs. Paleness 
which is du e to mottling with small 
grayish spots and is often called 
"yellows," characterizes lea f -hop-
per work and, in the pear, the work 
of the psylla. Leaves presenting 
these symptoms are ordinarily of 
normal size and shape. Further-
more, the symptoms are likely to 
appear rather suddenly, coinci-
dent with the attack of the insects. 
The midseason tlevelopment of a yellow tinge in the foliage, 
accompanied by a tendency to curi along t he mich·ib in hot dry 
weather, is an indication of trouble in t he roots or at the collar 
(Fig. 109), or it may indicate that the tree is suffering from 
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drought. Trees that ha ve been in the orchard only a few years 
and have never made satisfactory growth are likely to show these 
FIG. 107.-Hail-injurcd apple twigs. Injuries due to hail aro usually confined to 
one aide of the branch. 
symptoms. Older trecs are more likcly to show thcm following 
injury to the crown, the destruction of surfacc roots by dcep cul-
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FIG. 108.-An apple branch showing roughening caused by the attack of woolly 
aphids. 
F:IG. 109.-This tree, at 4 years of age, is no larger than it should have been 
after a year's growth in the orchard. The leaves are of normal size and not 
diseased; but they exhibit a characteristic f ol ding together along the midrib. 
Their appearance suggests drouth injury. Injury of some k.ind to the root sys-
tem, e.o., partia! killing due to high water table or deep freezing, or, in the peach, 
to root aphids-may be suspected. 
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tivation or winter freezing or the killing of the lower roots by a 
high water table. They sometimes follow winter injury of the 
black-heart type. 
The sudden yellowing of many, particularly the older, leaves, 
followed by t heir premature dropping is often caused by t he 
application of certain kinds of spray materials. Especially is 
this true with the stone fruits, though it is by no means uncommon 
in apples and pears. It is greatly infiuenced by weather candi-
tions and even by hardness or softness of the water used in 
spraying. Premature defoliation of this kind may or may not 
be preceded or accompanied by spotting of the leaves. A similar 
yellowing and premature defoliation is causcd by the attacks of 
FIG. 110.-The trec on the left has bcen almost completely defoliated in m.id-
season by the chcrry lcnf-spot disease; the tree on the right shows healthy 
foliagc that has bcen protected by proper spraying. Dcfoliation like that 
shown on the lcft renders the trec very susceptible to winter injury. 
certain fungi-e.g., the leaf-spot diseases of the cherry, plum, 
peach, and currant. 
A distinctly yellowish or pale green cast to all the leaves 
togethcr with some reduction in t heir size (but without any 
curling) and accompanied by weak twig growth, indicates "starva-
t ion," due either to a lack of soil nitrogen or moistw·e, or to 
injw-y to the roots or t he conductive system. Differentiation 
between these several causal agents has been discussed under 
W eak, Stunted Growth. 
Yellowing of leaves accompanied by dwarfing and curling, is 
discussed later under the heading of Curling of Leavcs. 
Chlorosis is a term applied to a condition in which the leaves, 
particularly the younger leaves, are entirely yellow or almost 
